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Abstract
This thesis applies nonequilibrium molecular dynamics simulations to study the
mechanics, failure, and formation of highly oriented polymers. The first portion
focuses on the mechanics of ultrahigh molecular weight (UHMW) polyethylene (PE)
fibers. PE fiber strength is dominated by the properties of the crystal phase, but a
complex, composite-like structure makes predicting fiber properties challenging. We
simulate perfect PE crystals as a model fiber in order to predict upper bounds on
fiber strength, creep, and shock propagation. In all cases, we identify the molecular-
scale mechanisms mediating plasticity and relate them to macroscopic response. In
the second part, we explore the nonlinear rheology of extensional flows of highly
entangled polymers. We apply recently developed algorithms to simulate steady-state
uniaxial extensional flows of entangled polymers for the first time. The steady-state
chain conformations are characterized and related to trends in macroscopic properties
like the nonlinear viscosity. Next, we study relaxation from the far-from-equilibrium
states produced by extensional flows. Unexpectedly, relaxations reveal that many
equilibrium properties, like the entanglement length Ne and the disentanglement time
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τd, remain constant for even the most extreme deformations.
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Materials are often used to mark stages of development in modern history. The
use of stone, bronze, iron, and steel has transformed human civilization and how
we interact with the world. Of all the materials developed in the twentieth cen-
tury, polymer materials (plastics) have arguably had the greatest impact on everyday
life. Polymers are used everywhere from bullet proof glass to prosthetic limbs. They
have revolutionized how we preserve food, practice medicine, and design armors for
soldiers. Polymers are also some of the cheapest materials to produce and process,
requiring much less energy than metal or ceramic materials. This ensures that poly-
mers will remain a relevant and important class of materials as constraints on energy
consumption rise in the twenty-first century.
The diverse applications of polymer materials originate from their molecular scale
structure. Polymers are made of long molecular chains that extend throughout a
1
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plastic material. The volume a single chain pervades can be thousands of times
larger than the total volume of its monomers. Like macroscopic wool fibers, polymer
chains are flexible and can adopt a wide variety of tortuous conformations as they
intertwine with each other, and these conformations determine how plastic materials
behave. In amorphous polymers, chain conformations are isotropic random walks.
These random coils entangle with each other and form a dense mesh, similar to wool
felt. Amorphous polymers can be quite durable and are often used for water bottles
and trash bags. If, instead, the chains are extended along a single direction then they
can form fibers that are the molecular equivalent to wool yarn. Like yarn, polymer
fibers are exceptionally strong along the direction of alignment but are soft in the
transverse directions. This makes them easy to weave into cables and textiles or
embed within other materials to form fiber-reinforced composites.
The ability to change a polymer’s mechanical behavior by changing only its molec-
ular organization helps make polymers versatile and cost-efficient materials. Nonlin-
ear flows are a common way of deforming polymers to change both the macroscopic
shape and the local orientation and alignment of polymer chains. Flow induced
changes in molecular order can be used to continuously tune the stiffness and failure
stress of polymers by orders of magnitude [1, 2], producing materials as stiff as steel
but with only 1/8th the density. Such oriented polymer fibers are often found in ship
sails, vehicular chassis, prosthetic joints, and body armors.
While applications of oriented polymers have grown rapidly, many important ques-
2
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tions about their structure and nonlinear deformation remain unaddressed. Poly-
mer deformation is a challenging problem because chains extend across many length
scales [3, 4]. Established theories for conventional crystalline solids, like metals, do
not work well for oriented polymers. Metals often have one molecular length scale
and one type of interatomic bond. Polymers may be a million times longer than their
width and are joined together by covalent backbone bonds that are a hundred times
stronger than the van der Waals (vdW) interactions between monomers. The com-
peting length, time, and energy scales make polymers difficult to model analytically
and hard to fully characterize with experiments.
In this thesis we apply molecular simulations to study the nonlinear deformation
of oriented polymers. Our work is separated into two parts. In part one, we develop
models for, and study the nonlinear mechanics of, oriented polyethylene (PE) fibers.
In part two, we study the rheology and flow of entangled polymer liquids as they are
oriented by extensional flows. These two problems are related. The first addresses
the mechanical behavior of a widely used material, while the second considers the
question of how such oriented polymers are formed. Our simulations provide detailed
microscopic data that allow us to identify the molecular- scale plastic mechanisms
that mediate macroscopic mechanical behavior. We then use these data to inform
simple, analytic theories which we apply to interpret and predict experimental results.
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1.1 A New Potential for High Pressure
and Mechanical Failure - AIREBO-M
The unique mechanical properties of polymers arise because of anisotropic bond-
ing at the molecular scale. Chain backbones are held together by strong covalent
bonds with binding energies of order several eV. Meanwhile, interchain interactions
are mediated by weak van der Waals bonds with meV scale binding energies. Poly-
mer crystal deformation and plasticity arise from the competition between these two
types of interaction, and molecular models must capture the physics at both energy
scales. Incorrectly modeling the physics of covalent bonding can substantially alter
predictions for the chain stiffness and fracture strength, and inaccurate van der Waals
forces can change the density, elastic moduli and even the stable crystal structure.
Covalent interactions are the highest energy interactions that occur in molecular
simulations and are also the easiest to optimize. Covalent bond lengths, stiffnesses,
and binding energies can be characterized with many experimental techniques or with
quantum chemistry calculations [5]. Van der Waals interactions are much harder to
measure and characterize and they are highly sensitive to molecular architecture. The
van der Waals interactions between two carbon atoms in PE are completely different
than those for two carbons in diamond or in graphite [6]. Because of this structural
sensitivity, van der Waals interactions are usually fit to reproduce the structure and
properties of liquid phases of molecular materials [7]. This approach produces van
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der Waals interactions that average over many different configurations rather than
accurately modeling specific ordered phases. Unsurprisingly then, many interatomic
potentials for polymers have accurate covalent interactions and liquid properties but
make poor predictions for crystal phases [8, 9].
In Chapter 2 we develop a reactive interatomic potential for hydrocarbons called
AIREBO-M that accurately captures the physics of both covalent and van der Waals
interactions in polymer crystals [10]. Our model is a refinement of the Adaptive In-
termolecular Reactive Empirical Bond Order (AIREBO) potential for hydrocarbon
chemistry [11]. AIREBO is a reactive interatomic potential, which is a potential that
uses classical many-body interactions to mimic the quantum mechanics of chemical
bonding. Most potentials used in MD model covalent bonding by connecting atoms
with permanent springs. This is computationally efficient but does not permit co-
valent bonds to break. Reactive potentials like AIREBO do not explicitly define
chemical bonds. Instead, they form bonds dynamically based on the atoms in the
local neighborhood. AIREBO models CH chemistry, and attempts to find the most
energetically favorable bonding configuration for each atom based on its environment.
This allows AIREBO to model fracture processes in a wide variety of CH chemistries,
including polyethylene, graphite, and diamond, without resorting to expensive quan-
tum mechanical calculations [11].
While AIREBO’s treatment of covalent bonding is desirable, its intermolecular
interactions are modeled by a Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential whose unphysically di-
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vergent power-law repulsion causes AIREBO to fail when applied to systems at high
pressure [9]. We present a modified potential, AIREBO-M, where we have replaced
the singular Lennard-Jones potential with a Morse potential [10]. We optimize the
new functional form to improve intermolecular steric repulsions, while preserving the
ambient thermodynamics of the original potentials as much as possible. The poten-
tial is fit to experimental measurements of the layer spacing of graphite up to 14
GPa and first principles calculations of steric interactions between small alkanes. To
validate AIREBO-M’s accuracy and transferability, we apply it to a graphite bilayer
and orthorhombic polyethylene. AIREBO-M gives bilayer compressions consistent
with quantum calculations, and it accurately reproduces the quasistatic and shock
compression of orthorhombic polyethylene up to at least 40 GPa.
In Chapters 3, 4, and 5, we apply the AIREBO-M potential to study several
problems in the nonlinear mechanics of oriented polyethylene crystals. Extended-
chain PE crystals are the most ordered arrangement of chains possible and they
can be thought of as a “perfect” polymer fiber. Real polymer fibers never achieve
complete order, but modern fibers come close. By studying the perfect crystal, we
can understand the limiting properties of PE fibers and the dynamic processes that
occur within most of a fiber’s structure.
The polyethylene crystal is composed of fully-extended chains that are uniformly
oriented along a single axis. The chains pack laterally into an orthorhombic unit-
cell with chain backbones alternating to form a “herring-bone” texture, as shown
6
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in Figure 1.1. The PE crystal has highly anisotropic mechanical properties due to
different bonding mechanisms along different directions. The stiff covalent bonds
along the chain backbones generate a large Young’s modulus E ≈ 260 GPa along the
chain axis. In the transverse directions, chains are held in cohesion by much weaker
van der Waals bonds, producing an approximately isotropic stiffness E ≈ 10 GPa.
The large mechanical anisotropy makes fibers susceptible to elastic instabilities as
well as a variety of complex plastic mechanisms. This makes revealing the molecular
processes controlling fiber failure and plastic deformation a challenging problem.
1.2 Strength of PE Fibers
A fiber’s ultimate strength is the largest load it can hold before catastrophically
failing. The origins of polymer fiber strength have been a topic of active debate
for nearly 40 years. This is because the strongest PE fibers fail under tensile loads
of around 5-7 GPa which is much weaker than the theoretical strength of the chains
themselves. The C-C backbone bonds of PE chains should be able to hold∼ 20 GPa in
tension before breaking. However, after several decades of research and development,
the strength of PE fibers has not substantially improved [2,3]. Many have suggested
that fibers may never be as strong as their constituent chains because defects within
the crystal allow the crystal to fail before chain scission [2, 3, 12].






Figure 1.1: Molecular structure of orthorhombic PE. Chains are fully extended in
an all-trans conformation out of the plane along the c-axis ([001] direction). Chains
pack laterally with alternating backbone orientation, forming a herringbone pattern
with orthogonal lattice vectors a and b. The Young’s moduli along a and b are ∼ 8
GPa, while the modulus along c is ∼ 260 GPa. Slip on the (110) plane (dashed line)
dominates transverse plasticity during quasistatic shock compression.
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their cohesive grip on each other and slide past each other along the fiber axis by
breaking and reforming van der Waals bonds [3]. Breaking van der Waals bonds is
much easier than breaking covalent bonds, but many van der Waals bonds must be
broken for a long chain to slip. Chains in Ultra-High Molecular Weight PE fibers
typically have at least ∼ 105 monomers, making the energy cost for an entire chain
to slip much larger than the cost for chain scission. It is easier for chain slip to occur
at a localized defect that disrupts only a few bonds within the crystal.
The simplest type of defect that must be present in real materials is a chain end.
A chain-end defect is shown in Figure 1.2(a) and can be thought of as missing covalent
bonds where one chain terminates, and another begins. The backbone cannot carry
tension near the chain end because of the missing C-C bonds. This causes strains to
localize near chain ends and can facilitate chain slip [13].
In Chapter 3, we use molecular simulations of crystalline PE to determine how
chain ends limit the ultimate strength of PE fibers. We control the density of chain-
end defects by varying the chain length between 102–104 carbons. We find the yield
stress σy saturates for long chains at 6.3 GPa, agreeing well with experiments. We
show that crystals always yield by chain slip, and that slip is mediated by the nucle-
ation of 1D dislocations at the chain ends. Our simulations provide the first theoreti-
cal prediction of such dislocations, and, by analyzing their properties, we can explain
many aspects of the deformation and failure of fibers observed in experiments.





Figure 1.2: (a) Removing the monomer between the two red carbons leads to two
chain-end defects in an orthorhombic polyethylene crystal under tensile strain. Car-
bons are qualitatively colored by bond length to show how strain localizes near the
missing backbone bonds. (b) A 1D dislocation that carries one excess monomer. As
it passes, it translates the chain by one lattice spacing.
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dislocations that determine the mechanical response of metals. While metallic dislo-
cations are lines or loops moving within the planes of a 3D crystal, 1D dislocations are
point-like defects localized to a single chain. Moving them along the chain translates
the chain by one monomer. The size and structure of the dislocation core emerges
from the competition of chain tension, mediated by C-C bonds, and intermolecular
friction that resists disruption of the registry of neighboring chains. The localization
of the dislocation to a single backbone is a remarkable result of the large mechanical
anisotropy resulting from the very different strength of these two interactions.
1D dislocations are an example of “dimensional reduction,” where the excitations
that emerge from the interactions of a complex system exhibit simpler dynamics than
the system itself. As shown in Chapter 3, the results of large, fully atomistic molec-
ular dynamics simulations can be reproduced with a simple 1D Frenkel-Konotorova
(FK) model of dislocations [13]. The FK model captures the competition between
chain tension and friction by considering the dynamics of a single chain of monomers
resting within a periodic crystal potential. The potential represents the collective
intermolecular friction created by the van der Waals interactions of all neighboring
chains. The FK model gives analytic predictions for the structure, stability, and
energetics of 1D dislocations in terms of three parameters which we measure with
MD simulations of very small crystals [13–15]. The FK model with these parameters
reproduces full MD results for the strain and stress to failure of PE crystals and even
the size and geometry of individual dislocations.
11
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Chapter 4 uses the FK model to study the slow process of creep, which is difficult
to treat direcly with MD simulations. A fiber that is loaded below its yield stress
will deform slowly through rare, thermally activated plastic rearrangements. Creep is
common in fibers of many polymers and leads to strength degradation and premature
failure below the yield stress [1, 3]. Identifying and modeling fiber creep mechanisms
will improve understanding of fiber aging and aid development of safe standards for
their use and replacement.




a/kbT sinh(σV ∗/kbT ) (1.1)
which relates the rate of creep ϵ̇c to a thermally activated process with an attempt
frequency ω0, energy barrier E
0
a and an activation volume V
∗. The activation barrier
determines how rare creep events are, and V ∗ determines how rapidly the barrier
decreases with external load. Their functional form depends upon the dynamics of
the specific defects mediating plasticity.
Chapter 4 applies the FK model to fiber creep by studying the energetics of 1D
dislocation nucleation at chain ends. We use it to calculate the load dependent energy
barrier for chain slip at chain ends, and derive effective Eyring activation barriers
and volumes to compare to experimental measurements. Our analytic predictions for
chain-slip mediated creep give values for Ea and V




1.3 Shock of PE Crystals
Chapter 5 applies AIREBO-M to investigate the impact and shock mechanics of
crystalline and amorphous phases of polyethylene (PE). Shock loading is an important
form of nonlinear mechanical response that occurs when the thermodynamic state of
a material is suddenly changed through impact or rapid heating. PE fibers are often
incorporated into load bearing mooring lines or composite armors which typically
fail through sudden loading. Understanding how this failure occurs is important for
designing safer cables and armors.
Shock impact occurs when loading occurs faster than sound waves can distribute
the resulting deformation uniformly throughout the material. Instead, a shock-wave
travels through the solid and mediates a sudden jump in the thermodynamic and
hydrodynamic state of the material [16, 17]. The speed at which a shock propagates
is called the shock speed Us and it depends upon both the properties of the quiescent
material and the strength of the impact. Impact strength is usually characterized by
either a jump in the material stress σ or a jump in the particle velocity Up of the
material that is imposed by the shock front [17]. A common experimental method
for characterizing shock response is to plot Us versus Up [18]. The functional form
of these curves is constrained by the Rankine-Hugoniot jump conditions that ensure
the change in thermodynamic and hydrodynamic properties across the shock front
conserve mass, energy, and momentum [16,19].
The Rankine-Hugoniot jump conditions limit the states that can be accessed by
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shock loading and determine the shape of the Us versus Up curves measured in exper-
iments. Such curves are called Hugoniot curves and the locus of all possible curves
that satisfy the Rankine-Hugoniot conditions is called the Hugoniot equation of state.
Given the initial thermodynamic state of a material and the strength of a shock, either
as a jump in particle velocity or jump in stress, the Hugoniot equation of state gives
the thermodynamic state the material will be driven to behind the shock front [17,19].
Hugoniots for solid materials are usually complex and lack closed form solutions. This
is because the constitutive response of solids changes significantly as they undergo
plastic deformation [16]. The lowest impact velocity Up that activates plastic deforma-
tion determines the Hugoniot elastic limit (HEL), which is an important engineering
parameter for materials. All solid materials flow like fluids when shocks are much
larger than the HEL, but most polymer applications involve shock impacts near the
HEL where the detailed nature of the plasticity is important [18, 20]. Previous work
has made theoretical predictions for the “fluidized” limit of strong shocks but not for
the plasticity dominated regime [21,22].
Molecular simulations are well suited to studying weak shocks. AIREBO-M’s accu-
racy at high-pressure has allowed us to study shock-induced plasticity in amorphous
and crystalline PE and our simulations reveal a complex hierarchy of mechanisms
that is unique to polymers. The amorphous PE phase is isotropic and has a low
yield stress, producing a shock-Hugoniot that agrees well with previous theoretical
predictions [22]. Crystal simulations follow these earlier predictions at high impact
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velocities, above 1000 m/s. At low velocities, the shock mechanics of the crystal is
highly anisotropic and is controlled by molecular scale yield mechanisms that depend
on the crystal plane of impact. For shock along the polymer backbone, an elastic front
is followed by a plastic front where chains buckle with a characteristic wavelength.
Shock perpendicular to the chain backbone can produce plastic deformation or tran-
sitions to different orthorhombic or monoclinic crystal structures, depending on the
impact speed and direction. Tensile loading does not produce stable shocks: Amor-
phous systems craze and fracture, while for crystals, the front broadens linearly with
time. This diverse and anisotropic plasticity is unique to polymers and innovative
constitutive models will be required to capture it at macroscopic scales.
PE fibers contain a mix of crystalline and amorphous regimes. Each interface can
scatter shock waves and lower the transmission of energy. Although it is not included
in this thesis, I also studied shock of multi-domain systems in collaboration with a
group at the Army Research Laboratory [23]. We found that the sudden change
in density and mechanical stiffness at a crystal/amorphous interface leads to partial
reflection of passing shock fronts and substantial absorption of the shock energy. The
amount of energy absorbed by nanoscale amorphous domains depends upon their size
when it is comparable to the width of the shock front. We characterized this size-
dependent absorption and related it to the nanoscale kinetics of amorphous chains.




Another related project that is not included in the thesis examined the low speed
response of multidomain PE fibers [24]. I used AIREBO-M to determine the full
elastic and plastic response of crystalline and amorphous domains for quasistatic
loading. With collaborators at JHU we then considered the elastic response and yield
of a range of representative geometries for PE fibers. For tensile loading, we found
that crystalline regions carry most of the load, and the elastic and plastic properties
of the crystal dominate tensile strength. In contrast, transverse loading showed much
more sensitivity to the spatial organization of amorphous and crystalline domains.
1.4 Extensional Rheology
The second part of this thesis applies molecular simulations to explore the struc-
ture and dynamics of oriented polymers in the liquid phase. Oriented fibers are
formed by stretching molten polymers with nonlinear elongational flows. Chains in
the disordered melt state are extended and aligned by the flow, precipitating the
formation of the resulting fiber’s coherent crystalline structure. Understanding this
process is difficult because chains interact strongly with each other as they respond
to flow. Additionally, the flowing fluid’s hydrodynamic properties are highly sen-
sitive to the rapidly changing chain conformations [4]. Macroscopic quantities like
the fluid viscosity couple to changes in chain elongation and alignment. Predicting
how chain conformations adapt to flow and how these changes alter liquid proper-
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ties is essential for polymer manufacturing; however, little is understood about the
far-from-equilibrium dynamics of polymer melts at large extension [25,26].
Experiments cannot easily measure the microscopic properties of polymers during
extensional flow. Instead, they typically measure changes in flow properties like the
viscosity and can only suggest how they relate to rearrangements occurring at the
molecular scale [27, 28]. In a typical experiment, a constant uniaxial extension flow
rate is applied. The liquid is stretched along one direction (the fiber axis) while it
contracts in the two transverse directions to preserve volume. The flow rate is given
by the Hencky strain rate ϵ̇ ≡ ∂ logL(t)/∂t, where L(t) is the sample length along
the fiber axis. Whether the flow deforms chain conformations depends upon the
characteristic timescales on which chains relax. A dimensionless Weissenberg number
Wi = ϵ̇τ , where τ is a characteristic relaxation time for the polymer, is usually used
to measure a flow’s strength.
Experiments measure the time dependence of the extensional viscosity ηex(t) =
σex/ϵ̇, Here σex = σzz − σrr is the extensional component of the stress, with σzz the
stress component along the extension direction and σrr the transverse component.
The evolution of ηex depends upon the polymer architecture and flow rate. For a
polymer in constant extensional flow, the dynamic viscosity grows over many decades
in time until it plateaus to a steady-state viscosity as shown in Figure 1.3. In the
limit of weak linear flows, ηex(t) is determined by the linear viscoelastic response of
the polymer. The linear evolution, η0(t), is independent of flow rate and plateaus to
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the Newtonian viscosity η0(t −→ ∞) = ηN (black curve). For strong, nonlinear flows,
η(t) deviates above the linear response and plateaus to a steady nonlinear viscosity
ηex (red curve). The value of the steady viscosity typically depends on the flow rate
and can increase (thicken) or decrease (thin) with increasing rate [27].
The complex behavior of the dynamic viscosity is due to the dynamics of chain
conformations as they adapt to flow. Molten chains are disordered in their equi-
librium state [4, 27]. Thermal fluctuations allow chain backbones to bend and lose
orientational order for segments longer than a thermal persistence length of nk bonds
called a Kuhn segment. At larger scales, chains explore their configurational en-
tropy and adopt random coil conformations. Chain conformations can be described
by the internal distance function R(n) which measures the rms magnitude of the
vector connecting monomers separated by n bonds. R(n) grows linearly with n for
straight segments shorter than ℓk. At larger scales, chains behave like random-walks
and R ∼ ℓkn1/2. Scattering experiments have shown the scaling form of R(n/nk)
is independent of chemistry and applies for many linear polymer melts above their
chemically specific Kuhn length [4, 30].
Individual chains cannot move independently because they cannot pass through
neighboring chains. These constraints are called entanglements and force chains to
undergo undergo complex, collective motions as they move around each other. En-
tanglements introduce an important length scale called the entanglement length Ne.
Chain segments that are longer than Ne bonds will form entanglements and their dy-
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Figure 1.3: Dynamic viscosity for entangled polymers during uniaxial extensional
flow. The viscosity increases over several decades in time as viscoelastic relaxation
modes contribute. The mode spectrum is complex and governed by the entanglement
(τe), Rouse (τR), and reptation (τd) times, which are labeled with dashed lines. τd is
defined relative to τe as in Reference [29]. For weak flows, the viscosity follows a lim-
iting linear viscoelastic envelope (black line) and plateaus to the Newtonian viscosity




namics will be constrained by the entanglement network. A chain of N bonds forms
Z = N/Ne entanglements with other chains. Z is called the degree of entanglement.
The highly-correlated diffusion of entangled chains has been likened to the wrig-
gling of a pile of snakes in a pit and has been given the name “reptation.” A phe-
nomenological framework for reptation is the “tube model,” based on the Nobel prize
winning work of P.G. de Gennes [4, 31]. The tube model includes the effect of en-
tanglements by imagining each chain is trapped inside a confining tube created by
entanglements with neighboring chains as shown in Figure 1.4(a). A chain can only
move freely along the length of its tube and is hindered from moving perpendicular
to the tube because it cannot cross other chains. In order for a chain’s conformation
to relax, the chain must escape its current tube by diffusing out one of the ends
(Figure 1.4(b)). The tube diameter, a, sets the scale of confinement and is related to
the entanglement segment length through random-walk statistics a ≈ ℓKN1/2e . ℓK is
called the Kuhn length and is the effective random-walk step size for a given polymer
chemistry. Remarkably, the tube model correctly predicts the linear viscoelastic flow
of many entangled liquids to be universal and insensitive to the specific polymer’s
chemical details. Specifically, tube theory predicts that the functional form of η0(t)
only depends upon the degree of entanglement Z.
Although simple, the tube model has been incredibly successful at predicting the
linear flow η0(t) of entangled polymers. Its limitations only become apparent when it






Figure 1.4: A schematic of the tube model for entangled polymer dynamics. (a)
Because chains cannot cross each other, entanglements confine each chain (black
line) to a confining tube (orange) with a diameter a ∼ b1/2Ne. (b) The chain can only
diffuse along its tube. It relaxes by escaping out one end, forgetting the evacuated
section (dashed lines) while generating a new section of tube (green).
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Large extensions deform the entanglement network far from equilibrium, changing
how neighboring chains interact with each other and how macroscopic deformation is
transmitted to molecules. In this regime, the tube model’s simple treatment of entan-
glement breaks down. Recent experiments show that different melts with identical
tube model predictions for linear response exhibit different rate dependent viscosi-
ties during nonlinear flow [26, 28, 32]. These experiments suggest the tube model’s
description of chain dynamics is incomplete and must be enriched with new physics,
but identifying the appropriate physics is difficult without microscopic data.
In Chapter 6, we use coarse-grained MD simulations to generate uniaxial ex-
tensional flows of polymer melts and directly relate nonlinear trends in the exten-
sional viscosity to the microscopic polymer structure. Since the qualitative dynamics
of molten polymers is insensitive to chemical detail, we forego the complexity of
the AIREBO-M potential and simulate polymers with a much cheaper bead-spring
model. The bead-spring model simulates chains of chemically-generic, featureless par-
ticles that are connected by finitely-extensible springs. This simple model captures
the large-scale dynamics of chain conformations and entanglements which dominate
polymer rheology.
We apply a recently developed technique to simulate extensional flows called Gen-
eralized Kraynik-Reinelt (GKR) boundary conditions [33,34]. Traditional extensional
flow simulations are limited in the maximum strain they can reach because the simu-
lation cell stretches exponentially with time along one axis while contracting along the
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other two directions. Eventually the contracting dimensions become too small and the
simulation crashes. This limitation has prevented traditional simulations from reach-
ing the large strains needed to produce steady-state flows of entangled polymers. The
GKR method was derived in 2014 by Dobson [33] and prevents the contracting direc-
tions from becoming too small by carefully selecting the initial simulation box and
systematically remapping it to a physically equivalent box of less skewed geometry
during flow. Nicholson and Rutledge recently implemented the GKR algorithm in
the LAMMPS MD simulation code and used it to study flow induced crystallization
during extensional flow [34, 35]. We apply this technique to study large extensional
deformations of entangled polymers.
Through application of the GKR algorithm, we have simulated extensional flows
of entangled polymers out to maximum strains ϵ ≥ 6, larger than any reported experi-
ment. Simulations resolve the molecular structure of steady-state flows and reproduce
experimental trends in the extensional viscosity with time, rate and molecular weight.
Analysis of chain conformations reveals an elongation and thinning of the confining
tube with increasing flow strength. The rising stress is quantitatively consistent with
the decreasing entropy of chain segments at the equilibrium entanglement length, and
we can develop a scaling law that explains the nonlinear trends in the extensional vis-
cosity that are observed in experiments.
Finally, in Chapter 7, we study the stress relaxation after extensional deformation
of aligned systems is ceased. Stress relaxations are a common experimental protocol
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for characterizing the viscoelastic response of complex fluids [27], and provide useful
data for developing accurate hydrodynamic models. By detailing the dynamic relax-
ation of a fluid after a well-defined flow history, stress relaxations provide valuable
data that continuum modelers can use to test and calibrate their hydrodynamic the-
ories. Relaxations from steady-state flows are particularly useful because they allow
modelers to assume an infinite and constant flow history prior to relaxation, which
greatly simplifies analysis.
The relaxation of polymer conformations is difficult to characterize experimentally
because entanglements hinder chain motion and create a hierarchy of relaxations
spanning many decades in time [30]. Individual monomers can diffuse freely only
before a characteristic time τ0, called the monomer relaxation time. At longer times,
monomer diffusion is slowed due to the connectivity of the chain backbone. Monomers
must diffuse collectively as bonded segments, slowing their diffusion. For a chain of N
monomers, the Rouse time τR = τ0N
2 is the longest relaxation time associated with
the connectivity of the chain. Relaxation in entangled polymers is further slowed by
entanglements between chains. For an entangled chain to relax, it must diffuse away
from its current neighbors and form new entanglements with other chains. In the tube
model, this corresponds to the chain escaping its current tube by diffusing out one of
the ends. This process occurs over the disentanglement time τd ≈ τRZ1.4, which is the
longest relaxation time for an entangled polymer. τd depends nonlinearly on Z and
can be ∼ 1− 100 seconds even when T ≫ Tg for industrial molecular weights [4, 30].
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We measure the dynamic evolution of chain conformations for times longer than
several τd. Our simulations offer insights into how entangled chains confine each other
as the entanglement network becomes highly aligned by extensional flow. Several
recent theories suggest that chains should confine each other less when they become
highly aligned [28,36,37], leading to an increase in the tube diameter a. However, our
data directly contradicts this view and shows chains rapidly recover their equilibrium
tube diameter during relaxation, even when they have been completely aligned by an
extensional flow. This suggests the physics employed by recent hydrodynamic models
is incorrect and must be modified. The detailed dynamics of our stress relaxations




Reactive Models for Hydrocarbons
at Extreme Pressures
2.1 Introduction
Extreme pressures can activate many mechanical and chemical processes in solids
that are usually dormant at ambient conditions. A wide array of complex phenomena
are common at 10 to 100 GPa including: defect nucleation in metals, structural
phase transitions in molecular crystals, and bond rehybridization and wear in covalent
solids [38–40]. Such dynamic complexity makes high pressure material behavior a
rich avenue for research. However, the extreme conditions necessary are difficult to
maintain experimentally, making robust numerical tools desirable.
Quantum mechanics (QM) based numerical methods, such as Density Functional
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Theory (DFT), have been successfully applied to explore the dynamic chemistry and
energetics of many materials at high pressure and temperatures [9, 41, 42]. However,
the computational expense and purely covalent form of such methods prevents them
from describing the structural and mechanical properties of many extended molecular
materials, such as graphitic and hydrocarbon solids, which are a rapidly growing
focus of industrial applications. Dispersion interactions can be included in DFT
calculations [43–46], for example by adding semi-emperical potentials [46–49], but
this increases the computational expense. More efficient methods are needed to study
dynamic problems in large systems.
An attractive alternative to QM calculations is the family of reactive bond or-
der potentials (BOP’s). Traditional interaction potentials define and maintain a
fixed topology of chemical bonds. The development of BOP’s, such as the Adap-
tive Intermolecular Reactive Empirical Bond Order potential (AIREBO) [11] and
the Reactive Force Field (REAXFF) [50], have allowed modelers to explore dynamic
bonding processes. The complexity of the many-particle interactions in BOP’s makes
parameterization difficult. As a result, current BOP’s quickly lose fidelity outside a
limited range of ambient pressures and temperatures, corresponding to near equilib-
rium states of their molecular and chemical bonds. In order to accurately describe far
from equilibrium dynamics at high pressure, existing BOP’s must be modified to im-
prove their description of highly compressed molecular configurations. For AIREBO
and REAXFF, these limitations are well illustrated by the recent work of Mattsson et
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al. on polyethylene (PE) [9], which concluded that both models greatly over-predict
the stiffness of PE compared to experimental data at pressures above a few GPa. For
AIREBO, the excess stiffness results from the use of Lennard-Jones (LJ) interactions
between molecules that diverge rapidly at small separations.
In this chapter and Ref. [10], the Lennard-Jones interactions in AIREBO are re-
placed by a nondivergent Morse potential. The Morse potential has an additional
parameter that allows the repulsive region to be softened with little change to the
potential minimum and attractive regions. This allows us to extend the validity of
the potential to pressures of about 40 GPa without affecting the behavior at ambi-
ent pressure that has been successfully captured by the original AIREBO [11]. The
Morse potential for carbon-carbon interactions is fit to x-ray experiments on graphite
and tested against theoretical calculations for bilayers. Similar x-ray data for hydro-
carbons does not separately constrain the form of C-H and H-H interactions. This
is accomplished by fitting to post-Hartree Fock quantum calculations for a range of
configurations. The resulting parameters are then validated against x-ray and shock
Hugoniot data for crystalline polyethylene (PE).
In what follows, we discuss the underlying theory and the parameterization and
validation of the new model. Section 2.2 discusses the theoretical underpinning and
algorithmic details of the simulations performed. Section 2.3 explains the rationale for
our parameterization protocol and reports the resulting Morse parameters. Section
2.4 presents results from the new model for the graphene bilayer and the isothermal
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compression and shock properties of orthorhombic PE.
2.2 Potentials and Simulation Methods
2.2.1 Potentials
The Second Generation Reactive Empirical Bond Order Potential (REBO2) of
Brenner et al. [51], is a reactive potential that dynamically describes covalent hy-
drocarbon chemistry with classical many-body potential energy functions. Brenner’s
potential, originally intended to study network carbon solids like diamond, does not
contain any energy terms for intermolecular interactions. Thus, REBO2 cannot de-
scribe the structure of liquids or molecular solids with any accuracy.
The AIREBO potential of Stuart et al. [11] adds nonbonded/intermolecular inter-
actions for hydrocarbons to the purely covalent REBO2 via a set of Lennard-Jones
potentials for the three interaction types: C-C, C-H, and H-H. The literature con-
tains many applications of AIREBO to a wide variety of carbon and hydrocarbon
allotropes - ranging from gas phase hydrocarbon combustion to phase separation in
organic fluids to exotic carbon-nanotubes [52–54]. AIREBO is openly available in
Sandia’s LAMMPS software, which is used for all MD calculations presented in this
thesis. A thorough and concise description of the model can be found in the appendix
of Stuart’s original article [11].













where the ij indices indicate the chemical species (C or H) of the two interacting
atoms, ϵ defines a depth for the interaction potential well, and 21/6σ defines the
location of the minimum energy. The potential is smoothly set to zero by a third-
order spline at a long-range cutoff value of 3σ. For separations less than 21/6σ, similar
splines reduce the strength of intermolecular repulsions if it is favorable for a pair of
atoms to bond chemically [11]. When covalent bonding is unfavorable, the two atoms
interact with the full LJ.
The use of a repulsive r−12 power law in the LJ potential was motivated more
by computational convenience than physical reasoning. It causes the potential to
rise to rapidly as molecular separation decreases past the minimum [9]. The anoma-
lously high repulsive forces cause AIREBO to fail to describe the details of many
high pressure systems, even while accurately describing the same systems in ambient
conditions. To improve the model’s accuracy at high pressures, we have replaced its










where ϵ and req define the depth and location of the minimum energy, and the new
parameter αmodifies the curvature of the potential energy at its minimum separation.
The Morse potential is truncated with a third-order spline at the same cutoffs used
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in AIREBO, and the splines for adaptive repulsion are implemented by the same
technique as AIREBO. Specifically, the outer and inner cut-offs for these splines are
set respectively to the location of the energy minimum and the location where the
energy crosses zero [11].
The Morse potential’s parameters can be adjusted to match the equilibrium prop-
erties of hydrocarbons that are captured by the LJ potentials in AIREBO. One ap-
proach is to fit the location, depth and second derivative of the potential energy
minimum for each interaction type. This gives a mapping from (ϵ, σ) to (ϵ, req, α):
ϵ → ϵ
req → 21/6σ
α → 3 ∗ 25/6 1
σ
(2.3)
The resulting unoptimized parameters are listed in Table 2.1. However the presence
of a third parameter in the Morse potential allows more freedom in fitting a wide
range of separations than in the LJ potential. We use Eq. 2.3 and AIREBO’s LJ
parameters to obtain initial values of Morse parameters and then adjust α to fit
repulsive interactions without affecting the equilibrium spacing and energy. In this
way, we improve the high pressure response while retaining agreement with the region




Interaction ϵ (eV ) α (Å
−1
) req (Å)
C-C 0.0028437 1.5722 3.8164
C-H 0.0020649 1.7671 3.3955
H-H 0.0014994 2.0171 2.9745
Table 2.1: Morse parameters obtained from mapping the Lennard-Jones parameters
of Stuart et al. [11] to Morse potentials with the same equilibrium properties using
Eq. 2.3.
2.2.2 Simulation Methods
In the model parameterization and validation that follows, we perform two types
of simulation protocol. When making comparisons to experimental measurements for
the PV curves of graphite and PE or the shock Hugoniot equation of state for PE,
we utilize NPT and NVT ensemble molecular dynamics (MD) with periodic systems
of the corresponding bulk material. When making comparison to first principle cal-
culations of the microscopic interactions between ethane and pentane dimers or a
graphene bilayer, we simply perform static energy calculations on pre-generated rigid
configurations of the molecules. we next briefly describe the generation of these struc-
tures and the numerical details of the simulation protocols. Snapshots of simulation




The bulk graphite configuration consists of ten graphene layers, each layer con-
taining 416 carbons as shown in Fig. 2.1. The layers are approximately square and
arranged in an alternating AB stacking. we create the rigid graphene bilayer by tak-
ing two layers of the bulk graphite system and making the simulation box periodic
for the in-plane directions only. The trajectory is generated by varying the layer
separation.
The polyethylene configuration consists of 5 by 7 by 12 unit cells of the orthorhom-
bic (Pnam) PE crystal [55]. Thus the simulation cell has 70 PE chains with 12
monomers along the chain per period of the simulation box. Configurations undergo
geometry optimization with the FIRE minimizer [56], before undergoing further MD
treatment.
I use ethane and pentane molecules to generate dimer configurations exploring co-
ordination registries relevant to bulk PE, while still being small enough molecules for
use with accurate quantum mechanical techniques. we create six dimer trajectories,
four for pentane-pentane dimers and two for ethane-ethane, illustrated in Fig. 2.2.
Each trajectory is generated by rigidly rotating and translating a second ethane or
pentane molecule with respect to the first, varying their separation along a fixed axis.
we generate initial geometries for the alkane molecules with geometry optimization
at the DFT level (M06/aug-cc-pvTZ) [57].
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Figure 2.1: Pressure dependence of the interlayer spacing of bulk graphite, c/2, nor-
malized by the zero pressure value, c0/2 = 0.335 nm, from x-ray experiments (dashed
line), AIREBO (blue squares) and AIREBO-M (red circles). AIREBO over-predicts




2.2.2.2 Molecular Dynamics Methods
Aside from the specific atomic configurations used, the protocols for computing the
equation of state for both graphite and PE systems are identical. All MD simulations
use the LAMMPS simulation package [35]. The velocity-Verlet integrator with a
time-step of 1 fs is used to solve the equations of motion within a periodic simulation
box. A Nose-Hoover thermostat with time constant 0.25 ps is used for constant
temperature simulations. To maintain a specified hydrostatic pressure, the three
periods of the simulation cell are adjusted independently by a Nose-Hoover barostat
with time constant 1.0 ps [58].
For pressure-volume curve generation, systems equilibrate to their initial isotherm
temperature (300 or 553 K) and pressure (0 GPa) during 20-30 ps of simulation in the
NPT ensemble. Next, the system pressure is increased by 2 GPa over 2 ps, followed
by equilibration at fixed pressure for 4 ps. Such 6 ps pressure steps continue up to
a pressure of 40 GPa, with PV points generated from the average of the last 2 ps
of equilibration. Tests with longer equilibration times gave equivalent results. The
Hugoniot equation of state for PE is produced from such MD generated isotherms
via the quasi-static method of Erpenbeck. The method is described in detail in




Figure 2.2: Interaction energy scans calculated with MP2 (black diamonds),
AIREBO (blue squares), and AIREBO-M (red circles) for ethane and pentane dimers.
Dimer orientations are illustrated by the inset images. Separations are measured along
the dashed lines. The strong divergence of AIREBO compared to the quantum cal-
culations is immediately apparent. The AIREBO-M is fit to MP2 in the repulsive
region while retaining the binding energy and separation of AIREBO.
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2.2.2.3 Quantum Calculation Methods
Dispersion corrected density functional theory (DFT) methods are the most com-
monly used quantum mechanical techniques for studying molecular crystals and large
clusters [61]. However, despite their successes in predicting equilibrium structures for
models of crystalline PE, the same methods predict bulk moduli that are significantly
too large [61,62]. DFT methods without dispersion corrections predict crystal struc-
tures more accurately as pressure increases [55, 62], but at pressures of 2-3 GPa the
error in unit cell vectors may be as large as 0.2 Å [55]. These findings suggest that
more accurate ab initio methods may be necessary to study the steric interactions of
hydrocarbon solids at extreme pressures.
Ab initio calculations on small models of n-alkane dimers [63] have revealed that
the second-order Moller-Plesset (MP2) values of equilibrium interaction energies ob-
tained by using the correlation consistent basis set of triple zeta quality (aug-cc-
pvTZ) [64] are within 0.01 eV, or better, of the MP2 energies at the basis set limit.
Such MP2 energies are also very close to results obtained from the more accurate
CCSD(T) calculation method [63,65]. The CCSD(T) method is prohibitively expen-
sive for some of our non-symmetrical pentane dimmers and therefore, in this work we
use the MP2/aug-cc-pvTZ approach. Interaction energies are further corrected for
basis set superposition errors (BSSE) [66] by using the counterpoise (CP) method [67].
Using the MP2/aug-cc-pvTZ/CP model, we compute dimer interaction energy
curves from each frame of the ethane and pentane dimer trajectories, which range
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in separation from the limit of molecular dissociation to large steric repulsions at
short distances. As expected, we find the BSSE corrections to be critically important
and they account for up to 50% of the total binding energy at equilibrium distances.
While accurate dispersion forces play a diminishing role at high pressure, where steric
interactions dominate, they are essential for accurately defining the equilibrium sep-
arations which distinguish between repulsion and attraction dominated regions. Our
fitting strategy is based on the fact that the unmodified AIREBO captures the ambi-
ent thermodynamic and structural energetics of many alkanes. Thus we use our MP2
calculations to improve the steric rise in energy with small separation, while defering
to the unmodified AIREBO for the details of interaction energy wells.
2.3 Parameterization
In the original AIREBO paper, Lennard-Jones potentials were fit in two stages.
C-C interactions were first fit to the properties of graphite, then C-H and H-H inter-
actions were fit simultaneously to the x-ray structure and thermodynamics of small
alkane liquids. To fit our Morse parameters we follow a similar process. First Morse
C-C interactions are tuned to accurate high pressure experiments on graphite by
Hanfland et al. [68]. This approach is difficult to apply for hydrocarbons because
structural measurements do not isolate the separate contributions of C-H and H-
H intermolecular bonds. Thus we use MP2 calculations for a range of ethane and
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pentane dimer geometries to determine the C-H and H-H Morse potentials.
2.3.1 Fitting C-C Interactions
For typical hydrocarbon systems, carbon atoms rarely come within steric interac-
tion distances of one another due to the steric repulsion of surrounding hydrogens.
This makes it difficult to use hydrocarbon data to determine C-C interactions. Us-
ing pure carbon allotropes, such as graphene, carbon nanotubes, or graphite, isolates
the effect of C-C interactions. These interactions directly determine the interlayer
spacing of graphite which has been measured with high pressure x-ray scattering by
Hanfland et al. [27]. Over the studied range of pressures, the in-plane lattice constant
is nearly constant. Since it is mostly determined by covalent interactions, AIREBO
and AIREBO-M give consistent in-plane results.
Hanfland et al. [68] used x-ray scattering to track the equilibrium layer separation
c/2 of a graphite sample at room temperature from 0-14 GPa. To reproduce this
experiment, we perform finite temperature MD in the NPT ensemble at pressures
across this range, for a periodic bulk graphite system. We measure the layer spacing
of the system as a function of pressure and modify the C-C Morse parameters until our
system reproduces the equilibrium spacing and compression profile seen by Hanfland
et al. [68].
We found that the parameters in Table 2.1 did not give the measured lattice
constants of graphite at ambient pressure. Thus in addition to optimizing the new
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Interaction ϵ (eV ) α (Å
−1
) req (Å)
C-C 0.0028437 1.8168 3.6891
C-H 0.0020649 1.5317 3.3955
H-H 0.0014994 1.7484 2.9745
Table 2.2: Optimized Morse potential parameters for the van der Waals interactions
of all three hydrocarbon interaction types. The energy scales, ϵ, are unchanged from
their LJ values. Length scales, req, are mapped directly from the Lennard-Jones
σ, with only minor modification to reqCC . Protocols for fitting r
eq
CC as well as the
interaction moduli, αij, are detailed in section 2.3 of this work.
degree of freedom, α, we also slightly reduced the length scale of the interaction, req.
This is necessary because AIREBO’s LJ parameters for C-C were originally fit to
graphite using an analytic expression that excluded the effects of AIREBO’s splines
for adaptive repulsion. Plotting the resulting curves in Fig. 2.1, we see the original
AIREBO overestimates both graphite’s equilibrium layer spacing at 0 GPa as well as
its mechanical response under compression for T = 300 K. Note that this difference
will have little effect on simulations of hydrocarbons.
The new Morse potential parameters for C-C may be found in the first row of
Table 2.2. The model with the new parameters, which we call AIREBO-M, pro-
duces equilibrium and response properties for graphite layer compression in excellent
agreement with Hanfland et al’s experiment (Fig. 2.1).
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2.3.2 Fitting C-H & H-H Interactions
Compared to pure carbon, we find hydrogen’s dispersion forces are substantially
weaker, and steric repulsion dominates its intermolecular interactions. Such steric
repulsions are due to Pauli exclusion effects, which quantum mechanical methods tend
to capture very well. Additionally, C-H and H-H interactions tend to be sensitive to
the geometry and relative orientations of participating hydrocarbon molecules. Such
details are beyond the scope of most experimental techniques, which typically only
provide average lattice constants. In contrast, first principle calculations provide
independent information about the energies of different geometries. To this end,
we have used Moller-Plesset second-order perturbation theory (MP2) [64], a post
Hartree-Fock quantum chemistry method, to construct a training set of interaction
energies for rigidly translated ethane and pentane dimers, illustrated in Fig. 2.2.
The MP2 calculations compute the total energy as a function of separation for
each dimer, and since the individual molecules are held fixed, changes in the energy
correspond to intermolecular interactions only. Analogous energy vs. separation
curves are calculated with the AIREBO-M for different parameters to determine the
best fit. Since we are primarily concerned with improving the interaction’s high
pressure response, and we wish to preserve the accuracy of AIREBO in ambient
conditions, we limit the range of separations used for calculating the fit to those
where steric repulsions dominate. We define the steric region of each trajectory as
any separation where the MP2 energy is greater than 0.1 eV (with 0 eV at infinite
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separation). Fig. 2.2 shows data to 0.5 eV, but fits extended up to energies where
covalent bonding changed, typically 1.5 eV.
To minimize changes from AIREBO, we optimize by scaling the α’s by the same
factor for C-H and H-H - i.e. αij = κ α
0
ij where the α
0
ij are defined in Table 2.1. The
least mean squared fit gives κ = 0.877. The results are in excellent agreement with
MP2 in four of the panels in Fig. 2.2 but give a higher binding energy and shorter
distance in panels b and d. Fits with other α and req do not improve the agreement in
these panels without producing comparable deviations in the other panels. we expect
that the difficulty in simultaneously fitting all configurations may reflect directional
bonding that is not captured in the LJ or Morse potential. Given that varying req and
ϵ does not improve the global fit and that the AIREBO values have been validated in
ambient conditions, we leave them unchanged. The Morse potential parameters for
C-H and H-H may be found in the second and third rows of Table 2.2.
Figure 2.3 illustrates the effect of rescaling α in the manner just described. It
compares the LJ potential to the Morse potential with α chosen to match the second
derivative at the minimum, via Eq. 2.3, as well as with α reduced by the factor
κ = 0.877 used in Fig. 2.2. Note that reducing κ from 1.0 to 0.877 produces a much
better fit of the entire attractive portion of the LJ potential. Although κ was chosen
to match the repulsive region where the LJ potential rises too rapidly, it produces a
Morse potential that is very close to providing the best fit to the attractive region of
the LJ potential from r/σ = 21/6 to 3. Over this range the rms deviation from the
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LJ potential is only 0.0004ϵ. Thus this choice of κ satisfies both of our objectives for
the revised potential.
2.4 Validation
In the parameterization protocol, we applied a mixed training set of experimen-
tal data and theoretical quantum chemistry calculations chosen to distinguish most
cleanly and accurately the interactions for different atoms. To validate the fits we use
information from complementary techniques. Our fits of C-C interactions to finite
temperature x-ray experiments are compared to theoretical DFT calculations of the
energy of graphene bilayers. Similarly, to validate our fits of C-H and H-H interac-
tions to quantum chemistry calculations of the energy of small alkanes, we compare to
finite temperature experiments on cyrstalline PE at high pressure and during shocks.
2.4.1 Compressing a Graphene Bilayer
Understanding the planar interactions of two graphene sheets is important for the
development of exfoliation-based processing and nanoscale fabrication in general. The
literature contains many high quality studies on the layer interactions of graphene,
including a recent dispersion-corrected DFT-based analysis by Reguzzoni et al. [69].
Their work calculates the interaction energy as a function of the separation of two
flat graphene sheets, using the DFT-D method of Grimme [46]. Grimme’s method
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Figure 2.3: Comparison of a Lennard-Jones potential and Morse potentials with α
scaled to fit the second derivative at the minimum (κ = 1), and obtained from fitting
MP2 calculations (κ = 0.877).
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for dispersion corrected DFT is widely used [46–49] and we consider the DFT-D
calculations of Reguzzoni et al. to be a well-characterized theoretical reference for
testing the compression mode our C-C interaction potential is fit to.
In Reguzzoni et al.’s analysis, they compute an energy versus separation curve
for two rigid and periodic graphene sheets. To compare to their data, we generate
an analogous configuration and repeat their calculation with our potential. Fig. 2.4
compares the interaction energy of the bilayer planes for AIREBO-M (red circles),
AIREBO (blue squares), and DFT-D (black diamonds). we see that AIREBO-M
produces a rise in steric energy under compression in very good agreement with the
quantum calculation. AIREBO-M also reproduces the location and curvature of the
DFT-D minimum energy, even though we did not intentionally seek to reproduce
these features. While this agreement may be due to similar training systems for
AIREBO-M and the DFT-D dispersion corrections, we consider AIREBO-M’s ex-
cellent reproduction of the bilayer mechanics calculated with the more theoretically
sophisticated and expensive DFT-D to be a strong validation of our experimental fits
for C-C interactions. Note that the repulsive interactions at the smallest separations
correspond to significantly larger pressures (∼ 18 GPa) than achieved in Hanfland et
al.’s experiments.
The three methods show different behavior at large distances and thus have dif-
ferent binding energies. Both theoretical and experimental values of the cohesion of
a graphene bilayer show variations that are comparable to the difference between the
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three values [70]. For this reason, we are satisfied that our model produces a cohesive
energy comfortably within the range of current experimental values.
2.4.2 PV and Shock Compression of Crystalline
Polyethylene
Highly aligned polyethylene has become a focus of research for wide-scale indus-
trial application due to its high tensile strength and relatively low mass density [71,72].
Ultra-High Molecular Weight Polyethylene (UHMWPE), in the form of fibers and
composite fabrics, is already used to create cables, helmets, body armor, and other
products where a high strength to weight ratio is critical. Building an understanding
of PE’s structural behavior at high pressures is critical to improving its application;
however, there are relatively few detailed experiments available in the literature.
One such experiment is Fontana et al.’s thorough x-ray analysis of PE brought
to high pressures in a diamond anvil cell [55]. Their work explores the anisotropic
deformation of the orthorhombic PE crystal from 2-40 GPa at 553 K, as well as its
eventual structural transition to higher-pressure monoclinic phases around 16 GPa.
It is an ideal experiment to validate the AIREBO-M’s theoretically fit C-H and H-H
interactions, which dominate the mechanical response of the molecular crystal. To
compare to Fontana et al.’s experiments, we again perform finite temperature MD
in the NPT ensemble, analogous to that used for bulk graphite, to generate a series
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Figure 2.4: Interaction energy versus separation for a rigid graphite bilayer. Re-
sults for AIREBO-M (red circles) track DFT-D results (black diamonds) at small
separations while the AIREBO energy (blue squares) rises too rapidly.
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of states along the T = 553 K PV isotherm. From these states we determine the
deformation of the PE unit cell for all three lattice directions.
In Fig. 2.5(a) we plot the change in the lattice vectors of orthorhombic PE with
increasing pressure. The experimental data shows that deformation primarily occurs
in the lateral (a and b) lattice directions, where the crystal is stabilized by weaker
intermolecular interactions. The axial (c) direction, dominated by covalent carbon-
carbon bonds, responds negligibly to the pressures explored. Based on their data,
Fontana et al predict that the orthorhombic PE phase becomes metastable at pres-
sures higher than 16 GPa, in favor of a high-pressure monoclinic phase. Beyond 25
GPa, the x-ray experiments were no longer able to distinguish the orthorhombic sig-
nature. After losing the orthorhombic signature, Fontana et al. continued tracking
higher pressure crystal phases, and used them to generate PV data up to 40 GPa, as
reproduced in Fig. 2.5(b).
The AIREBO-M (red circles) shows excellent agreement with the Fontana exper-
iment (black diamonds) for deformation in all three lattice directions. It accurately
distinguishes between the structural differences in the lateral lattice directions and
reproduces the shape of their mechanical response. AIREBO-M also predicts a struc-
tural phase transition to a new orthorhombic phase, seen as a jump in the lattice
parameters, between 18-20 GPa. This new phase corresponds to a flattening of the
herringbone pattern of the orthorhombic crystal as the constituent chains come in
closer contact. This transition is also observed during shock loading and is described
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Figure 2.5: Variation of a, b and c lattice parameters of an orthorhombic PE unit-cell
along the T = 533 K PV isotherm from experiment [55], AIREBO (blue squares),
AIREBO-M (red circles) and REAXFF [50] (green triangles). Closed symbols are for
the low temperature orthorhombic phase and open symbols for a new high pressure
phase. (b) PV curves for the same systems.
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in detail in Chp. 5. AIREBO-M predicts this structural transition soon after the
16 GPa point where Fontana et al. report that the low pressure orthorhombic phase
becomes metastable and begins to coexist with a high pressure monocolinic phase.
Whether this new phase is compatible with the x-ray data of Fontana et al. or is an-
other metastable phase is still an open question. In contrast, AIREBO (blue squares)
over-predicts the stiffness for deformations in both lateral directions. This is caused
by the diverging repulsive interactions of the LJ potentials. Consequently, it washes
out much of the underlying molecular structure and does not show any structural
transitions.
We have performed similar calculations with the REAXFF parameterization of
Chenoweth et al. [50] (green triangles). we use this parameterization because of its
recent use in studies of similar systems by Mattsson et al. [9], and because it is the ver-
sion that is distributed in current and previous versions of LAMMPS. Our REAXFF
results agree with the experimental data at the lowest pressures (2 GPa), but quickly
lose fidelity as pressure increases. REAXFF also shows a structural transition to a
new orthorhombic phase, similar to that of the AIREBO-M, but it occurs far before
the proposed metastability point at 16 GPa. Additionally the REAXFF shows exten-
sion in the axial, c, direction with increasing compressive load. This counterintuitive
expansion under compression is not seen in experiments and calls into question the
applicability of this parameterization for PE solids.
In Fig. 2.5(b), we see that the AIREBO-M reproduces the entire experimental
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PV curve of Fontana et al. very well. Note that both curves evolve smoothly through
the transition between crystalline phases. As before, the AIREBO potential is too
stiff and dramatically under-predicts the compression. The REAXFF results agree
well with experiments at higher pressure even though they give unphysical expansion
along the axial direction. They gradually rise above experiments as P decreases below
15 GPa.
As a final validation of the AIREBO-M, we compute the Hugoniot equation of
state for orthorhombic PE [55]. This state function, given an initial state, encodes the
accessible pressure states a material can be driven to by density shock-waves of various
speeds. As PE becomes more widely used for protective armors and other impact-
oriented material applications, models that accurately describe its shock properties
will grow in utility. To generate the T = 300 K Hugoniot curve, we perform a series of
NVT and NPT simulations, utilizing the quasistatic methodology of Erpenbeck [59],
as performed by Chantawansri et al. [8].
For our standard of comparison we follow other recent studies of shock in PE [8,9]
and use the accepted shock Hugoniot curve for crystalline PE derived by Pastine [21].
Work by Carter and Marsh has shown Pastine’s crystalline Hugoniot curve to be an
accurate ordered limit of the available experimental data on semicrystalline samples
[18].
Fig. 2.6 compares our computed Hugoniot curve for AIREBO-M to Pastine’s
curve. For comparison, we plot several other Hugoniots computed by Mattsson et
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al. [9] with various models, including AIREBO, the all-atom optimized potential for
liquid simulations (OPLS-AA) [73], and the exponential-6 model (EXP-6) of Borodin
and Smith [74]. AIREBO-M (red circles) produces a Hugoniot curve for the or-
thorhombic system that closely follows the accepted crystalline curve, which we in-
terpret to mean our model effectively captures the shock properties of the crystal
system. In constrast, AIREBO (blue squares) and OPLS (magenta triangles) greatly
over-predict the stiffness of the shock response, while REAXFF (green triangles) gives
a Hugoniot that is slightly softer than Pastine’s curve. The EXP-6 (cyan pentagons)
shows similar performance to AIREBO-M. This is unsurprising since both AIREBO-
M and EXP-6 utilize exponential repulsive forces.
2.5 Summary and Conclusions
We have developed a new potential, AIREBO-M, that describes the high pressure
response of hydrocarbons. In the original AIREBO [11], intermolecular interactions
were modeled with Lennard-Jones potentials that rise too steeply at small separations
[9]. These are replaced by Morse potentials in AIREBO-M. The extra degree of
freedom in the Morse potential is used to fit high pressure data while retaining most
equilibrium properties of AIREBO.
The C-C interaction was fit to experimental data for the layer spacing of graphite
from 0 to 14 GPa [68]. To match the experimental results for zero pressure, the
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Figure 2.6: Hugoniot equation of state points relative to an initial state with T
= 300 K and ρ = ρ0, the zero pressure density for each model. The dashed line
represents the theoretical curve for pure crystal PE of Pastine [21], extrapolated
from Ref. [18]. Symbols show results for orthorhombic crystals from AIREBO-M (red
circles) and calculations [9] with AIREBO (blue squares), REAXFF (green triangles),
OPLS (magenta triangles) and EXP-6 (cyan pentagons).
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equilibrium C-C spacing must be reduced by about 3% from that in AIREBO. This
change has little effect on hydrocarbons where C-C interactions are normally screened
by hydrogen. The fit was then tested against DFT-D calculations for graphite bilay-
ers [69]. Excellent agreement was obtained down to separations corresponding to
significantly larger pressures (∼ 18 GPa) than were achieved in experiments.
The repulsive region of C-H and H-H interactions was fit to dimer interaction ener-
gies calculated with Moller-Plesset second-order perturbation theory while retaining
the interaction energy and equilibrium spacing of AIREBO. The resulting potential
closely matches the entire attractive range of AIREBO while softening the hard core
repulsion. Thus the high pressure response is corrected without sacrificing the quality
of AIREBO’s fits to ambient pressure data. AIREBO-M reproduces the equilibrium
pressure-volume isotherm and Hugoniot equation of state for crystalline polyethylene
up to 40 GPa.
The Morse potentials for intermolecular interactions developed here can be paired
with different versions of the REBO2 for covalent interactions. The calculations
shown above were performed with the REBO2 potential of Ref. [51] as implemented
in LAMMPS. This has been shown to overestimate the forces needed to break carbon
bonds under tension [5]. Better agreement can be obtained by screening covalent
interactions and extending their range [5, 75].
There are active efforts to extend REBO2 to other elements, including sulphur,
oxygen and nitrogen. we expect that Morse potentials will also be useful in describ-
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ing their intermolecular interactions. Fig. 2.3 suggests that an approximate trans-
lation between Lennard-Jones and Morse potentials should use Eq. 2.3, and then
multiply α by 0.877. Another useful extension would be to consider configuration
dependent intermolecular interactions. For example, allowing carbons and hydrogens




Chain Ends and the Ultimate
Strength of Polyethylene Fibers
Ultra-high-molecular-weight polyethylene (UHMWPE) fibers are highly ordered
materials with up to 95% crystallinity and near perfect chain alignment. Measure-
ments of elastic moduli range between 150-300GPa, approaching metallic stiffnesses
but at a fraction of the weight and cost [3, 77–79]. Applications have rapidly grown
to include cables, fabrics, and composite armors [80].
The ordered fiber state is usually obtained by plastically straining (drawing) a
UHMWPE gel. The drawing process aligns chains and facilitates the formation
of large ordered crystalline domains with a uniform orientation, leading to a high
strength in the direction of alignment [81]. Advances in processing have led to com-
mercial PE fibers that yield at strains ϵy ∼ 0.02−0.04 with tensile strengths of about
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σy ∼ 3−4GPa [82,83]. Strengths of 6-7GPa [84–86] have been obtained in the labora-
tory by increasing chain alignment and crystallinity (black diamonds in Figure 3.1).
While impressive, first-principal calculations predict that carbon bonds along the
backbone would allow strengths four times higher (ϵy ∼ 0.10 and σy ∼ 20− 40GPa)
before breaking [87,88]. Classifying the defects and yield mechanisms that cause the
reduction in strength remains a topic of active interest.
Real PE fibers are made of finite-length chains and thus have chain-end defects
(see Figure 1.2). Chain ends allow the fiber to yield by chains slipping past each
other. Such chain slip is mediated by intermolecular van der Waals bonds (∼ 10
meV), which are much weaker than the intramolecular C-C bonds (∼ 4eV). Mesoscale
investigations have shown that atomic scale studies are needed to accurately quantify
these weak van der Waals forces and determine if fibers yield primarily by chain slip,
bond breaking, or some combination of the two [89–92].
In this chapter we use large scale MD simulations to determine the tensile strength
of crystalline PE, which is believed to provide an upper bound for PE fibers. We find
that infinite chains fail through chain scission at ∼ 20GPa, which is consistent with
previous estimates. In contrast, introducing chain ends leads to failure by chain slip.
Simulated crystals with finite chain lengths ranging from 102 − 104 carbon atoms
yield by slip at chain ends and give a limiting tensile yield stress of 6.3GPa that is
consistent with the best laboratory fibers. The yield stress, its dependence on chain
length, and its high and low rate limits can be understood using a simple Frenkel-
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Figure 3.1: Yield stress σy vs. number of carbons per chain N at 300K for simulations
with well-spaced (green circles) and random (black squares) chain-end distributions
are compared to experimental strengths for commercial [82,83] and lab [84–86] fibers
(black diamonds). The yield stress corresponding to the onset of plastic flow in
simulations is shown while the reported experimental points are from the peak yield
stress. Experimental chain lengths range from N = 105 − 107. Variations between
simulation runs are indicated by symbol size. The dashed red line indicates the stress
where an isolated chain end defect slips by thermal activation of a dislocation at
300K. Shaded regions show FK model predictions for chain end metastability (blue)
and instability (gray) against slip by dislocation nucleation.
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Kontorova model with parameters extracted from simulations of the ideal crystal.
We model PE with AIREBO-M, the reactive bond-order potential for hydrocar-
bons described in the last chapter and Ref. [10]. Its van der Waals interactions have
been optimized for alkanes and give accurate PE crystal phase behavior [10]. Covalent
interactions use the bond screening method of Pastewka et al. [5]. The stable phase
of PE at T=300K is orthorhombic, described by the three lattice constants (a, b, c).
The constant c = 2.54Å is the C2H4 monomer spacing which points along the chain
axis. We align the three lattice directions with the (x, y, z) axes of our periodic sim-
ulation cell. There are 80 chains in the xy-plane of the cell. The period along the
z-axis is N/2 monomer spacings, corresponding to N = 105 − 16800 C atoms. The
box dimensions are (Lx, Ly, Lz) = (36.77, 39.53, 2.54×N/2) Å.
We make finite-length chains by deleting one monomer (C2H4) from each chain’s
backbone, breaking the chain and creating two chain ends as shown in Figure 1.2(a).
Newly exposed chain ends are sp2 hybridized so we add an extra hydrogen atom to
each to saturate the missing bond. This yields periodic crystals with an axial length
of N carbons, composed of finite chains that are N-2 carbons in length. The spatial
distribution of chain end defects can significantly impact crystal strength [12]. We
address this by distributing defects in two ways. In the first set of systems, locations
are selected so that defects on nearest and next-nearest neighbor chains have large
axial separation (> 1
20
Nc). In the second set, defects have a random axial distribution.
We equilibrate all systems to T=300K and zero pressure using the LAMMPS
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software package with a Nosé-Hoover NPT ensemble and a time-step between 0.5-1.0
fs [35]. Once equilibrated, we load each crystal in uniaxial tension by applying a
constant engineering strain rate along the z-axis up to 5% strain, while allowing the
stress in x and y to relax to 0GPa. Strain rates γ̇ range from ∼ 9 × 106 – 109 s−1.
Rates are selected to fix γ̇N so that strains can be accommodated by chain ends
moving at a velocity that is independent of the chain length N.
Stress-strain curves for the uniaxial tension tests are plotted in Figure 3.2. All
systems show an initial linear response. For N > 1000 the modulus E saturates at
∼ 258GPa, which is comparable to experiments and theory for ideal crystals [79,88].
As strain increases, the tangent modulus, dσ/dϵ, shows a sudden drop indicating the
initiation of failure. We take this as the yield stress (σy) since each crystal fails if
the stress is maintained at this value. Peak stresses are sometimes slightly higher
(∼ 0.3GPa), but are sensitive to the high strain rates in our simulations, implying
post yield effects.
For infinite chains, chain scission is observed at yield, and the yield stress of
∼ 20GPa is consistent with estimates based on carbon-carbon bond strength [77,87].
For all finite chains the yield stress is much lower, no bond scission is observed,
and yield is associated with chain slip. Figure 3.1 shows σy as a function of N
for crystals with different arrangements of chain ends. Maximizing the separation
between defects on nearby chains leads to σy = 6.3GPa with a saturation in strength
at about N = 1000. Breaking bonds at random gives a slightly lower σy and slower
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Figure 3.2: σ vs. ϵ curves for uniaxial tension tests of crystals with well-spaced defects
at T=300K (solid lines) and a defect-free periodic crystal (black dotted line). The
mechanical response saturates as N increases with E → 258GPa, σy → 6.3GPa, and
ϵy → 0.025 (vertical dashed line). The defect free crystal yields by scission at much
higher stress ∼ 20 GPa.
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saturation. This reduction in strength can be associated with the minimum separation
between chain-end defects. In general we find saturation at a stress comparable to
the best laboratory fibers, at chain lengths much less than the N ∼ 105 − 107 in
experiments [84,85,93]. Detailed analysis of a range of configurations shows that the
key limitation is the minimum separation of chain-end defects. Lab fibers have much
longer chains than our systems and are expected to be in this saturated limit [3].
We analyze the detailed changes in the molecular configurations at yield and find
the yield mechanism to be slip at chain ends. A simple way of quantifying this
is to measure the mean separation between chain end pairs ⟨∆z⟩ (Figure 1.2(a)).
In Figure 3.3 we plot ⟨∆z⟩ normalized by the monomer spacing c as a function of
strain for systems with well-spaced defects (solid lines). At small strains, all systems
show the same gradual rise in ⟨∆z⟩, which represents the elastic response in the
confining potential of surrounding chains. There is then a rapid rise, indicating yield
by chain slip. Here we define the yield strain (ϵy) for chain slip as the strain when
⟨∆z⟩ > c = 2.54 Å - i.e., when the majority of chain ends have slipped by 1 monomer
spacing. Once N ≥ 320, ϵy reaches a limiting value of ∼ 0.025, which is consistent
with our analysis of the stress-strain curves (Figure 3.2).
Figure 3.3 suggests ϵy becomes independent of N when chain end defects are far
apart and their interactions are weak. Since we have kept γ̇N constant, our well-
spaced simulations with N > 320 are at strain rates between 9 × 106 − 2 × 108 s−1,
but yield at nearly the same ϵy. Additional simulations for the longest (N = 16800)
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Figure 3.3: Average chain end seperation ⟨∆z⟩ vs. strain at T=300K for systems with
well-spaced defects (solid lines). The dashed black line is ∆z for an isolated defect in
a perfect crystal at T=0K. The dashed red line indicates ϵ = 0.025, where an isolated
defect at T=300K slips by thermal activation of dislocations. At small strains, all
systems follow the T=0K curve of the isolated defect before slipping thermally. For
large N , all systems slip near ϵ = 0.025.
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chains show that increasing γ̇ from 9×106s−1 to 5×109s−1 only increases ϵy to 0.028,
corresponding to σy ∼ 7GPa. We expect that experiments will not exceed these rates
or the associated stresses.
We next investigate what sets the limiting value of ϵy. In order to probe this limit,
we seek a system that eliminates the interaction of chain ends on different chains. By
repeating our previous analysis for a crystal with sufficient axial length (N = 480),
but with only one of the 80 chains broken, we measure the slip and yield properties
of a single finite chain in an otherwise perfect crystal. This system lets us study the
stability and slip of a single chain-end defect in the limit of ”infinite” defect separation
that is appropriate for laboratory chain lengths.
We first investigate the stability of the single defect in the absence of thermal
fluctuations (T=0K), by performing a series of energy minimizations on the single
defect crystal with the FIRE minimizer [56] for ϵ ≤ 0.05. The resulting curve of ∆z
vs ϵ for the single defect is plotted in Figure 3.3 as a black dashed line. We see that
∆z grows gradually with ϵ until the isolated defect becomes unstable to slip around
ϵ ∼ 0.032% and σ ∼ 9.3GPa. This stress and strain sets the upper limit of stability
of the chain end defect. Past this strain, chain ends slip spontaneously, even in the
absence of thermal fluctuations.
A finite chain can also be metastable and slip by thermal activation at finite
temperature. To study thermal activation at 300K we held the system at a fixed
strain and monitored ∆z to see if chains slipped in 1.0ns. Increasing strain in steps of
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0.001 mimics strain rates of 106 s−1, compared to γ̇ up to 109s−1 in direct simulations.
All configurations of the single defect with strain ϵ ≥ 0.025 slip by thermal activation
within 1.0 ns. This gives an upper bound on the stress and strain for thermally
activated slip of σ = 6.3 GPa and ϵ = 0.025 respectively. Plotting these values as red
dashed lines in Figures 3.2, 3.1, and 3.3, we see the slip of a single defect at 300K
effectively predicts ϵy and σy in the limit of large chain length.
In order to understand the nature of chain slip, we must examine how stress is
transferred between chains in the PE crystal. While an infinite chain can be loaded in
tension directly along its backbone bonds, a finite chain can not. Instead the periodic
potential produced by adjacent chains favors stretching to remain in registry, but at
the expense of elastic energy. This competition between the elastic stiffness of a chain
and shear stresses imposed by a periodic potential is the essence of the well-studied
Frenkel-Kontorova (FK) model [15, 94].
The FK model describes the dynamics of a chain of masses connected by springs
of stiffness k resting on a periodic potential ”substrate” with a period λ that can
be different from the equilibrium length of the springs, c. In our case, c equals the
equilibrium monomer spacing c = 2.54Å, but the period of the potential created by
neighboring chains grows with strain as λ = c (1 + ϵ). As strain increases, the peak
force τ from the periodic potential is insufficient to balance the elastic tension of the
stretching bonds, and the chain ends depin by nucleating 1D dislocations.
Frank and van der Merwe were the first to consider 1D dislocations for fixed k
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and mismatch λ/c [14]. A large group of researchers has extended their ideas to
describe a multitude of condensed matter systems [15]. This includes many who have
invoked the ideas of Frank and van der Merwe to describe the dynamics of PE and
other polymer crystals [95–102]. None have considered the actual geometry of chain
ends in the orthorhombic PE crystal under tension. Instead, they typically apply FK
theory to simple bead-spring or united-atom potentials [95–99, 102]. We find that
explicit hydrogens are essential to the shear modulus and interchain forces within
the PE crystal. Shear forces are underestimated by a factor of 2− 3 in united-atom
models. More detailed applications of FK theory to all-atom PE crystals consider
short chains (N < 1000) in unstressed crystals, and do not address yield [100,101].
We find that an FK model, parametrized from all-atom simulations of the or-
thorhombic PE crystal, describes the tensile yield in our detailed finite-chain simula-
tions as due to chain slip by dislocation nucleation at chain ends. The properties of
the dislocations allow us to understand trends in yield with N and place bounds on
σy that agree well with our simulations and experiments.
Only two parameters are needed to parameterize the FK model, k and τ . We
determine a per monomer (C2H4) stiffness k = 11.4 eV/Å
2
from a uniaxial tension
simulation of a defect free crystal. This is consistent with the experimental Young’s
modulus. We calculate the peak force per monomer of the periodic potential τ = 46.72
meV/Å by displacing a single chain along the chain axis while measuring the force
exerted on it by the surrounding crystal. The chain can relax in the transverse
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directions, but the surrounding crystal is held rigid by stiff harmonic constraints.
This corresponds to a T=0K measurement of τ . We find that k and τ change little
as T increases to room temperature. The next chapter discusses parameterization of
the FK model in more detail.
FK theory [14,15] predicts a characteristic length over which the chain and periodic






= 25.24 Å ≈ 10 c.
Tensile stress builds from 0 at the chain ends to the bulk value over a length ∼ ξ.
Over this scale, bond lengths must change from the relaxed length c to the uni-
formly stretched length c (1 + ϵ) in the chain center. Figure 3.4 compares numerical
results and anlytical predictions for the change in bond length near chain ends. For
small strains, ϵ ≤ 0.0206, changes in bond length follow the predicted exponential
decay, ∼ exp(−x/ξ), with x the distance from the chain end. At strains just be-
fore slip, the analytic prediction takes the form of a dislocation with bond length
∼ exp(−x/ξ)/ [1 + exp(−2x/ξ)]. This captures our numerical result for ϵ = 0.0315
in Figure 3.4. For larger strains, the chain end slips by a period or more, creating a
dislocation that moves away from the end and leads to yield.
The core size also sets the axial length-scale over which chain end defects on neigh-
boring chains interact [15]. As shown above in Figure 3.1, σy saturates at the strength
of the isolated defect when N ≥ 1600, corresponding to a minimum separation of 80
monomers (∼ 8ξ) between defects on neighboring chains. When the separation is
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less than ξ, as for N = 160 in Figure 3.2, even the linear modulus is substantially
reduced.
In the presence of chain ends, we can also derive the strains at which an end
becomes metastable (ϵm) and unstable (ϵu) to dislocation formation (i.e. chain slip).














= 0.032. Using these values we have shaded regions
in all figures corresponding to the metastability (blue) and instability (gray) of an
isolated chain end to dislocation nucleation. The boundary between blue and gray
regions represents an upper bound for yield: σy ≤ E cπξ = 9.3GPa, that can only
be reached in the limit of zero temperature or extremely high strain rate. It shows
excellent agreement with our T=0K analysis plotted in Figures 3.3 & 3.4. The lower
boundary of the blue region corresponds to the low rate limit of ϵy and a lower
bound for yield: σy ≥ E 2 cπ2ξ = 5.26GPa, where dislocations become energetically
favorable, and creep-like yield can occur by thermally activated dislocation nucleation.
Experimental values for PE crystals should fall somewhere between these bounds
determined by rate and temperature effects. As noted above, we found increasing γ̇
from 9 × 106 to 5 × 109s−1 changes σy less than 1GPa at room temperature. Thus
experimental strengths are unlikely to exceed 7GPa.
In summary, all atom simulations of tensile failure show that the limiting strength
of polyethylene fibers is determined by slip of chains near free ends. The yield stress
grows with increasing chain length and saturates at values comparable to the best
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Figure 3.4: Bond lengths as a function of distance from chain end from simulations
(solid black) and theory (dashed lines) for the indicated strains. Interior bonds stretch
uniformly with the crystal, while bonds near the end relax to the unstressed length.
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experimental fibers, 6.3GPa, and far below the stress required for chain scission. Little
rate sensitivity (< 1GPa) is seen for rates from 106 to 109s−1. The strength saturates
when the separation between nearby chain ends is much larger than the dislocation
size ξ characterizing the length for transfer of tensile stress between adjacent chains.
A simple Frenkel-Kontorova model parameterized by studies of small crystals captures
the essential features of full simulations. The model provides analytic predictions for
ξ, bond lengths, and the strains and stresses where the system is metastable and
instable against chain slip. These can be related to bounds on the yield stress at
low temperature and high and low rates. The approach is readily extended to other
polymer fibers and can be used to study creep as shown in the next chapter.
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A Microscopic Model for Creep in
PE Fibers
4.1 Introduction
High performance polyethylene fibers are highly oriented polymer materials with
stiffness comparable to steel while having one eighth the density. Polyethylene’s
simple chemical structure and controllable semi-crystalline morphology make it an
affordable and versatile material for applications including: ship sails, mooring lines,
vehicular chassis, prosthetic implants, composite armors, and fabrics. Fibers are
typically formed by plastically drawing a melt or solution of entangled linear chains.
Drawing orients and extends chains along the fiber axis, creating extended chain
crystals that compose > 90% of the final fiber. The crystal domains uniformly orient
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chain backbones along the fiber axis, and interpenetrate with each other to form a
mesoscale network spanning the fiber.
Chains in fibers are not permanently cross-linked like rubbers or elastomers. Thus,
most fibers creep during sustained loading [3]. Creep causes fibers to fail at stresses
well below their ultimate strength, severely limiting their potential applications. Un-
derstanding the microscopic mechanisms mediating fiber creep is important for de-
veloping new processing protocols to make better fibers. However, creep processes
usually occur at the nanoscale where direct observation is difficult. Instead, exper-
iments characterize creep mechanisms indirectly by observing how changes in fiber
length depend upon temperature and tensile load.
In a typical creep experiment, fibers are subjected to a constant tensile load σ at
a constant temperature T while the time dependent engineering creep rate ϵ̇c(t) =
(L(t)−L0)/L0 is measured. L is the fiber length and L0 is its value prior to loading.
Creep is assumed to result from activated hops over a barrier Ea = E
0
a − V ∗σ that
decreases linearly with the applied tensile stress σ. The propotionality constant V ∗
is called the activation volume and represents the sensitivity of the barrier to stress
rather than a literal volume size. If the attempt frequency for activation is ω0, Eyring
theory gives a creep rate [103]
ϵ̇c ∝ ω0e−E
0
a/kbT sinh(σV ∗/kbT ) (4.1)
PE’s hierarchical structure produces multiple relaxation mechanisms during ten-
sile loading. Wilding and Ward showed creep data for a wide variety of PE fibers
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could be fit by two Eyring processes in parallel [104,105]. One process in their model
accounts for the rapid creep that occurs as the mesoscale crystal network initially
responds to the load. This “network relaxation” dominates the first 2-4% strain and
is highly sensitive to the composition and processing history of a fiber. At larger
strains, ϵ̇(t) plateaus to a steady creep rate that is controlled by the second Eyring
process. Experiments suggest that the steady creep process is localized in the crys-
talline phase [104]. Unlike the first process, its contribution and activation volume
are largely insensitive to processing history and only depend upon the percent crys-
tallinity of a fiber. Of the two processes, the steady creep rate dominates the lifetime
and rupture of loaded fibers because it is largest at long times.
Many experiments have measured Ea and V
∗ for the steady, crystal creep process.
Regel et al. [106] and Dijkstra et al. [92] studied how fiber fiber rupture times vary
with load and temperature. Later Ward et al. and Govaert et al. tracked and
analyzed the time-dependent total strain ϵ(t) [104,105,107,108]. Most recently, Jenket
systematically studied how temperature and rate affected the failure of hundreds of
high-performance PE fibers [109]. All these studies suggest a range V ∗ = 10 − 100
Å
3
[92, 104] and Ea ≈ 1− 1.7 eV [104,107–110] for steady creep.
The value of V ∗ is consistent with the volume of a single monomer in the crystal
phase, which is about 47 Å
3
[55, 111]. Originally, this barrier was associated with
the scission of chain backbones within the PE crystal [104,106]; however, it has been
pointed out that failure by scission alone is inconsistent with experimental measure-
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ments of fiber strength [3, 89,110,112].
The strongest fibers reported in experiments fail at loads σ ≤ 6− 7 GPa [86,113,
114]. This is much lower than the theoretical strength of ∼ 20 − 40 GPa calculated
for C-C bonds near room temperature [87, 88]. If fibers deform plastically by chain
scission then their ultimate strengths should be substantially larger than 7 GPa.
However, the past 40 years of process development have not produced substantial
increases in fiber strengths. The energy barrier for C-C bond scission (∼ 4 eV) is also
significantly larger then the ∼ 1.5 eV measured in creep experiments, which would
significantly slow the rate of creep.
Some have suggested the low fiber strengths may be due to the motion of defects
within the crystal that mediate failure prior to chain scission [3]. PE hosts a variety
of crystal defects and many have been considered, including: braids, hair-pins, crank-
shafts, and twistons [100, 115–119]. Twistons in particular have received a great
deal of study and some have suggested creep is mediated by their motion. They
are soliton defects that smoothly rotate a single chain backbone by 180 degrees,
while also stretching or compressing the chain backbone by half a monomer spacing
[100, 116, 117]. These are called twist-extension (TE) and twist-compression (TC)
twistons, respectively. Twistons have been observed in equilibrium crystals with
NMR and are known to play an important role in the disordering of the crystal phase
during melting [100, 120]. However, theoretical studies of twiston properties seem to
suggest they are likely not responsible for steady creep in fibers.
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Zhang found both TC and TE twistons to be stable near 0K with similar for-
mation energies ∼ 0.7 eV. However, at finite temperature, Zhang observed that TC
twistons are highly unstable to thermal fluctuations and collapse into a localized se-
quence of highly rotated dihedral angles. Mowry and Rutledge showed that these
collapsed TC defects are relatively immobile with large energy barriers (0.14-0.65 eV)
for translation [118]. Subsequent studies by Zubova et al. [119], and most recently by
Milner and Wentzel [100] have expanded upon these findings. Notably, Milner and
Wentzel studied twistons near room temperature and found a TE twiston formation
energy ∼ 0.43 eV at T = 350 K.
The twiston formation energy of Milner and Wentzel is significantly lower than
E0a ∼ 1.1 − 1.7 eV reported for steady creep at room temperature. At these experi-
mental temperatures, only the TE twistons should be stable, but they do not relax
tension and become less energetically favorable with increasing tensile strain. The
collapsed TC defects can relax tension but their high barrier for translation limits
their ability to mediate slip effectively. Thus, it seems unlikely that twistons could
produce the stress-activated Eyring process observed in experiments.
Given these results, it is worth considering whether fiber creep can be explained by
the motion of another type of defect within the crystal. The most popular alternative
explanation of failure is chain slip where chains lose their cohesive grip on their
neighbors and slide past each other along the fiber axis [13,115,121]. Breaking bonds
between neighboring chains is much easier than breaking covalent bonds, but many
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neighbor bonds must be broken for a long chain to slip. Chains in PE fibers typically
have ∼ 105 monomers, making the energy cost for an entire chain to slip much larger
than the cost for chain scission. It is easier for chain slip to occur at a localized
defect that disrupts only a few bonds within the crystal. The simplest type of defect
that must be present in real materials is a chain end. A chain end defect is shown
in Figure 4.1(a) and can be thought of as a missing covalent bond where one chain
ends and another chain begins. The backbone cannot carry tension near the chain
end because of the missing C-C bond. This causes strains to localize near chain ends
and can facilitate chain slip.
In the last chapter we applied MD simulations to study the effect of chain end
defects on the strength of otherwise perfect, crystalline fibers. Our simulations found
the presence of chain end defects (Figure 4.1(a)) lowered the ultimate strength of a
perfect fiber to a value consistent with the 6-7 GPa measured in experiments. At
larger loads, we observed chain ends embedded within the crystal became unstable
and caused chains to slip past each other in registry. These results suggest chain slip
at chain ends should prevent crystals from developing the large stresses necessary for
chain scission to contribute substantially to creep.
In this chapter, we consider whether the barrier for steady creep can be explained
by thermal activation of the chain slip mechanism we previously identified when
studying fiber failure. Specifically, we compute the stress dependent activation barrier
Ea(σ) for a chain to slip at a chain end that is embedded within the PE crystal.
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Figure 4.1: (a) A chain end defect within an orthorhombic PE crystal at a fixed
tensile strain. Monomers are colored by the non-affine displacement. Most monomer
bonds stretch affinely with the strain to a = b0(1 + ϵ) (purple), where b0 is the
equilibrium bond length. Monomers near the chain end relax in the potential over a
length-scale ∼ ξ so bonds approach their equilibrium length (yellow) at the chain end.
(b) Schematic of the FK model that describes (a). A chain of N atoms connected by
springs of stiffness k and equilibrium bond length b0 rests in a crystal potential with
wavelength a and amplitude V0. The ratio kb
2
0/V0 sets the length-scale ξ while the
ratio a/b0 controls the stability of the ends against slip.
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Chain end slip is mediated by the nucleation of 1D dislocations at the chain end. A
dislocation that has nucleated at a chain end and moved along a chain in a simulated
PE crystal is shown in Figure 4.2(a). The dislocation carries one excess monomer
and distributes the associated bond distortions over ∼ 2ξ lattice spacings. ξ is a
dimensionless length called the dislocation core size. Each dislocation nucleated at
an end can travel along the chain backbone, resulting in translation of the chain by
one lattice spacing as shown in Figure 4.2(a). This process is a promising candidate
for creep because dislocation nucleation couples directly to tensile loading through the
stability of the chain ends. It is possible for dislocations to form away from a chain
end; however, this requires forming both a compresssional and a tensile dislocation,
which has twice the energy cost and does not couple to tensile loading.
The crystal distortions created by dislocations are localized to a single chain,
and the properties of these 1D dislocations can be accurately captured by a simple
Frenkel-Kontorova model. The FK model reduces the many chain problem of chain
slip to a problem for the stability of a single chain in a mean crystal field (Fig. 4.1(b)).
Here, we apply the FK model to consider how tensile loading of crystallites lowers the
barrier for chain ends to slip and nucleate dislocations. The theory gives an analytic
prediction for the stress dependent activation barrier for slip Ea(σ) that should set
an upper bound for creep in actual fibers. By linearizing Ea(σ), we derive an effective
Eyring activation energy E0a and activation volume V
∗ for chain slip. Our calculated
Eyring parameters agree well with the experimental measurements.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.2: (a) A positive 1D dislocation within an orthorhombic PE crystal modeled
by AIREBO-M. The dislocated chain is colored as in Figure 4.1. The dislocation has
a core-size ξ ≈ 10 monomers and carries one excess monomer. It translates the chain
by one lattice site as shown by the arrows indicating the chain registry. (b) A 1D
dislocation of the FK model with the same ξ and horizontal scale as (a). Monomers
(orange circles) are shown transitioning by one lattice spacing of the crystal potential
(blue).
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The FK model has three free parameters that characterize the covalent bond
length b0, covalent bond stiffness k, and van der Waals (vdW) traction τ between
chains. We calculate these parameters from simple MD simulations of perfect PE
crystals. As in our the previous chapter and Ref. [13], we report results for PE
crystals with the AIREBO-M potential [122]. AIREBO-M is a reactive model for
hydrocarbons with intermolecular interactions that have been carefully optimized to
accurately model the mechanics of solid hydrocarbons, including crystalline PE at
high pressures. It has been shown to accurately reproduce experimental data for the
structure, elasticity, yield, and shock mechanics of crystalline PE [10,24,112].
In any simulation, the choice of interaction potential may introduce uncertainty
in the conclusions. Given its thorough validation for solid PE, we believe AIREBO-M
should be accurate. However, in order to characterize the uncertainty of our model
predictions, we have calculated three additional sets of FK parameters using three
other popular interatomic potentials for hydrocarbons: AIREBO [11], L-OPLS [123],
and PCFF [124]. We provide FK parameters for all four potentials and compare them
to experimental data when available.
In section 4.2 we summarize the finite FK model and use it to derive Eyring
parameters for thermally activated chain slip. Section 4.2 details our MD methods
and compares FK parameterizations for different interatomic potentials. In section
4.4, we compare our FK theory predictions to experimental data for PE fibers.
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4.2 Microscopic Theory for Chain Slip
4.2.1 FK Theory for Chain End Stability
We consider the stability of the chain ends of a chain embedded within a PE crystal
(Figure 4.1). For simplicity, we will assume all chains haveN backbone bonds. Chains
in real fibers are polydisperse, but we find that this does not influence our predictions
for fiber strength or creep when chains are much longer than the characteristic core
size of a dislocation ξ. For PE, we will find ξ ≈ 10 monomers, which is much smaller
than the typical molecular lengths N > 105 for PE fibers.
End stability is determined by the competition between the tension in the chain
backbone and the corrugated potential produced by the collective van der Waals
interactions from neighboring chains. The FK model captures both of these effects
with the minimal model illustrated in Figure 4.1(b). The backbone bonds have an
equilibrium monomer spacing b0 ≈ 2.54 Å
3
[111] and a harmonic spring constant
k describes the energy cost of distortions from this value. The crystal potential
generated by neigbhors is also periodic with a wavelength a. The chain is held in
crystal registry along the fiber axis by the periodic potential. The wavelength a is
determined by the average monomer bond length and is equal to b0 in equilibirum.
When subjected to a local elastic tensile strain ϵe, the period of the potential will
increase, producing a misfit a − b0 = ϵeb0. The macroscopic strain of the fiber will
reflect both the local elastic strain from tensile forces and the plastic strain ϵp from
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chain-end slip or other effects: ϵ = ϵe + ϵp.
The FK chain configuration can be expressed with a per monomer displacement
un = rn − na of the position rn of the nth monomer relative to the minimum of the







k(un+1 − un + ϵb0)2 +
1
2
V (1− cos (2πun/a))
]
(4.2)
The first term is the covalent energy representing deviations from the equilibrium
length b0 and the second gives the energy of monomers in the corrugated potential
from the surrounding crystal. The core-size emerges from the competition of the two










where we have defined the peak traction force τ = πV/a for the periodic potential,
which is πV/b0 in equilibrium. We note, the FK model assumes a sinusoidal potential,
which is rarely true. However, the core-size is most sensitive to the amplitude τ and
the ξ ∼ τ−1/2 scaling relationship of 4.3 should hold for more complicated potentials.
Frank and van der Merwe showed the behavior of the discrete chain is well ap-
proximated by its continuum limit when ξ is larger than several lattice spacings, as
is the case for PE [14]. We applied the continuum approximation in the previous
chapter and found good agreement with atomistic simulations of PE [13]. As detailed
in Reference [14], stable solutions of the continuous FK chain satisfy the differential
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where u(n) is the continuum limit of the monomer displacement. Chain stability
requires the tension in the chain backbone go to zero at the chain ends. The backbone
tension is given by t(n) = k(∂u/∂n+ ϵb0), so the boundary condition at either end is
∂u
∂n
+ ϵb0 = 0 (4.5)
Note, only the potential wavelength a = (1 + ϵ)b0 enters the equation of motion, and
the equilibrium bond length only explicitly affects the boundary condition for the
chain ends.
The equation of motion supports a commensurate solution u(n) = 0 that corre-
sponds to all bonds stretching uniformly with the crystal potential δb(n) = b(n)−b0 =
ϵb0. It also supports dislocation solutions which translate the registry of the chain by
one site in the crystal potential. Dislocations can be either compressional, creating an
interstitial monomer, or tensile (an “anti-dislocation”), creating a monomer vacancy.
Since the chain is already stretched, anti-dislocations have a much higher energy. If
defects are to nucleate in the center of the chain, both types of defect must be formed
as a pair. The total energy is ∼ 2 times higher than for the nucleation of a single
compressional defect at a chain end. The FK solution for an isolated dislocation
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and is plotted in Figure 4.3(a). As the dislocation travels rightward, it translates
monomers by one lattice spacing to the right. Dislocations and anti-dislocations
compress or stretch bonds relative to the uniformly stretched state b(n) = a. The





















Figure 4.3: (a) Normalized displacement ud(n)/a for a compressional 1D dislocation
solution of the FK model. The dislocation contains one excess monomer within its
core as for Figure 4.2(a) and translates monomers by +a as it moves rightward. (b)
Normalized bond distortions δbξ/a produced by the dislocation in (a). Accommo-
dating the interstitial monomer requires compressing bonds relative to a, which can
relax tension when a > b0.
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When a fiber is loaded in tension, most chains are not loaded directly but by
interacting with the crystal potential produced by their neighbors. Bonds far away
from chain end defects stretch affinely with the periodic potential so δb(n) = b(n)−
b0 = ϵb0 and the backbone tension is constant. b(n) is not constant near the chain ends
since there is a missing covalent bond that cannot maintain the backbone tension.
Thus the backbone tension must decrease to zero at the chain end in any stable
configuration. Bonds near the end relax so b(n) −→ b0 and transfer the tension that
would be balanced by the missing bond to the corrugated crystal potential.
In the limit where N ≫ ξ, the behavior at the two ends can be decoupled. Each
end looks like part of a dislocation superimposed on a uniformly stretched chain.
Figure 4.4(a) plots δb(n) = b(n)− ϵb0 for a chain with ϵ > 0. The chain is indicated
by the solid line and is centered at the origin with its ends at ±N/2. Bonds far
away from the chain ends stretch uniformly with the strain to remain commensurate
with the periodic potential. This creates a background tension in the chain equal to
kϵb0. However, the boundary condition requires that this tension decrease to zero
at the chain ends so that they are stable. The chain accomplishes this by forming a
partial dislocation at each chain end. In Figure 4.4(a), only part of these dislocations
penetrate the finite chain, so we show the full dislocation profile with dashed lines
that extend beyond the chain ends at ±N/2.
Chains will slip if the partial dislocations can nucleate by fully penetrating the
chain. The energy barrier Ea for nucleation can be measured by calculating the work
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h b) b0 > 0
Figure 4.4: Bond stretch profiles δb(n) for a finite FK chain of N + 1 monomers
centered at the origin. (a) A stable solution for a chain with ϵ > 0. The bulk of
the chain stretches affinely with the strain so δb(n) = ϵb0. The stretch δb −→ 0 near
the ends as two dislocations partially penetrate the chain to satisfy the boundary
condition (blue dashed lines). The barrier Ea is the work required to move the left
dislocation from its stable configuration in (a) to its unstable configuration in (b).
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needed to move a partial dislocation from the stable configuration shown in Figure
4.4(a) to the unstable equilibrium shown for the left dislocation in Figure 4.4(b). This
configuration is unstable to the dislocation moving further into the chain. For N ≫ ξ,

















where ϵ∗ = ϵe/ϵu and ϵu = 1/(πξ). The barrier decreases with increasing ϵ because
partial dislocations must penetrate further into the chain to maintain stability. Ea
vanishes once ϵ increases to ϵu. This defines the strain where the background tension
is equal to the maximum compression produced by the dislocation and is ≈ 1/(πξ0),
where ξ0 is the core size at ϵ = 0. Chain ends cannot be stable at larger strains and will
spontaneously nucleate dislocations to release tension until stability is reestablished.
Once nucleated, dislocations increase the system energy by an amount Ed which
depends upon ϵ. Dislocations are energetically unfavorable in an unstrained crystal,
but applying a tensile strain decreases Ed for compressional dislocations because they
relax tension in the backbone. An expression for Ed can be calculated by substituting
the dislocation solution Equation, 4.6, into the Hamiltonian and integrating. The











where ϵm = 2/(π
2ξ) ≈ 2/(π2ξ0) implicitly defines the strain at which dislocations
become energetically favorable at T = 0K. Once ϵ exceeds this value, the commen-
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surate state is no longer the zero temperature ground state and the chain can lower
its energy by nucleating a dislocation.
An important subtlety of Equations 4.8 and 4.9, is that ξ, τ depend upon a and
implicitly upon the strain ϵ since a = (1 + ϵ)b0. Relative to their equilibrium values:
ξ = ξ0(1 + ϵ)
2 and τ = τ0(1 + ϵ)
−1. This dependence introduces additional terms
that add small corrections to the energies predicted by Equations 4.8 and 4.9. These
corrections are small and can be neglected provided the maximum supported strain
ϵu ≪ 1. We know that ϵu ≤ b0/πξ, which we will find to be < 0.032. Thus, we can can
greatly simplify our analysis by approximating ξ and τ with their equilibrium values
ξ0 and τ0, and this will only contribute errors of a few percent. In the following
section, we report values for ξ, τ , ϵm, and ϵu using this approximation.
In the unstressed state, the energy to nucleate an anti-dislocation is the same as
that for a compressional dislocation. Nucleating a compressional/tensile pair in the
middle of a chain would raise the energy by 2Ed(0) and the activation barrier would
be even larger. To first order, this total energy for creation of a pair is independent
of ϵ and the associated σ. Thus nucleation of a pair of dislocations would not follow
the Eyring relation but instead give a stress independent of strain rate. We shall see
that 2Ed(0) ∼ 120 kbT so that this double defect nucleation is extremely unlikely in
experimental conditions.
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4.2.2 Creep Through Thermal Activation of Dis-
locations
To describe elongational creep we divide the macroscopic strain into elastic and
plastic components: ϵ = ϵe + ϵp. The elastic component will be given by the applied
stress in the fiber creep experiment: ϵe = σ/Y , where Y is Young’s modulus. This
elastic strain determines the change in bond lengths and enters the above equations
for the energy barriers for forming dislocations. The plastic stress reflects relative slip
of adjacent chains that allow extension of the fiber. The symmetry of the problem
means that chains are equally likely to slide in either direction along the tensile axis.
Those with center of masses above a chain end tend to move up relative to it, and
those below tend to move down. The key idea is that once a dislocation is nucleated at
a chain end, it can allow translation of the chain and thus enable plastic deformation.
Creep experiments on PE fibers have typically been performed at stresses below
1 GPa and thus at strains much less than 1% [2,104,115]. In this limit Ea and Ed are
nearly the same. Using the Young’s modulus to calculate the elastic strain yields:

















One can estimate V ∗ using the fact that covalent bonds along the chain backbone
are much stronger than the van der Waals bonds between molecules. In this limit
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the elastic coupling between tensile and perpendicular directions is small and Y is
approximately given by the modulus at constant cross-sectional area. The latter is
simply related to the spring stiffness k and number of chains per unit area: Y =
knb0/A where A is the area per unit cell perpendicular to the tensile axis and n the
number of chains per unit cell. This happens to give a V ∗ equal to the volume of a
monomer within the crystal, but this need not be the case for the Eyring theory.
The rate at which dislocations are nucleated and enter the chain scales as
ω0 exp(− EakbT ) where ω0 is an attempt frequency. Typically ω0 ∼ 1 ps
−1, a typical
vibration frequency of a monomer. Once a dislocation has nucleated, it can move
quite freely along the chain. There is a periodic potential associated with the location
of the dislocation with respect to the discrete atoms of the chain, called the Peierls
barrier. However, this barrier is small for PE because ξ ≫ b and this is also why
the continuum expressions for the energy given above are accurate. The barrier for
leaving either end of the chain is small because Ed ∼ Ea for small strains.
In the ideal symmetric case of the FK model, the dislocation is equally likely to
move in either direction. In a real fiber, the symmetry will be broken and energy
will be lowered by motion of the dislocation to translate the chain relative to some or
all of its neighbors. This will cause the dislocation to move along the chain rapidly.
About half the time it will move back out the end where it nucleated, but the rest of
the time it will move away from that end until it reaches another chain end or leaves
the local crystalline domain. This translation will contribute to the plastic strain,
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giving:
ϵ̇p ∝ ω0 exp(−(Ea − V ∗σ)/kbT ) (4.11)
In principal the opposite process could also be activated, leading to a reduction in
the plastic strain. In Eyring theory, stress has the opposite effect on this backward
process and the rate rises as a hyperbolic sine of the stress (Eq. 4.1). In practice the
backward process is only important near equilibrium, where the material is flowing
like a Newtonian fluid. Experiments on PE fibers are typically in the limit where Eq.
4.11 and Eyring theory (4.1) are indistinguishable.
4.3 Molecular Dynamics Parameterization
Application of the FK model to specific polymers requires measuring values for
b0, k, and τ . Here, we follow our previous work and compute these parameters with
small molecular dynamics simulations of perfect polymer crystals. FK parameteriza-
tions of PE are computed for four popular interatomic potentials for hydrocarbons:
AIREBO-M, AIREBO, L-OPLS, and PCFF. AIREBO-M and AIREBO are reactive
potentials for hydrocarbons and AIREBO-M has been shown to accurately reproduce
the static and dynamic behaviour of crystalline PE [13,112,122]. L-OPLS and PCFF
are popular all-atom potentials for modeling polymer melt mechanics and thermody-
namics [123, 124]. As we will show, the high energy covalent interactions of the four
potentials are relatively similar, but the low energy van der Waals interactions, which
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are much harder to parameterize, produce large variability in the crystal structure.
This leads to a significant variability in k and τ for different potentials. We com-
pare the four FK parameterizations to experimental data to determine which models
give the most accurate predictions and estimate uncertainties due to the choice of
potential.
For all potentials, we simulate 5x8x12 unit cells of a perfect and periodic PE crystal
with the a, b, and c lattice vectors aligned along the x, y, and z Cartesian axes,
respectively. We use the LAMMPS software package [35] to numerically solve the
equations of motion with a velocity-Verlet integrator and a 0.5 fs time-step. Crystals
are equilibrated to T = 300 K or T ≈ 0 K and P = 1 bar with a Nose-Hoover
thermostat and barostat. The thermostat and barostat relaxation times are 0.25 ps
and 1.0 ps respectively. We measure b0 by taking the average monomer spacing along
the chain backbone at T = 300K.
Chain stiffnesses k are calculated from uniaxial tension tests on crystals at T = 300
K. Crystals are loaded in tension along the fiber axis with a constant engineering strain
rate ϵ̇ = 108 s−1, while a Nose-Hoover barostat maintains a constant 1 atm pressure
in the lateral directions. A Young’s modulus Y is measured by linearly fitting the
axial stress σzz as a function of strain for the first 1% of tensile strain. Values for
Y are recorded in column 3 of Table 4.1. While values of Y are most commonly
measured, the spring constant k of the FK model is most cleanly related to Czz, the
elastic modulus at constant cross-sectional area. In Ref. [24] we found the elastic
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moduli for PE with the AIREBO-M potential. The value of Czz = 270 GPa is only
slightly larger than Y because the off diagonal terms from van der Waals interactions,
Cxz and Cyz are only 4-5 GPa. We thus take
k = CzzA/nb0 ≈ Y A/nb0 (4.12)
with the understanding that this may introduce errors of order 3% that are smaller
than variations between potentials.
We measure the amplitude of the intermolecular friction τ by translating one
chain along the fiber axis and measuring the periodic force exerted on the chain
by the surrounding crystal. Due to our small simulation sizes, collecting accurate
statistics for the periodic potential at T = 300K can be challenging. The van der
Waals energies between chains are of similar order to the thermal energy scale and
this leads to significant fluctuations of the intermolecular forces about their average
values. In order to make accurate measurements, we follow our previous work [13] and
measure the periodic potential at T ≈ 0K where thermal fluctuations are absent. In
previous work, we found that both k and τ show only a weak temperature dependence
for T < 300K, and using low temperature measurements of τ produced FK model
predictions that agreed well with simulations at T = 300K.
The z-component of the translating chain’s center of mass is coupled to the center
of mass of the surrounding crystal by a stiff spring with a stiffness of 4.34 eV/Å
2
.
The equilibrium length of the spring is repeatedly increased to shift the axial registry
of translating chain in 0.1 Å increments relative to the surrounding crystal. At each
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increment, the average intermolecular force exerted on the chain is measured over 3
ps of simulation time which is much longer than the time required for the crystal to
accommodate to the displacement.
4.3.1 FK Parameters for PE Models
Simulation measurements of FK parameters for the four PE models are given in
the first four rows of Table 4.1. Values for b0 are shown in column 2 of Table 4.1 and
are 2.54 Å for all four potentials, which is consistent with WAXS experiments [111].
The four models show good agreement since b0 is set by the length and angle of the
C-C covalent bonds in the chain backbone, which is well understood chemistry. The
backbone bond stiffness k is also dominated by covalent chemistry and values for the
four models (column 5 of Table 4.1) show relatively good agreement, varying from
from 8.7 to 12 eV/Å
2
for PCFF and AIREBO, respectively.
Values for the Young’s modulus can also be compared to past experimental and
theoretical predictions. WAXS measurements give values of 235 to 260 GPa [126–128]
for crystalline regions and lattice dynamics theories give 257 GPa [129]. The latter
value is very close to results from AIREBO and AIREBO-M. In contrast, L-OPLS
and PCFF give moduli that are substantially below the experimental range.
The spring constant k depends on both Y and the monomeric volume Vmon =
Ab0/2. The 4th column in Table 4.1 shows that the models give a range of volumes
from 45 to 50 Å
3
. AIREBO-M was parameterized for crystal systems and gives a
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) τ (meV/Å) ξ/b0
AIREBO-M 2.54 260 46.4 11.60 46.5 10.0
AIREBO 2.54 254 49.2 12.03 64.5 8.7
L-OPLS 2.54 211 45.4 9.23 92.7 6.3
PCFF 2.54 181 50.0 8.70 39.0 9.5
WAXS 2.54 235-260 47 10.6-11.75
Latt. Dyn. 2.54 257 47 11.6
Table 4.1: FK model parameters for crystalline PE from four MD potentials. The
last two rows give data from WAXS experiments [126–128] and lattice dynamics
models [129] for comparison.
volume only about 1% lower than experiments. AIREBO and PCFF give volumes
that are too large and L-OPLS gives too small a volume. Note that a modified version
of AIREBO that gives more accurate densisites has been developed, but is not part
of the LAMMPS distribution [76].
The 5th column of Table 4.1 gives values for k for each model and experiment
using Eq. 4.12. Once again, AIREBO-M is closest to experiment. AIREBO gives too
large a value because of the low density and the other models give values that are too
soft by more than 10%.
Periodic force traces for the four PE models are shown in Figure 4.5. The in-
termolecular force per monomer is plotted against the translating chain’s registry
relative to equilibrium for one complete lattice period. The four PE models produce
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periodic potentials that are qualitatively similar to each other and to the sine poten-
tial of the FK model. All periodic potentials exhibit a small inflection at the unstable
displacement 0.5a. This corresponds to a small rotation of the chain backbone (10%)
that allows hydrogen atoms on adjacent chains to reduce their overlap during trans-
lation. This feature is due to the internal geometry of the monomer, which does
not appear to manifest until after the peak force is achieved. The value of the peak
force and changes near the peak play the most important role in FK theory, and the
non-sinusoidal form in the unstable region near 0.5a has little affect on the activation
energies.
All four curves show an increasing restoring force for small shifts in registry that
reaches a maximum amplitude τ at about ±b0/4. However, the values of τ vary
significantly for the four models. PCFF and AIREBO-M have similar values of τ = 39
and 46.5 meV/Å respectively, whereas L-OPLS and AIREBO give values that are
more than 50% larger. This variability is typical of different atomistic potentials since
measurements of vdW forces with either experiments or with ab initio methods are
both subject to larger uncertainties [130].
The specific functional form used for vdW interactions may also contribute to the
variability in τ . L-OPLS and AIREBO give the largest values of τ and both model
vdW forces with a Lennard-Jones potential while PCFF and AIREBO-M both use
a softer exponential repulsion and give similar values for τ [11, 123]. As mentioned
previously, the LJ potential is known to overestimate the intermolecular interactions
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Figure 4.5: Periodic crystal force for a chain translated along the chain axis in a
perfect PE crystal at T ≈ 0. Forces are computed by translating a single chain while
holding the centers of mass of all other chains fixed. MD results for four common
polyethylene potentials are shown. Both L-OPLS and AIREBO model intermolecular
interactions with a stiff Lennard-Jones potential and give the largest intermolecular
forces. AIREBO-M and PCFF use softer intermolecular repulsion and produce similar
results. All give potentials qualitatively consistent with the sine potential of the FK
model.
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between chains in PE crystals and thus may overpredict the value of τ [9, 122]. By
again comparing AIREBO and AIREBO-M, which only differ in the functional form
of the vdW potential, we see AIREBO gives τ = 64.5 meV/Å which is 40% larger
than the 46.5 meV/Å of AIREBO-M. Thus, the larger values of τ given by AIREBO
and L-OPLS may be from overestimating steric repulsion from the LJ potential. We
expect PCFF and AIREBO-M provide more accurate measures for τ than AIREBO
and L-OPLS. Note however that PCFF gives too a value for k.
The measured values for b0, k, and τ completely parameterize the FK model for
each of the four potentials. Calculated predictions for the core size ξ are given in
column 7 of Table 4.1. AIREBO-M and PCFF have similar dislocation core sizes
ξ ≈ 10. Even though k and τ are smaller for PCFF than for AIREBO-M, the core
size and critical strains are sensitive to the ratio kb0/τ which is similar for the two
models. Due to their much larger interchain friction, AIREBO and L-OPLS give
smaller core sizes equal to 8.7 and 6.3 monomers, respectively.
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4.4 Comparing Model Predictions to Ex-
periments
4.4.1 Predictions for Fiber Failure
When comparing to experiments, it is important to remember that our model
considers an ideal and perfectly crystalline fiber which cannot be achieved in the
laboratory. Real fibers have additional plastic relaxation processes associated with
disorder and other types of defects. These mechanisms can produce additional creep
that our model does not account for. We have also assumed that slip events are
independent of each other, while the plasticity of real fibers may be correlated. For
instance, when a chain slips it transfers the tensile load it was carrying to neighbor-
ing chains, which may increase their tendency to slip. In addition, disorder in real
fibers leads to variations in the local stress that activates creep, reducing the effective
activation energy. Thus, we expect our theoretical predictions to set an upper bound
on fiber strength and a lower bound on creep observed in experiments.
The FK theory predicts ϵu ≈ b0/(πξ0) is the maximum strain a crystal can sup-
port before yielding. Above this strain, the crystal is unstable and chains can spon-
taneously slip at their chain ends. This sets an upper bound on the high-rate/low-
temperature strength of a PE fiber. Assumming the Young’s moduli do not change
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AIREBO-M 0.032 8.2 1.4 46
AIREBO 0.037 9.3 1.6 49
L-OPLS 0.050 10.6 1.9 45
PCFF 0.033 6.1 1.2 50
Exp. 0.03-0.034 6-7.5 1.1-1.7 10-100
Table 4.2: FK model predictions of the ultimate tensile strength and creep behavior
of crystalline PE. FK predictions for all four potentials are shown. Experimental
ranges for ϵu [109, 110], σu [86, 110, 113, 114], E
0
a [92, 104, 107–110], and V
∗ [92, 104]
are also provided.





Predicted ϵu and σu for the four FK models are recorded in column 2 of Table 4.2.
Literature values for ϵu [109,110] and σu [86, 113,114] are also provided.
The four models predict ultimate strengths ranging from 6.02 GPa for PCFF to
10.60 GPa for L-OPLS with an average value σu = 8.5 GPa. Note that all values are
much lower than the failure stress of 20-40 GPa that is predicted to be necessary for
C-C scission [87,88]. The highest published strengths are between 6-7 GPa and tend
to be found for fibers with the highest crystal concentration. This is consistent with
the average value of σu from the four models. Only the PCFF model gives σu in the
experimental range, suggesting that it underpredicts τ and k.
FK model predictions for the maximum strain ϵu also agree well with recent exper-
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imental analyses by Jenket and by Wang et al. [109, 110]. Jenket studied the tensile
failure of hundreds of UHMWPE fibers while systematically varying temperature and
strain rate. For all rates, he observed a limiting strain at failure of ϵ ≈ 0.03 as fiber
temperatures were decreased [109]. Through extrapolation of their own data, Wang
and Smith predicted a maximum strain at failure of 0.034 for a perfectly crystalline
fiber [109]. The value of ϵu from L-OPLS is about 50% higher than this value, but
all other models give values with 10% of this extrapolated value.
Note that the strength of a fiber can exceed σu if chain ends are removed from
the fiber interior. This may be impractical for conventional processing of high per-
formance fibers, but it was recently demonstrated at the nanoscale by Shrestha et
al. [131]. They used thermal annealing to create a highly ordered, nanoscale PE
filament that is much smaller in length and diameter than the extended length of
the chains. This nanofiber is expected to contain few chain ends, and Srestha et al.
report failure strengths approaching 12 GPa, which are the largest ever reported for
PE fibers.
4.4.2 Predictions for Fiber Creep
Figure 4.6 plots Ea(ϵe) (solid line) using Equation 4.8 and the FK parameters for
AIREBO-M. The shaded regions indicate strains where the ground state is metastable
(blue) and unstable (gray) to chain slip. Creep typically occurs at stresses much lower
than σu. The largest loads applied in the creep experiments by Ward et al. were only
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about 0.5 GPa [104, 105], corresponding to ϵe ∼ .001. Creep at these loads should
be controlled by the small strain behavior of Ea(ϵe) given in Equation 4.8. In this
regime, dislocations should remain dilute. In addition, the activation barrier is nearly
linear in the elastic strain and thus can be modeled by the stress activated Eyring
parameters of Equation 4.10. Note that high rate experiments see failure at total
strains that may be outside this linear regime (ϵ > 0.02) [132].
In Figure 4.7 we directly compare model predictions for the stress dependence




averaged over all four models (solid line). The blue region gives a rough measure
of the uncertainty in E0a derived from the standard deviation of the four models.
Experimental data of Jenket [109], Govaert [107] and Regel [106] are shown as points.
For Jenket and Govaert, only an activation energy at 0 load is given. Broken lines
show Eyring fits to experimental data as reported by Ward and Wilding (dashes) [104]
and Dijkstra (dash-dots) [92]. Ward and Wilding fit many fiber types by first finding
an optimal E0a ≈ 1.3 eV and then varying V ∗ for each fiber. The span of their fits
is indicated by the gray shaded region. Except for the data of Dijkstra et al. [92],
the average model prediction sits above experimental values for all tested loads. We
expect this to be the case since our perfect fibers at zero temperature should set
an upper bound on E0a for creep in actual fibers. Indeed, even in crystals there are
variations in the distance between chain ends and other defects that will produce
lower barriers for some chain ends, and fibers have non-uniform local stresses that
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Figure 4.6: Formation energy Ed and activation energy barrier Ea for a dislocation
nucleated from a chain end as a function of the local elastic strain ϵe = (a − b0)/b0.
Energies are reduced by the thermal energy kbT = 25.852 meV at T = 300K. Curves
shown are for the FK parameters of AIREBO-M. Two critical strains ϵm and ϵu
correspond to Ed and Ea −→ 0, respectively. For ϵm < ϵe < ϵu (blue region), the
commensurate ground state is meta-stable to dislocation nucleation. When ϵe > ϵu,
Ea = 0, and dislocations form spontaneously.
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will facilitate local nucleation [13].
Experimental values for E0a range from 1.1–1.7 eV. This is about double the value
reported for the twiston formation energy∼ 0.6 eV [100] and less than half the binding
energy of C-C bonds ∼ 4 eV. FK model predictions for E0a are recorded in column
4 of Table II. Models give values ranging from 1.2–1.9 eV with an average ≈ 1.5
eV. Model predictions are consistent with the experimental range 1.1–1.7 eV and
are intermediate between the energies associated with twistons and chain scission.
AIREBO-M gives E0a = 1.4 eV ≈ 60 kbT which is closest to the average for both
models and experiments.
Model predictions for V ∗ are also consistent with the range of experimental values.
The four FK models give similar values for V ∗ between 45–50 Å
3
that are recorded in
column 5 of Table II. As discussed previously, FK theory predicts V ∗ for chain slip is
equal to the monomer volume within the crystal, which X-ray scattering experiments
find to be about 45 Å
3
[111]. Few experiments have measured V ∗ during creep but
available data suggest it lies between 10−−100 Å3 [104,106]. While the experimental
variation in V ∗ is high, the range is compatible with the FK model values for chain
slip.
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of Ea vs load predicted by FK theory (solid line) and mea-
sured by creep experiments of Regel et al (circles) [106] and Wilding et al. (dashed
lines) [104, 105]. The blue shaded region indicates the standard error of the four
molecular potentials. The FK theory gives Ea ≈ 1.5 eV and V0 ≈ 47 Å
3
for an ideal
fiber, which should set an upper bound on creep in experimental fibers.
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4.5 Conclusions
We have developed a simple analytic model of thermally activated chain slip to
predict the steady creep behavior of PE fibers. Our theory is informed by prior work
where MD simulations identified chain slip as the strength limiting failure mechanism
of PE fibers. Chain slip is mediated by the nucleation of 1D dislocations at chain ends
which can be modeled with a simple Frenkel-Konotrova model. The FK model has
three independent parameters that are parameterized by MD simulations of perfect
PE crystals.
We parameterized FK models for four popular atomic potentials: L-OPLS, PCFF,
AIREBO, and AIREBO-M. Of the four, AIREBO-M best represented the average
response and produced an equilibrium crystal structure and elastic moduli in best
agreement with available literature [24, 55, 126–128]. Averaged over the four models,
the FK theory predicts an average activation barrier E0a ≈ 1.5 eV and activation vol-
ume V ∗ ≈ 47 Å3 for chain slip in a perfect crystal. These effective Eyring parameters
should set an upper bound on the energy barrier for creep in real fibers. Additional
defects and disorder within a real fiber should tend to decrease E0a and increase V
∗.
The effective Eyring model for chain slip gives a stress-dependent activation barrier
Ea(σ) that remains above all considered experimental data except Dijkstra et al. [92].
The average E0a from FK theory lies above all considered experimental data except
for that of Dijkstra et al. [92].
The FK theory for chain slip is relatively simple, but it produces an activation
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energy barrier that is consistent with steady creep experiments and is unambiguously
distinct from the barriers for twiston formation or C-C bond scission [100]. The chain
slip mechanism also sets upper bounds on the ultimate strain and strength of fibers
that is consistent with experiments [86, 109, 113, 114]. We believe these results make
a strong case for 1D dislocations being the microscopic mechanism mediating steady
creep within PE crystals. At present, we know of no other microscopic model that
gives comparable predictions for fiber creep.
Our theory only considers the nucleation of dislocations at chain ends in an other-
wise undefected fiber. Real fibers contain amorphous domains and crystal-amorphous
interfaces. These disordered interfaces may serve as additional locations for chain slip
to occur and could lead to lower experimental values of Ea and V
∗. Thus, our Eyring
parameters should be seen as setting an upper bound on thermally activated creep in
PE fibers.
Even as an upper bound, the E0a predicted for chain slip is significantly lower than
the 4 eV binding energy needed for C-C bond scission. This suggests chain slip will be
active and dominate crystal creep well before chain scission. While we do not expect
chain scission to control the creep rate, EPR experiments have shown that scission
does occur during tensile loading. In order to be consistent with our predictions, these
chains should not be breaking within the bulk crystal phase. Instead, we expect chain
scission to be occuring primarily on “tie-chains” bridging separate crystallites within
the fiber, which may be highly stretched due the low stiffness amorphous regions.
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Recent AFM experiments characterized the internal structure of high performance
PE fibers and observed numerous tie-chains between adjacent crystal domains [81].




Anisotropic Shock Propagation in
PE
5.1 Introduction
In the last forty years, we have seen great advances in our ability to draw and
align long, linear polymers like polyethylene (PE) into highly oriented fibers and films.
These highly anisotropic materials have stiffnesses comparable to steel but are much
cheaper to process and incorporate into cables, fabrics, and composites [3,80,128,135].
Drawn polymer materials are found in a growing number of mechanically demanding
applications — ship sails, vehicular chassis, prosthetic joints, and body armors —
which often fail when mechanical shock waves are generated by sudden impacts. Im-
proving applications requires a better understanding of how shocks propagate through
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aligned PE and how mechanical energy is dissipated by plastic mechanisms.
While the phenomenology of shock propagation in hydrostatic fluids and isotropic
solids is well-developed, these theories are not easily adapted to highly anisotropic
solids like polymer crystals, where direction-dependent mechanics and plastic yield are
important. The heterogeneous structure of drawn PE makes experimental measure-
ments of shock propagation in specific phases challenging. Micromechanical models
often aid interpretation of experiments but they require accurate constitutive laws
for PE’s crystalline and amorphous phases [3,18]. Given the analytic challenges, few
constitutive laws have been developed, and the most widely used theory for shock
in crystalline and amorphous PE, derived by D. J. Pastine nearly 50 years ago, only
considers hydrostatic loading (no shear stress) [21,22]. Such hydrostatic laws neglect
the shear strength of materials. They work well for high velocity impact when shock
stresses exceed the yield stress and plastically “fluidize” material, but they ignore the
detailed effects of anisotropy, material strength, and plasticity [19].
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations have proven a useful tool for studying the
effect of material strength on shock [8, 136–146], but few MD potentials accurately
describe PE at the large pressures produced in shocks. The AIREBO-M reactive
potential for hydrocarbons described in Chapter 2 was developed to meet these chal-
lenges [10]. It produces PE crystal structures that agree with X-ray measurements
up to ∼ 40 GPa and gives an equation of state that is consistent with Pastine’s
hydrostatic theory for shock of crystalline PE [10].
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In this chapter, AIREBO-M is used in dynamic impact simulations to generate
and characterize shock wave propagation in amorphous PE and crystalline PE along
its 3 principal axes. The complexity of the response is illustrated by the plot of shock
velocity Us against impact velocity Up in Fig. 5.1. The results for strong shocks are
consistent with Pastine’s hydrostatic calculations. Shocks travel faster through the
crystal because of its higher density and ordered structure. As the impact velocity
decreases, the yield stress becomes important, leading to deviations from Pastine’s
curve and strong anisotropy in the crystal response. We identify the Hugoniot elas-
tic limit in each direction – the maximum shock pressure that produces completely
recoverable deformation. We then follow molecular trajectories to characterize the
direction-dependent modes of plasticity above the elastic limit and the approach to
hydrostatic behavior. Shock along the chain backbone direction [001] produces an
elastic front followed by a plastic shock front that buckles chains. Shock along the
perpendicular axes leads to plastic deformation at low impact velocities and phase
transitions to different crystal structures at higher Up. For shock along the b-axis
[010], the phase transition suppresses plastic deformation, leading to separate transi-
tion and plastic shock fronts at intermediate Up.
In the next section, we briefly review the formalism of solid shock and previous
efforts to model shock in PE. Section 5.3 details our simulation and analysis meth-
ods, and Section 5.4 contains detailed analysis for impacts in each phase and crystal
orientation. We highlight our results and comment on their implications in Sec. 5.5.
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Figure 5.1: Shock velocity Us versus impact velocity Up in different polyethylene
phases. Experimental data (black diamonds) for semicrystalline PE was used by
Carter and Marsh to validate Pastine’s hydrostatic models for pure crystal (black
solid line) and pure amorphous (black dashed line) PE [18, 21, 22]. Colored symbols
(legend) show our dynamic simulation results for amorphous PE and crystalline PE
shocked along the three principle lattice directions. For strong shock, plasticity relaxes
the shear stress and our simulations follow Pastine’s hydrostatic models. For weak
shocks (inset) simulations show deviations from hydrostatic models due to material
strength. A pair of shock fronts are observed in the [010] direction at intermediate
velocities. They merge into a single front when Up ≥ 4.0 km/s. A phase transition
occurs at the first front (filled symbols) and plastic yield at the second (open symbols).
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5.2 Theory and Modeling of Shock in PE
We consider the simple case of one-dimensional loading where a rigid body moving
at impact speed Up along the z direction contacts a stationary sample along a planar
interface normal to the z direction (Fig. 5.3). Impact generates a planar shock front
traveling into the sample at speed Us along the z-axis. The shock front separates
regions near the impactor moving at mean particle velocity Up from quiescent regions
with mean velocity zero. In the more general case of a non-rigid impactor, deformation
of the impactor leads to reduced momentum transfer and the material is accelerated
to a particle velocity Up that is lower than the initial velocity of the impactor. The
specific Up depends upon the relative shock impedances of the impactor and sample
[16,17].
As the shock front propagates into the sample, conservation of hydrodynamic
variables, mass, momentum and energy, imposes three “jump conditions” on the
change in mass density ρ, internal energy density e and normal stress σzz across the
shock front. These Rankine-Hugoniot conditions can be written as:
ρ1Us = ρ2(Us − Up) (5.1)







p + e2 − e1
)
(5.3)
where subscripts 1 and 2 denote values in the initial and final states, respectively.
More information is needed to determine the final state and Us for a given impact
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velocity. It is common to assume that the system rapidly approaches a local equilib-
rium state behind the shock front. Then the equation of state (EOS) of the material
can be used to relate ρ, e and the stress. Pastine’s curves in Fig. 5.1 assume that the
stress tensor is isotropic so σ2,zz equals the hydrostatic pressure P . This condition is
valid for fluids, and becomes valid for solids when σzz is much larger than the yield
stress. For weaker shocks the full constitutive law must be used and the response
may become anisotropic.
For shock studies of solids, the stress state is often characterized by the lon-
gitudinal shock stress amplitude σ ≡ σ2,zz and characteristic shear stress: τ ≡
σ2,zz − 12 (σ2,xx + σ2,yy) [145, 147]. A state with shear stress τ = 0 corresponds to
the case of purely hydrostatic loading considered by Pastine. In the limit of linear
elasticity, shocks are acoustic pulses traveling at the adiabatic sound speed cs and τ/σ
is determined by the Poisson ratio. In anisotropic elastic solids, both cs and τ depend
on the direction of impact, producing coupling between longitudinal and transverse
waves that can permit complex, mixed-mode elastic fronts [148].
Sufficiently strong impacts activate plasticity and yield in solids. The smallest
shock stress that activates plastic yield, σHEL, is called the Hugoniot elastic limit
(HEL) — a critical parameter for applications [16, 17]. Yield causes a qualitative
change in material response, which can result in a two wave elastic-plastic front
structure, with each wave traveling at a different velocity [16, 17]. The elastic front
elevates σ to σHEL. The plastic front follows, mediated by activation of plastic mech-
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anisms [16, 17]. Increasing Up increases the speed of the plastic front which may
eventually overtake the elastic front [16, 17]. Shocks with only a plastic front are
called “over-driven” [16, 17]. Multi-front structures can also form when shocks drive
solid–solid phase transitions. In such cases, elastic, phase transition, and plastic fronts
can all propagate simultaneously [17,149].
In many cases, shock-induced plasticity above σHEL leads to a fairly constant
shear stress, while σ continues to rise with Up. As the shock strength increases, τ/σ
becomes much less than unity, implying that the material flows like a fluid to reach
a hydrostatic stress state as assumed by Pastine. In this regime one often finds a
linear relationship between Us and Up. More relevant to many applications are weak
shocks near the HEL where τ/σ ∼ 1. In this limit, shock propagation is non-trivially
coupled to the kinematics of specific plastic mechanisms [136,137].
The combined nonlinearities of shock and plasticity make weak shocks difficult
to study analytically. Materials like crystalline PE are especially challenging, since
the large mechanical anisotropy produces anisotropic plasticity as well as elastic in-
stabilities at long length-scales [150]. Consequently, analytic models have focused on
the hydrostatic limit of strong shock. The most successful hydrostatic theory is the
semi-empirical derivation of Pastine. Pastine derived quasistatic and shock Hugoniot
equations of state for crystalline and amorphous phases of PE [21, 22]. Carter and
Marsh later showed that mixing Pastine’s models for different phases quantitatively
reproduces experimental shock Hugoniot data for semicrystalline PE [18]. Semicrys-
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talline PE is well described by hydrostatic theory since the soft amorphous phase
yields isotropically for τ > 100 MPa [151], leading to effective hydrostatic loading for
shocks with Up ≥ 0.75 km/s.
With the expanding applications of drawn PE, there is renewed interest in ex-
tending models to weak shocks. Progress requires anisotropic characterization of the
crystalline and amorphous phases, but this is very difficult to accomplish experi-
mentally. Instead, many have turned to molecular simulation, which has proven an
effective method for studying weak shock and plasticity in many materials [8,136–146].
Several MD studies have investigated shock propagation in semicrystalline and amor-
phous PE [23, 146], and amorphous composites [145] of PE using coarse-grained or
united-atom potentials. Such studies give useful insight into molecular mechanisms
of shock deformation, but do not provide quantitatively accurate equations of state
and specific heats. For example, existing coarse-grained potentials give the wrong
equilibrium crystal structure of PE and thus would not reproduce the plastic defor-
mation mechanisms discussed below. The need for accurate atomistic potentials is
well illustrated by the recent work of Mattsson et al. [9]. They measured the hydro-
static (τ = 0) shock Hugoniot of crystalline PE with quasistatic methods that do not
explicitly model dynamic impact. Comparing Hugoniots for a variety of atomistic
potentials, they found most over-predict the material stiffness at pressures above 1
GPa. While some coarse-grained models may capture the material stiffness, they
typically underestimate e and the specific heat because they do not include energy
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flow into internal vibrations, although some advanced constant-energy variants can
capture these effects [152].
The need for quantitatively accurate potentials motivated our development of the
AIREBO-M reactive potential for hydrocarbons [10]. AIREBO-M’s intermolecular
interactions are fit to post-Hartree-Fock quantum calculations for the interactions
of small alkane dimers. With only this training set, AIREBO-M reproduces the
anisotropic deformation of crystalline PE seen in diamond anvil experiments, as well
as Pastine’s hydrostatic theory up to 40 GPa [10]. This means AIREBO-M accurately
models the strong shock regime seen in experiments. In this paper we use AIREBO-M
to explore weak shocks in purely crystalline and amorphous phases of PE.
5.3 Methods
5.3.1 Atomic Potential and Integration
We model polyethylene with the AIREBO-M potential using the LAMMPS soft-
ware package [10, 35]. In the standard LAMMPS distribution, covalent interactions
are modeled by the second generation REBO (REBO2) of Brenner et al. [51], which
is known to over-predict the tensile forces for covalent bond-breaking [5]. This can
be seen in Figure 5.2, which compares various MD model predictions for the disso-
ciation energy and force for breaking the C-C bond in ethane to quantum chemistry
calculations. Classical force fields like AIREBO, REBO2, and REAXFF [50] all show
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anomalously large dissociation forces relative to quantum calculations. Their bind-
ing energy is correct but the interaction range is too short by about 2 Å, so the
C-C dissociation forces are too large. Pastewka et al. have created a bond-screening
modified REBO2 (REBO2scr), which removes these anomalous forces during C-C
dissociation [5]. The REBO2scr covalent energies were used during calibration of
AIREOB-M [10] and to model tensile failure of PE [13].
We use AIREBO-M with the REBO2scr covalent terms for all tensile loading
simulations because bond-breaking occurs. For compressive shock, no bond-breaking
was observed, so we use the faster unscreened potential. We verified that for the
highest impact velocity studied, 5 km/s, screened and unscreened potentials gave
consistent results and that backbone C-C bonds remained in the range of separations
where the two potentials are the same. The maximum temperature rises rapidly with
impact velocity and was as high as 2000K for 5 km/s. However, this is only 10%
of the binding energy and not enough to rupture bonds during our simulations. PE
normally becomes unstable at much lower temperatures and longer time scales when
exposed to oxygen and other reactive molecules.
Initial equilibrations integrate the equations of motion using velocity-Verlet with
a 1 fs time step. They are performed in an NPT ensemble using a Nose-Hoover
thermostat and barostat with time constants of 0.25 and 2.0 ps, respectively. Dynamic
shock simulations use a much lower 0.1 fs time step and are performed within an NVE
ensemble, modeling adiabatic shock conditions. We monitored the energy throughout
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Figure 5.2: Dissociation energy (a) and force (b) for the C-C bond of ethane for various
models. Classical AIREBO [11], REBO2 [51], REBO2scr [5], and REAXFF [50]
potentials are compared to quantum chemistry calculations using tight-binding with
the mio-0-1 basis set [153], DFT with the PBE [154] and M06 [155] basis sets, and
CASPT2 [156, 157], which is a pertubative post-Hartree-Fock method and the most
accurate. The MD potentials have correct binding energies but AIREBO, REBO2,
and REAXFF all show anomalously large dissocation forces due to interaction cut-offs
near 2Å. REBO2scr’s neighbor screening removes these artifacts and best matches
the quantum calculations.
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simulations to ensure that energy was conserved.
5.3.2 Initial Configurations and Equilibration
One amorphous and four crystalline samples were generated for dynamic impact
simulations. All configurations have periodic boundary conditions in all three direc-
tions. The two box dimensions transverse to shock propagation are of approximately
equal length, ranging between 5 and 17 nm. To test for finite size effects, we per-
formed several additional simulations for crystalline configurations with double the
transverse box lengths. These simulations showed no observable difference in shock
speed and mechanism of plastic deformation. The box dimension along the direction
of shock must vary with the system in order to allow sufficient propagation time for
accurate measurement of shock speeds. Shocks in amorphous PE and along the trans-
verse [100] and [010] directions of the crystal require a propagation length of about
150 nm. Shock along the much stiffer crystal chain axis [001] required a substantially
longer propagation length ∼ 300 nm, due to the fast-moving elastic precursor front
(Sec. 5.4.4). In order to measure the steady-state amplitude of the [001] elastic pre-
cursor, we had to generate an additional system about 1µm long. In all cases, we
align the shock axis with the z axis of the simulation box.
Amorphous configurations are prepared with the recently published method of
Sliozberg et al. [158]. This melt equilibration method is a variant of the “fast push-
off method” of Auhl et al. [159], and is fully described in Ref. [158]. M = 1500
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chains of length N = 1000 are modeled by the united-atom potential of Paul et
al. [160] and equilibrated at T = 300 K. After the united atom system is equilibrated,
we reintroduce hydrogens along the chain backbones and perform a short energy
minimization with AIREBO-M interactions to relax their positions. This is done
with the FIRE minimizer and a timestep of 15 fs. We then allow the system box to
relax over 2 ns of NPT equilibration with a target P=1 atm. This was sufficient time
for the system density to equilibrate to a value of ∼ 825 kg/m3.
Orthorhombic crystal configurations are made by copying the orthorhombic PE
unit cell, which contains an ethylene from each of two chains, to make a supercell of the
desired geometry. At 300 K and ambient pressure, AIREBO-M gives an orthorhombic
unit cell with lattice vectors (a,b,c) ≈ (7.35,4.94,2.54) Å, which we align with the
Cartesian axes of the simulation box. All chains are periodic, each connecting to itself
across the periodic boundaries. This arrangement models chains with lengths much
longer than our simulation box dimensions, which would be typical for experimental
molecular weights. Before shocking, we equilibrate crystals to T=300 K and P = 1
atm for 100 ps in an NPT ensemble.
5.3.3 Shock Generation
Following the approach in recent studies [23, 145–147], we generate shocks by
rigidly constraining a slab of molecules to impact the material as an effective rigid
piston, see Fig. 5.3. After equilibration, the periodic boundary conditions along the
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shock direction are removed and atoms within 2.5 nm of the resulting boundaries are
constrained to act as rigid slabs (dark gray in Fig. 5.3). For compressive shocks, the
right slab is held fixed, while the left is constrained to move at a constant impact
velocity Up = 100− 5000 m/s along the z-axis (Fig. 5.3a). The mobile slab acts as a
rigid piston, compressing quiescent material (green) and imposing a jump in particle
velocity to Up (red material). This generates a shock front (red/green boundary)
that propagates into the sample at a speed Us. Data is collected until the shock front
reaches the fixed rigid slab and is reflected.
While impacts initially compress material, coincident tensile deformation is often
an important failure mechanism for oriented PE materials. To model tensile loading,
the left slab is displaced leftward along z (Fig. 5.3b). The systems were large enough
for us to determine that neither amorphous nor crystalline PE produce steady shocks
in tension (see sec. 5.4).
Another common technique for generating shocks is to impact a finite sample with
free boundaries upon a rigid wall that interacts with the material via power-law or
idealized hard-wall interactions. He et al. recently showed that, except in regions
very close to the piston, all these techniques generate essentially the same shock
behavior [143]. A great advantage of the material piston technique we use is that
it can generate shocks within systems prepared with periodic boundary conditions.
There is no need to create and equilibrate free surfaces, which can be challenging
for both crystalline and amorphous polymers. Free surfaces also introduce finite-
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Figure 5.3: Snapshots of amorphous PE configurations illustrating shock generation.
After equilibration, atoms within 2.5 nm of the ends of the sample are constrained to
move as rigid slabs along the horizontal z-axis. (a) Compressive loading obtained by
moving the left slab to the right at Up = 1.5 km/s produces a shock propagating to
the right at Us ≈ 4.6 km/s. (b) Tensile loading obtained by moving the left slab to
the left at speed Up = 1.5 km/s does not produce a stable shock. The system forms a
craze and then fails. Configurations are colored qualitatively by the local density of
atoms—low (blue) to high (red). Amorphous system dimensions are 16.6×16.6×155
nm. Only the leftmost 47 nm and 35 nm are shown for a and b respectively.
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size and edge effects which can complicate equilibration and measurement of bulk
properties [161].
5.3.4 Analysis Techniques
Shock waves drive systems into a nonequilibrium state, with sharp jumps in ther-
modynamic and hydrodynamic variables across the propagating front. In order to
track this dynamic process, we must compute local measures of state variables. The
system is divided into bins ∼ 1 nm wide along the shock direction. The average
velocity ui is obtained by a simple average over atoms in each bin. More care should
be taken with the virial contributions to the local stress tensor, since they depend on
multiple atoms that may be in different bins [162–164]. For the relatively coarse bins
used here, partitioning the virial contributions evenly among the participating atoms
was sufficient to capture the magnitude of discontinuities in the stress tensor at shock
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where Vs is the volume of a bin, α indexes the atoms within a bin, u is an atom’s
velocity, and fj is the force along j on atom α resulting from pair-wise interactions
or covalent bonds (pairs) or torsion interactions (triples and quads). The first term
on the right of Eq. 5.4 represents the kinetic contribution to σij and the remaining
terms give the virial contributions to the stress.
The stresses of greatest interest are the shock stress σ = σzz and characteristic
shear stress τ = σzz − 12 (σxx + σyy). The former is a measure of shock strength, while
the latter is useful in determining the nature of any plasticity behind the shock front.
For each system we present profiles of σ and τ along the shock direction in Sec. 5.4.
Pastine’s hydrostatic approximation requires that τ/σzz be small and deviations from
his predictions for Us in Fig. 5.1 are associated with large values of this ratio.
Stress and velocity profiles are calculated at 0.2 ps intervals for each shock sim-
ulation. Fig. 5.4 visualizes one such time-series for the particle velocities in the
amorphous configuration of Fig. 5.3a. The boundary of the white and yellow region
is the piston traveling in the +z direction at UP = 1.5 km/s. The shock front acceler-
ates material from uz = 0 (black) to uz = Up (yellow) and travels into the material at




(white dashed line). Us is obtained from a least-squares fit to the front position versus
time. The standard error of a typical fit is less than 0.01 km/s. When the shock front
reaches the far side of the sample, it reflects off the rigid material and back into the
sample (small black triangle in upper right of Fig. 5.4). We do not analyze data after
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reflection occurs. The range of impact velocities studied, 0.1 to 5 km/s, overlaps with
the experimental data shown in Fig. 5.1. We did not extend the simulations to higher
Up because shock produced conditions outside the range where AIREBO-M has been
tested. As shown below, even for Up = 4 km/s the pressure behind shock fronts is
near 40 GPa. The corresponding temperature is about 1000 K. For Up = 5 km/s the
temperature nearly doubles and at higher velocities bond breaking and other effects
may become important.
An advantage of studying shock with MD simulations is that they provide the
explicit trajectories for all atoms as the shock transits the system. By analyzing
these trajectories in tandem with dynamic profiles of σ and τ , we can identify specific
plastic mechanisms that relax τ and “fluidize” the material. In Sec. 5.4 we color
atomic configurations either by particle velocity, the orientation of the zig-zag carbon
bonds along chain backbones or by a local measure of deviatoric strain developed by
Falk and Langer [163,165]. In the last case, which we use to visualize [001] shocks, we
use the relative motion within a radius of 15 Å to determine the strain. We choose
this radius so that the strain measure captures the buckling of chain backbones which
occurs at the scale of ∼ 100 Å.
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Figure 5.4: Time evolution of particle velocity (uz) profiles for the amorphous system
in Fig. 5.3a. The piston moves along z at Up = 1.5 km/s, and is indicated by
the white/yellow border. A shock traveling at Us accelerates material from uz = 0
(black) to uz = Up (yellow). The white dashed line tracks the front where uz = 0.5Up.
Least-squares fits to this line give Us ≈ 4.6 km/s
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5.4 Results and Discussion
5.4.1 Amorphous phase
Unaligned PE forms a semicrystalline structure at room temperature, with 40–
55% of the system in the amorphous phase [1]. Aligning PE by drawing reduces the
amorphous content but does not eliminate it. About 5− 10% remains amorphous for
highly drawn fibers [3]. Amorphous regions and their boundaries are typically much
weaker than the crystal and can act as strength limiting defects. Thus, character-
izing the mechanical properties of purely amorphous PE is an essential step toward
understanding the mechanics of the more complex and heterogeneous semicrystalline
structures [21].
Compressive shocks with Up = 0.1–3.5 km/s were generated in amorphous PE.
A single plastic front formed for all cases — as illustrated in Fig. 5.3a. Shock
velocities obtained by tracking the shock front are plotted as purple pentagons in
Fig. 5.1. For Up ≥ 0.5 km/s, Us is a nearly linear function of Up and agrees with
Pastine’s hydrostatic model. For lower impact velocities, the MD results lie above
the hydrostatic predictions.
Stress profiles of the shocked configurations show that breakdown of hydrostatic
behavior coincides with the weak shock regime (large τ/σ). Fig. 5.5 plots profiles of
σ and τ at 13 ps after impact for several Up from 0.3–3.5 km/s. Profiles are plotted as
a function of distance from the moving piston (z = 0). Fronts propagate rightward,
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elevating σ and τ from 0 in the quiescent state at large z. When Up = 0.3 km/s
(blue), τ = 0.14 GPa and σ = 0.51 GPa are similar in magnitude, explaining why Us
lies above the hydrostatic Hugoniot. As Up increases, σ grows rapidly with increasing
rate, while the rate of increase of τ is limited by plastic deformation. This plastic
relaxation leads to a rapid drop in τ/σ to ∼ 0.075 at Up = 3.5 km/s (black), and
recovery of hydrostatic shock behavior. Even for the lowest rates studied, plastic
deformation is observed behind the shock front. A HEL may exist below σ = 0.1
GPa, but there may not be a sharp onset of plasticity since simulations have found
that some plasticity always occurs when amorphous systems are strained [166].
We do not observe an elastic precursor wave for amorphous shock, indicating
material is over-driven for even our lowest Up = 0.1 km/s. This is reasonable given
the low stiffness and strength of amorphous PE. Uniaxial compression simulations
on the amorphous sample using an engineering strain rate of 108 s−1 give a Young’s
modulus E ≈ 1 GPa and yield stress σy ≈ 50MPa. The former corresponds to a
sound speed cs = (E/ρ)
1/2 ≈ 1.2 km/s, which is about half of the slowest shock speed.
Assuming σHEL ∼ σy, we can estimate a maximum impact velocity Up ∼ csσy/E ≈ 60
m/s before yield occurs. At this low Up we face limitations similar to experiments;
shocks are too weak for us to reliably track them above the thermal noise in our
dynamic simulations.
We have also simulated amorphous PE in tensile shock loading. In this case,
steady shock fronts do not form. Instead, strain localizes rapidly and nucleates a
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Figure 5.5: Shock (σ) and shear (τ) stress profiles in amorphous PE for several Up.
All profiles are at t = 13 ps after impact and are plotted as a function of distance
from the impacting piston. Shocks propagate to the right, elevating the stress from
the quiescent state σ = τ = 0. The rise in the steady value of σ with impact velocity
becomes more rapid as Up increases, while the rate of increase in τ is limited by plastic
deformation. Hydrodynamic shock is recovered as τ/σ becomes small.
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craze near the piston (Fig. 5.3b). Once nucleated, further work by the piston goes
towards growing the craze. Eventually the craze fractures, releasing the tensile load.
The study of craze growth under high-rate loading and how it differs from quasistatic
loading is relevant to failure in many unaligned polymer materials. We defer analysis
of this case to future work.
5.4.2 Shock Along Crystal a-axis [100]
In the plane perpendicular to the chain backbone, chains pack in a “herring-bone”
structure with alternating orientations of the chain backbone to form an orthorhombic
crystal (Fig. 5.6(a)). This structure is determined by van der Waals interactions that
have cohesive energies ∼ 100 times weaker than backbone bonds [10]. The stiffness
along the [100] direction is just 8 GPa compared to 260 GPa along the [001] direc-
tion. Because van der Waals interactions are both weak and nondirectional, chains
can translate and rotate into new structures in response to applied loads, leading to
complex crystal plasticity and crystal-crystal phase transitions. For example, exper-
iments show pressure can convert some of a semicrystalline sample into a metastable
monoclinic crystal [167,168]. Analytic and quantum chemistry studies have explored
thermodynamic stability of the monoclinic phase, but identifying specific transition
mechanisms has remained an open question. As we now discuss, tracking atomic
displacements allows us to identify how the monoclinic phase forms during shock
when chains slip along the (110) plane and rotate collectively to locally reduce shear
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stresses.
Results for the shock velocity along the [100] direction are plotted as red circles
in Fig. 5.1. The shock velocity shows a sharp break at Up = 0.7 km/s. For Up ≥ 0.7
km/s, simulation results are in excellent agreement with Pastine’s hydrostatic model.
For Up < 0.7 km/s, the shock velocity is systematically higher than hydrostatic
predictions. We can identify the break in the Up–Us curve with the onset of crystal
plasticity, i.e. the HEL. Shocks on the low-speed branch generate fully recoverable
deformation. There is a small increase in density accompanied by small changes in
backbone orientation as seen for 0.4 km/s in Fig. 5.7(a).
Shocks with Up ≥ 0.7 km/s cause plastic deformation. Fig. 5.7(b) shows that
at 0.7 km/s most chains are packed more tightly and retain the alternating orienta-
tions associated with the herringbone structure of the orthorhombic crystal. Plastic
deformation occurs through shear by a nearest-neighbor chain spacing along some
(110) planes of the orthorhombic crystal. This plane orientation has the largest re-
solved shear stress under uniaxial loading and shear along these planes leads to a
local increase in density.
As Up increases, shock produces a transition to the denser monoclinic phase. Fig.
5.6(b) shows how molecules transform from orthorhombic to monoclinic order by
shearing slightly along alternate diagonal (110) planes and rotating to have a uniform
alignment. The two choices of shear plane lead to different orientations of the mon-
oclinic structure with angle ±12o to the z-axis (Fig. 5.6(a)). Fig. 5.7(c) illustrates
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Figure 5.6: Projections of atoms along chain backbones showing changes for impact
along the horizontal [100] axis. (a) In the orthorhombic crystal (left), chains form
a herringbone structure with alternating angles of ±43o to the [100] axis. Shock
transforms regions into the monoclinic crystal structure (right) with all molecules
aligned at an angle of ±20o to the [100] axis. Colors indicate orientation of the
backbone relative to the [100] axis with the color map shown on the right. The same
color map is used in Fig. 5.7. (b) A diagram showing how molecules rearrange into a
monoclinic phase during [010] shock. One atom on each chain is colored to indicate
successive (100) planes in order to show how molecules rotate and planes shear to
form the monoclinic phase. All colored atoms are at the same height out of the page
along [001] and the dashed line indicates a plane where shear occurs. Diagonal lines
of molecules parallel to the dashed line rotate clockwise to move closer together. At
the same time, chains reorient coherently to point in the same direction. The system
shears by one chain spacing along the dotted line. This pattern repeats with shear
along every second diagonal parallel to the dotted line.
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how this transition evolves for Up = 2.0 km/s. Moving from the shock front to the
left one sees a region where chains are beginning to lose the alternating herringbone
orientation and adopt one of the two monoclinic orientations, corresponding to uni-
form regions of medium blue or aquamarine. There are twin boundaries between the
two orientations. Fig. 5.7(d) shows that increasing Up to 4.0 km/s produces more
complete conversion to the monoclinic state and an even greater increase in density.
Figure 5.8 shows profiles of σ and τ for the systems shown in Fig. 5.7. For
Up = 0.4 km/s, τ ∼ σ ≈ 1 GPa. Between Up = 0.4 km/s and Up = 4.0 km/s, σ rises
nonlinearly from about 1 GPa to 35 GPa. The value of τ remains near 1 GPa up to
Up = 0.7 km/s where plastic deformation first occurs. It then rises slowly with Up
and saturates near 3 GPa between 2-4 km/s. The strong saturation in τ implies a
nearly hydrostatic pressure state behind the shock, and explains the agreement with
the hydrostatic predictions at larger Up.
From the above results, the HEL corresponds to a stress of σHEL ∼ 1 GPa. Above
this limit, we see no evidence of an elastic precursor, indicating shock above the HEL
is always over-driven. We also do not observe separate plastic and phase transition
fronts at high velocities, which we will show do occur for [010] shock. The region
where plasticity develops remains narrow, rather than growing as the product of time
and the difference between two front velocities.
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Figure 5.7: Atomic configurations from a-axis [100] shock simulations at t = 14.4
ps after impact for Up = 0.4, 0.7, 2.0, and 4.0 km/s (a-d). System dimensions are
9.84 × 10.18×157 nm. The first ∼ 63 nm along the z-axis are shown in the rest-
frame of the piston (gray atoms) located at the far left. Chains are colored by the
angle of the zig-zag carbon backbone relative to the z-axis [100]. As in Fig. 5.6,
the herringbone structure of the orthorhombic crystal leads to alternating yellow and
purple molecules. Monoclinic regions have uniform orientations corresponding to an
aquamarine or medium blue (See color map in Fig. 5.6). (a) For Up = 0.4 km/s there
is a small increase in density behind the shock front (dashed line) but no plasticity.
(b) For Up = 0.7 km/s there is plastic deformation through slip along diagonal (110)
planes. (c-d) At higher velocities regions are deformed into monoclinic crystals with
one of two orientations through the mechanism illustrated in Fig. 5.6(b).
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Figure 5.8: Profiles of σ and τ as a function of distance from the piston z for the
[100] shock configurations of Fig. 5.7, where t = 14.4ps. (a) The shock stress rises
rapidly with Up. (b) The increase in shear stress is limited by plastic deformation
and saturates for large Up. The hydrostatic approximation becomes valid for σ ≫ τ .
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5.4.3 Shock Along Crystal b-axis [010]
Given the weak, non-directional nature of van der Waals interactions, one might
expect transverse shocks in PE to be relatively insensitive to the specific plane of
impact. Indeed, many theories, textbooks, and experimental analyses approximate
aligned PE crystals with transversely isotropic elasticity and plasticity, and thus pre-
dict direction-independent shock properties. While our simulations show the trans-
verse Young’s modulus is nearly isotropic, we find that the intimate coupling of chain
translations and rotations during plastic flow leads to strong anistropy in shock prop-
agation.
Simulation results for Us under impact along [010] are summarized by the green
points in Fig. 5.1. One difference from the [100] results is that the jump indicating
the onset of unrecoverable plastic deformation is much earlier, between 0.3 and 0.4
km/s instead of 0.6 and 0.7 km/s. A second difference is that the shock velocity
for [010] rises above all other results between about 1.8 and 4.0 km/s. This implies
a substantial rise in τ that is not relaxed by plastic deformation. In addition, for
Up between 2.8 and 4 km/s there is a second, slower shock front at which plasticity
releases shear stress (open squares in Fig. 5.1).
We can understand the origin of the differences between [100] and [010] by con-
trasting the transverse deformation of the orthorhombic PE unit cell under strain. As
illustrated in Fig. 5.6, the four chains in the initial unit cell are arranged in a herring
bone pattern, forming a rhombus that is longer along [100] than [010]. When com-
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pressed along [100], the cell becomes more square. This arrangement is susceptible to
slip along [110] with chain rotations producing the monoclinic transition discussed in
the previous section and illustrated in Fig. 5.6. In contrast, compression along [010]
makes the rhombus more asymmetric. As shown in Fig. 5.9, the unit cell collapses
into a densely packed orthorhombic phase with chains rotating so their backbones
are closer to the [100] direction. Although this phase has the same symmetry as the
equilibrium structure, it appears to be a distinct phase separated by a free energy
barrier due to steric constraints from the packing of hydrogens on different chains. A
similar phase was observed in quasistatic MD simulations of crystalline PE at high
pressures [10]. Chains in this phase are tightly interlocked and strong steric inter-
actions hinder chain rotation and translation, suppressing (110) slip and monoclinic
reorientations. The result is enhancement of the yield stress in the densely packed
phase that produces deviations from the hydrostatic model.
For Up < 0.4 km/s deformation is fully recoverable. For 0.4 ≤ Up ≤ 1.6 km/s, Us
is close to the hydrostatic model. In this regime, the region behind the shock front
contains coexisting regions of the two orthorhombic phases. As shown in Fig. 5.10
(a-c), the fraction of dense orthorhombic phase (alternating green/blue) grows with
Up and the entire region is in this phase for Up = 1.6 km/s.
This transformation between phases should not be confused with the formation
of multiple crystal grains through plastic deformation that is commonly observed in
crystalline materials. Many materials exhibit coexisting crystal domains separated
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Figure 5.9: Schematic showing crystals and transition paths for shock along [010]. (a)
Projections along the chain axis. A pair of unit cells of the equilibrium orthorhom-
bic crystal is shown on the left. Shock first compresses the crystal into a denser
orthorhombic phase shown in the center. At very high pressures there is a further
transition to a new structure. Colored atoms are at the same height into the page
along [001] in the initial state and the color indicates the angle of the molecule rel-
ative to the [100] axis with the color map shown in the center. (b) Projections in
the plane perpendicular to the [010] direction showing shear along alternate chains
so that hydrogen atoms are at different heights to minimize steric repulsion.
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Figure 5.10: Atomic configurations of b-axis [010] shock simulations at t = 10.0
ps after impact for Up = 0.7, 1.0, 1.6, and 3.4 km/s (a-d). System dimensions are
10.2× 11.7× 153 nm with only the first 70 nm along the z-axis shown. Piston atoms
are gray and other molecules are colored by their orientation relative to the vertical
[100] axis (see colormap in Figure 5.9). (a-b) For Up < 1.6 km/s, shock generates
a banded structure with two coexisting orthorhombic crystal structures, the initial
phase (yellow/purple) and a compressed phase (blue/green). Material slips at the
boundary of these phases, relaxing shear. (c) At Up = 1.6 km/s the entire system is
converted into the compressed phase, which hinders chain slip and yield. (d) For Up
between 2.8 and 4.0 km/s there are two shock fronts. The first converts the system
to the dense phase. At the second, the dense phase deforms plastically into domains
of a new crystal structure. For Up ≥ 4.0 km/s the two fronts merge.
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Figure 5.11: Profiles of σ and τ as a function of distance from the piston for the
[010] shock configurations of Fig. 5.10a-d at t = 10 ps after impact.The shock stress
behind the front σ rises rapidly and non-linearly with Up. At velocities where the
initial and dense orthorhombic phases coexist, material slips at phase boundaries and
τ saturates at ∼ 2 GPa (blue and green curves). Once shocks fully compress chains
into the dense phase, chain mobility is hindered and τ rises substantially. Sufficiently
strong shocks nucleate plasticity in the compressed phase, producing a second plastic
wave which unloads the shear stress (black curve).
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Figure 5.12: Plots of the shear stress vs. time and position for [010] shocks. (a) For
Up = 2.6 km/s there is a single shock that raises τ to 6.4 GPa. (b) For Up = 3.4 km/s
the first shock advances at Us = 9.5 km/s and raises τ to 18 GPa. The second shock
lowers τ to 4 GPa and moves at Us = 6.2 km/s. (c) For Up = 4.0 km/s the two shock
fronts have merged into a region of fixed width that advances at Us = 10.0 km/s.
by grain boundaries. These grains are usually misoriented regions of the same crystal
phase. The two distinct regions seen behind [010] shocks in Fig. 9 a-c are not reori-
ented domains of the same phase, but separate crystal structures. They both share
orthorhombic symmetry, but have distinct lattice constants and unit-cell structure.
In this system, the plastic process is the transformation of the initial unit-cell into
the second orthorhombic structure.
Fig. 5.11 shows stress profiles for different Up. When the two orthorhombic phases
coexist, material shears easily along the diagonal phase boundaries, relaxing τ to ∼ 1
GPa. The shear stress can not easily relax when the entire region is in the dense
phase. Strong steric interactions hinder chain rearrangement and suppress plasticity
behind the front. This produces a substantial increase in τ with Up, up to ∼ 18 GPa
for Up = 3.4 km/s (Fig. 5.11), and elevates Us above the hydrostatic shock speed.
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Eventually shear stresses become large enough to initiate plasticity within the
collapsed phase. This produces a two front shock structure for Up between 2.8 and
4.0 km/s. An example of the deformation behind each front is shown for Up = 3.4
km/s in Fig. 5.10(d). At the first shock front, material is converted into the collapsed
phase and τ rises dramatically to ∼ 18 GPa (Fig. 5.11). This is followed by a plastic
front where shear produces a transition to a new crystal structure and τ drops to ∼ 4
GPa. The two front structure is clear in the plot of τ in Fig. 5.11 but the plastic
front produces very little change in σ.
The new phase behind the plastic front has a constant molecular orientation but is
not the same as the monoclinic phase produced by [100] shocks. As shown in Fig. 5.9,
chain reorientation is accompanied by translation of alternating chains by one carbon
spacing along the chain backbone. This moves hydrogens on neighboring chains to
different heights, allowing them to form an interdigitated structure that minimizes
steric repulsion. As for the monoclinic phase in [100] shocks, there are two twins
with molecular orientations corresponding to aquamarine and medium blue colors.
Regions with these dense structures coexist with orthorhombic regions behind the
plastic shock in Fig. 5.10(d).
Figure 5.12 shows the spatiotemporal variation in τ for three representative ve-
locities. At Up = 2.6 km/s there is a single jump in τ associated with the phase
transformation to the dense orthorhombic phase (Fig. 5.12(a)). For Up = 3.4 km/s
there are two clear shock fronts propagating at different velocities (Fig. 5.12(b)). As
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Up increases, the velocity of the plastic front rises towards that of the phase transfor-
mation front. For Up ≥ 4.0 km/s the plastic front propagates at the same velocity.
This is evident in Fig. 5.12(c), where the region of dense orthorhombic crystal has
a small constant width ahead of the plastically deformed state. In this high velocity
regime, the stress is nearly hydrostatic (τ/σ < 0.1) and the [010] shock velocities
coincide with the hydrostatic model.
5.4.4 Shocking Along Crystal c-axis [001]
5.4.4.1 Axial Compression
The stiff backbone bonds aligned along the c-axis of the PE crystal support a
sound speed of cs ≈ 16 km/s that is greater than any Us we measure. This leads
to a two wave “elastic-plastic” shock structure for compression along [001] [16]. As
illustrated in the snapshots of σ for Up = 3.0 km/s in Fig. 5.13, an elastic precursor
propagates at the speed of sound (cs) in the shock direction. This elevates the stress
to the Hugoniot Elastic Limit (HEL). A plastic shock follows at a speed Us (Fig.
5.1), relaxing the shear stress by activating plastic deformation mechanisms. We did
not reach the over-driven limit for axial shock since the maximum Us ≈ 11 km/s for
Up = 5.0 km/s is well below cs = 16 km/s. This is in sharp contrast to transverse
and amorphous shock where no elastic precursor was observed and systems were
over-driven even for our lowest Up = 0.1 km/s.
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Figure 5.13: Profiles of the shock stress (σ) at equal time intervals for a shock prop-
agating 1 micron along [001] with Up = 3.0 km/s. Successive profiles are offset
vertically by 10 GPa to prevent overlap. The shock has a two wave elastic-plastic
structure, with the elastic precursor traveling at the adiabatic sound speed ∼ 16
km/s. The precursor raises the stress to the HEL, σHEL ≈ 1.9 GPa. Buckling occurs
at the slower plastic front and raises σ above 20 GPa.
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As noted in Section 5.2, the steady state amplitude of the elastic precursor stress
should be independent of Up and corresponds to σHEL, the shock analog of a qua-
sistatic yield stress [16]. Shocks with amplitudes σ > σHEL activate irreversible
plastic mechanisms as they transit the system. For quasistatic compression, plas-
ticity is known to occur through a chain buckling instability analogous to Euler
buckling [150, 169, 170]. Understanding the dynamic buckling mechanism in shock
is important for the design of fiber and fiber reinforced composite materials which
often fail by buckling and kinking of fibers within the matrix material [171].
The curves in Fig. 5.13 show stress profiles of a Up = 3.0 km/s shock at 7.5
ps intervals. Accurate resolution of the elastic precursor requires large propagation
distances, so that the stress can be averaged over a large enough distance to remove
thermal noise. This required about ∼ 50 ps and a system length of 1 µm, compared to
300 nm for determining Us for plastic shocks. Taking the average stress at t = 52.5 ps
for the full elastic region, we obtain an elastic limit σHEL = 1.87 GPa, corresponding
to a piston velocity Up = 0.116 km/s. This value is consistent with the critical
buckling stress σc of PE under quasistatic loading. For a crystal with chains of length





where EI is the flexural rigidity and G is the shear modulus [150]. For long chains,
σc ≈ G. Calculating values of G along different crystallographic directions gives σc
between 1.7 to 3.1 GPa, depending on the buckling direction. The lowest values are
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close to σHEL and correspond to buckling in the (010) plane.
Fig. 5.14 shows molecular configurations at t = 12 ps after impact for Up between
0.2 and 4.0 km/s. For Up < 0.116 km/s the system is below the HEL and there is no
buckling or other plastic deformation. Above the elastic limit (Fig. 5.14), all systems
show transverse fluctuations that develop into buckles. As expected from Eq. 5.5,
buckles develop in the [010] plane where G is lowest. These buckles locally rotate the
crystal structure, reducing the modulus along the propagation axis and facilitating
the collapse of buckled material into a denser configuration behind the plastic shock
front. The rotation angle tends to saturate at the value where successive chains can
lock into registry by sliding by a lattice constant relative to their neighbors. This
condition is met at Up = 1 km/s. As Up increases further, the frequency of the
buckles increases.
The stress profiles for the above systems are shown in Fig. 5.15. The shock stress
rises rapidly from about 2 GPa to almost 40 GPa while buckling allows the shear
stress to relax below 2 GPa a short distance behind the shock front. Note that this is
comparable to the shear stress produced by the elastic shock that propagates ahead
of the plastic shock. Although τ saturates for Up > 0.116 km/s, Fig. 5.1 shows shock
velocities lie below the hydrostatic predictions until Up ≥ 2.0 km/s. The hydrostatic
prediction is based on conservation laws across a single interface. The elastic front
carries part of the input energy ahead of the plastic shock front, reducing the drive at
the plastic front and thus lowering its velocity. Since the pressure behind the elastic
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CHAPTER 5. SHOCK IN POLYETHYLENE
front is independent of Up while the pressure behind the plastic front grows rapidly,
Us approaches the hydrostatic curve as Up increases.
Extending our analysis to quantitatively predict how the two wave structure in-
fluences Us is not straightforward. While jump conditions for dual elastic-plastic
wave-forms can be derived, they usually assume that the material is both isotropic
and linear elastic. Even then, the complexity of the constituitive equations usu-
ally requires numerical techniques to predict the structure and evolution of the shock
waves [16]. Such approximations can work well for ductile metals, but are inappropri-
ate for PE with its highly anisotropic and nonlinear elasticity. Continuum frameworks
can be extended to anisotropic nonlinear elasticity and plasticity [172], but solutions
require extensive numerical simulations that are beyond the scope of our study.
Analytic treatment of buckling kinematics is similarly challenging, but Fig. 5.14
illustrates several qualitative features worth noting. The plastic front shows a qualita-
tive change in structure with increasing Up. Plastic shocks with Up < 0.5 km/s form
smooth bending undulations of the chain backbone, as in Fig. 5.14a. Such bends
are mediated by small deflections of dihedral angles around the trans conformation,
and can be described by an elastic theory with an effective bending stiffness [150].
Buckles first form with a characteristic length-scale of ∼ 100 Å, which decreases with
increasing Up. We can understand this scale by revisiting the elastic arguments of
Eq. 5.5. Previously, we considered buckling in the L → ∞ limit where σc ≈ G,
and is independent of length. If instead we fix σ at some value above G and ask
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z (nm)
Up (km/s)
Figure 5.15: Profiles of the shock stress (σ) and shear stress (τ) at t=12 ps after
impact for the [001] shock configurations in Fig. 5.14a-e. The value of σ rises rapidly
with Up. For Up > 0.116 km/s (σ > 1.87 GPa) chains become unstable to buckling
and collapse, keeping the value of τ behind the front below 2 GPa.
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at what L buckling becomes favorable, we can extract a length-scale. Consider the
elastic precursor propagating in the axial direction at speed cs. After a time δt, it
has traveled a distance L = csδt, while the piston has compressed this material an
amount δL = Upδt, resulting in a stress σ ≈ E(δL/L) = E(Up/cs). Substituting this

















where the approximation on the right is valid for G ≪ E. In this limit, L ∼
(Up/cs)
−1/2, with a proportionality constant set by the geometry of the crystal unit-
cell. We can estimate the area-moment I of the unit-cell as that of a uniform rectangle,
giving I/A = 1
12
(a2 + b2) ≈ 6.54 Å2. This gives L ≈ 94 Å = 37c for Up = 0.116 km/s,
consistent with our observations (Fig. 5.14a).
For Up ≥ 0.5 km/s, we observe a condensation of smoothly bending chains
into sharp kinks, analogous to fold–crease transitions observed in thin sheets (Fig.
5.14c) [173–175]. Kinks form behind the shock front and are mediated by a series
of consecutive gauche-rotated dihedrals (green), which can be considered a form of
“bending plasticity”. Buckles condense into kinks when the elastic bending energy
overcomes the trans–gauche energy barrier. This transition can be associated with a
critical curvature of chain bending that depends on the specific form of the dihedral
energy. Increasing Up drives kink generation more rapidly, until kinks form almost
immediately at the shock front (Fig. 5.14d-e).
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5.4.4.2 Axial Tension
Stable tensile (rarefaction) shocks are uncommon in most solids but can occur
provided the material’s stress–strain relationship possesses a region of positive curva-
ture. A good example is Kolsky’s generation of tensile shocks in vulcanized rubber,
which are stabilized by the strain hardening portion of the nonlinear stress–strain
curve [176]. Unlike rubber, polyethylene crystals (and fibers) do not exhibit strain
hardening [13, 82, 83]. Tensile shocks stretch the covalent back-bone bonds of the
chains. Covalent bond energies are anharmonic, showing decreasing stiffness as they
dissociate. This produces a tensile stress–strain relation with negative curvature—
i.e., large amplitude tensile distortions travel slower than small amplitude distor-
tions [16, 17]. Because of this property, crystalline PE does not form steady shock
fronts in axial tension. Instead, tensile fronts disperse as they propagate—as illus-
trated in Fig. 5.16.
Fig. 5.16 plots particle velocity profiles for Up = 1.4 km/s tensile fronts at several
consecutive times (solid lines). The profiles are shifted so that all are centered at
the origin with the leading edge on the right. The front profile is not steady, but
broadens linearly in time. This linear broadening implies that all profiles collapse
onto a universal curve when the horizontal axis is divided by the corresponding time.
Dashed lines show this collapse for Up = 1.4 km/s and similar collapses were found
for other Up ≤ 1.6 km/s. Bond anharmonicity also influences the overall speed of the
tensile front, measured by tracking the midpoint of the jump in particle velocity. For
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t (ps)
Figure 5.16: Particle velocity profiles of a Up = 1.4 km/s tensile front at uniform time
intervals from t = 2 to 7 ps after tensile loading along [001] (solid lines). Fronts are
shifted so the center is at the origin and the leading edge is to the right. Anharmonic
softening of backbone bonds in tension causes the tensile front to broaden linearly in
time. Dividing the horizontal axis by t collapses all profiles on a single curve (dashed
lines). The group velocity of the front decreases with increasing Up (inset).
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low Up, tensile fronts propagate at about the speed of sound cs = 16 km/s. Increasing
Up leads to a linear drop in front speed, as shown in the inset of Fig. 5.16.
For simulations with Up ≥ 1.8 km/s, the crystal fails catastrophically by chain
fracture. Fig. 5.17 illustrates this behavior for Up = 2 km/s. Atoms are colored by
particle velocity for three consecutive times during the fracture process. Red atoms
are traveling leftward with the piston at u = Up, while blue atoms are at rest. Chain
fracture unloads the tensile front, producing a finite-width tensile pulse that moves
away from the piston (green atoms in Fig. 5.17). Other then their finite width,
pulses show similar properties to the tensile fronts. They broaden over time and
their group velocity decreases with increasing amplitude. The amplitude of pulses
tends to decrease with increasing Up, since fracture occurs more rapidly and unloads
the crystal more effectively. At very large Up, fracture is nearly instantaneous and
generates very weak tensile pulses traveling with speed cs.
We can compare the observed onset of chain fracture to quasi-static results. Uniax-
ial tension simulations with affine extension of the periodic box were done at T = 300K
and an engineering strain rate of 108 s−1 that is low enough for stress to equilibrate
across the sample. Chains fractured at an engineering strain of about 0.11. For
a tensile front traveling at the speed of sound, the effective engineering strain be-
hind the front should be ∼ Up/cs. This suggests we should observe fracture when
Up ≈ 0.11cs ≈ 1.76 km/s, which agrees well with our dynamic measurements.
In this analysis we have studied an idealized PE crystal with effectively infinite
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t = 2 ps
t = 4 ps
t = 6 ps
Figure 5.17: Atomic configurations for a Up = 2 km/s tensile loading along [001] at
t = 2, 4, and 6 ps. Two magnifications are shown for each time with a closeup (40
nm) above a larger view (136 nm). The piston (gray) moves leftward at 2 km/s and
configurations are plotted relative to its position. Atoms are colored qualitatively by
particle velocity, with red atoms moving leftward at Up and blue atoms at rest. Chains
fracture quickly after shock, forming a tensile pulse (green atoms) that propagates
into the material at ∼ cs.
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chains (no chain ends). The only mode of tensile failure is fracture by chain scission.
Chapter 3 showed that PE crystals with chain ends do not yield by chain scission
during quasistatic loading. Instead, chains slip by nucleating 1D dislocations at chain
ends [13]. The presence of chain ends could modify the dynamic fracture process
by introducing dislocations and slip as additional yield mechanisms. Whether chain
slip would prevent scission during shock is not obvious. Both mechanisms could
compete to relax shock induced stresses, but if the rate of slip is slow relative to the
rate of shock loading, then chain scission would still occur. We defer studying this
competition of plastic relaxation mechanisms during high rate loading to future work.
5.5 Summary and Conclusions
In this chapter we studied shock loading of amorphous and crystalline polyethy-
lene under both compressive and tensile loading with impact velocities from 100 m/s
to 5 km/s. Tensile loading is common in applications of fibers in weaves and com-
posites. Stable shock fronts are only expected when a material hardens under strain.
Polyethylene does not strain harden under tension and no stable shock front was ob-
served. Amorphous samples fail through craze formation, growth and fracture near
the loading region. Crystals in fibers are typically aligned with chain backbones
along the fiber. Tensile loading in this direction at Up < 2 km/s produces a front that
broadens linearly with time rather than a true shock front. The tension behind the
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front grows with Up, and for Up ≥ 2 km/s the system fails through chain fracture. We
expect that this may be an upper bound for fracture in semicrystalline fibers since
amorphous regions, chain ends and other defects not included in our simulations will
facilitate fracture.
Compressive loading of amorphous PE produces simple shock fronts. Because
the yield stress is low, the shock velocity agrees with Pastine’s hydrostatic model for
Up ≥ 0.5 km/s. For Up = 0.3 km/s the shear stress behind the shock front is about
a quarter of the compressive stress and Us is about 10% above Pastine’s prediction.
The discrepancy grows with decreasing Up. No elastic precursor was observed and we
estimate that the system will remain overdriven until Up is lower than about 60 m/s.
Compressive loading of crystals produces strongly anisotropic behavior with a
wide range of shock structures related to different modes of plastic deformation and
crystal phase transformations. This variety of behavior is sensitive to both the crys-
tal packing and chemical structure of the chain backbones. Thus, MD simulations
require a fully atomistic treatment of interactions in order to accurately resolve and
predict mechanisms of crystal plasticity. Hugoniot elastic limits were identified for
shock along the three principal crystal directions and associated with direction-specific
plastic deformation mechanisms.
Elastic precursor fronts were only observed for loading along the chain axis where
the sound velocity (16 km/s) is much higher than in other directions (∼ 3 km/s) and
also larger than the highest impact velocities studied (5 km/s). The stress behind the
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elastic precursor gave σHEL = 1.87 GPa, corresponding to Up = 0.116 km/s at the
elastic limit. As expected from this result, simulations at Up = 0.1 km/s showed no
plastic deformation. At Up ≥ 0.2 km/s, loading along the chain backbone produced
transverse fluctuations that developed into buckles in the [010] plane where the shear
stress G = 1.7 GPa is lowest. The buckles increase the density by compressing the
weaker intermolecular bonds instead of the strong covalent backbone bonds. In the
long wavelength limit the critical buckling stress approaches G and the observed σHEL
is close to the value of G in the [010] plane. Including the wavelength dependence (Eq.
5.5) we find that the driving stress at Up = 0.2 km/s should produce a wavelength
of 94 Å, which is close to the observed wavelength in Fig. 5.14a. The wavelength
of buckles decreases as Up increases and the buckles sharpen into kinks for Up ≥ 1
km/s. Between kinks, chains rotate to an angle where neighboring chains have slipped
laterally by about a lattice constant so that hydrogens on neighboring chains pack
efficiently at high density. As Up increases, this angle remains nearly constant but
the spacing between kinks decreases. By Up = 4 km/s the kink spacing is only a few
monomers and the structure becomes more disordered.
The linear response in the plane perpendicular to chain backbones is nearly
isotropic, but shock leads to highly anisotropic deformation mechanisms. Shock
along the [100] axis produces a single shock front. At impact velocities Up < 0.7
km/s, shock produces recoverable deformation and Us lies above Pastine’s hydro-
static prediction. Plasticity occurs above the HEL, corresponding to Up ≈ 0.7 km/s.
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Initially plasticity involves slip along (110) planes. As Up increases, more and more of
the material is converted into a monoclinic phase with two twin orientations. Shear
along twin boundaries helps to relieve shear stress, leading to fairly hydrostatic con-
ditions. Experiments have also found evidence for formation of a monoclinic phase
under compression [168,177].
For shock along the [010] direction, plasticity sets in at a lower velocity of Up ∼ 0.5
km/s. For Up < 1.6 km/s, plasticity produces a banded structure where a dense or-
thorhombic phase coexists with the equilibrium orthorhombic phase. For Up ≥ 1.6
km/s the entire system converts to the dense phase, which has a very high yield stress.
For Up between 2.8 and 4.0 km/s there is a two front structure. The first is a transfor-
mation front, that produces the dense orthorhombic phase and has a shock velocity
above Pastine’s theory because of the large yield stress. The second is a plastic front
where the deformation relaxes the shear stress. The dense orthorhombic phase is
deformed into a new monoclinic structure through chain rotation and translation of
alternating chains along the chain backbone. Shear along the boundary between two
twins of the monoclinic structure relieves the shear stress. For Up > 4.0 km/s one can
still identify a region of dense orthorhombic phase ahead of the monoclinic structures.
However, this dense region has a constant width and is thus part of a single shock
front with a velocity near Pastine’s prediction.
Real crystalline PE contains crystal defects like chain-ends and amorphous in-
clusions, which can substantially alter the crystal’s mechanics and plasticity [13, 23].
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Additionally, amorphous phases in processed PE can be substantially aligned and
denser than in unprocessed samples. In a companion paper, Elder et al. applied simi-
lar MD techniques to show crystal–amorphous phase boundaries in oriented PE reflect
shocks and significantly attenuate shock energy [23]. It was also shown that shock
propagation through amorphous PE is sensitive to density and alignment. Continued
study is needed to understand how additives, defects, and nanoscale heterogeneity
scatter shocks and compete with the plastic mechanisms we identify here.
PE is never purely amorphous or crystalline in applications. Further studies are
needed to better understand how phase heterogeneity modifies shock behavior. While
a mean-field mixing of pure phase Hugoniot’s is sufficient to capture shocks in isotropic
semicrystalline PE [18], this approach is unlikely to succeed for processed PE in fibers
and composites. These anisotropic systems exhibit complex hierarchies of crystal and
amorphous phases which span from nanometer to millimeter scales [81]. Capturing
such structures is beyond the scope of molecular simulations, but our pure phase
data should be valuable input for micromechanics models which can capture PE’s
mesocale structure. Continued multi-scale investigation could identify strategies for
tuning shock absorption in high performance PE.
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Nonlinear Extensional Rheology of
Entangled Polymers
The development of an accurate molecular model for polymer dynamics in complex
flows has been the focus of intense research for more than 50 years. The tube model [4]
has been incredibly successful in describing the dynamics of polymers in terms of
entanglements with other chains that form a temporary confining tube that hinders
diffusion. It captures the linear response of chemically distinct melts in terms of a
universal function of the number of entanglements per chain Z and a material specific
entanglement time τe and stress scale Ge. However a growing number of experiments
show new physics must be incorporated to understand strongly nonlinear flows that
are relevant to industrial applications. A striking example is that melts with identical
Z and linear response can show opposite trends in strong elongational flows, with
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viscosity rising or falling with increasing rate [25,26,32,178,179].
A number of attempts have been made to generalize the tube model based on
different hypotheses about molecular mechanisms, including convective constraint
release under shear [180], segmental stretch [181, 182], interchain pressure [183], for-
mation and destruction of “slip-links” [36, 184–186], and friction reduction in elon-
gational flows [28, 32, 187, 188]. To date, no generalization of the tube model has
been able to predict behavior in strong elongational flows [25, 26, 32, 178] and exper-
iments have not provided direct measures of changes in chain conformation during
flow. Recent neutron scattering experiments have measured the residual anisotropy
of chains in deformed melts after they have been quenched to a glass, but data are
currently limited to strains well below steady-state (ϵ < 0.6) [189, 190]. It remains
unclear how the confining tube changes in nonlinear flows, how chain conformations
affect dissipation and what role chemistry [191], Z, chain length, and the equilibrium
entanglement length Ne play in determining the molecular mechanisms underlying
nonlinear behavior.
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are an ideal platform for relating macro-
scopic response to molecular structure [192, 193], but it has been difficult to sim-
ulate strong elongational flows at sufficiently large strains to reach steady state
[190,194,195]. In this chapter we use a recently developed technique [33,34] to over-
come this barrier. The simulations capture experimental trends in both the transient
and steady state nonlinear viscosity of melts with different Z and entanglement length
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Ne [32, 191]. Trends in viscosity with rate, Z and Ne are explained as a cross-over
from the Newtonian limit to a high rate limit for aligned chains. A simple scaling law
for the high rate behavior is derived and verified. The observed macroscopic response
is shown to arise from changes in chain statistics that can be described as alignment
and contraction of a confining tube with increasing strain rate. Surprisingly, changes
in segment orientation only depend on the degree of entanglement Z, while chain
stretching at high rates only depends upon the equilibrium entanglement length Ne.
For all rates and melts, the steady-state stress is quantitatively related to changes in
chain entropy over segments of length Ne.
Polymers are modeled with the well-studied Kremer-Grest bead-spring model [196]
using LAMMPS [35]. All beads interact with a truncated Lennard-Jones (LJ) po-
tential and results are presented in reduced LJ units. Linear chains of N beads are
bound together with a FENE potential with mean bond length b ≈ 0.96. To vary
tube model parameters, the chain stiffness is controlled by a bond bending poten-
tial kbend(1 − cosα), where α is the angle between successive bonds. For the melt
labeled M1, kbend = 1.5 and there are Ne ≈ 28 beads per rheological entanglement
length [197]. For melt M2, kbend = 0.75 and Ne ≈ 51 [197].
Experiments typically plot dynamic viscosity data in reduced units based on tube
theory to facilitate comparison between different melts [27,32,191]. Times are scaled
by the entanglement time τe and the viscosity by GeτR, where the Rouse time τR =
τeZ
2 is the characteristic time for a stretched chain to relax to its equilibrium contour
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length and Ge = ρkBT/Ne is the entanglement modulus. A dimensionless measure
of flow rate is the Rouse-Weissenberg number WiR = ϵ̇τR. Previous studies have
measured τe ≈ 1.98× 103 and 6× 103 for M1 and M2 melts, respectively [198,199].
Melts with M chains are equilibrated at temperature T = 1 and density ρ = 0.85
with standard methods [159]. M1 melts have M = 1640, N = 112; M = 1094,
N = 168; M = 734, N = 250; or M = 368, N = 500, corresponding to Z ≈ 4, 6, 9 or
18, respectively. M2 melts have M=918, N=200; M=354, N=300 or M=405, N=450,
corresponding to Z ≈ 4, 6 or 9, respectively. Melts are deformed at constant Hencky
strain rate ϵ̇ = ∂ ln Λ/∂t with Λ the stretch along the z-axis. Since polymers are
nearly incompressible, the two perpendicular directions contract by 1/
√
Λ. Flow is
maintained by integrating the SLLOD equations of motion, and Generalized Kraynik-
Reinelt boundary conditions are used to prevent the simulation box from becoming
too small in the perpendicular directions [33,34]. Flows rates range from WiR = 0.06
to 52. We stop at WiR of 52 to avoid heating, which occurs as the relative flow
velocities of neighboring monomers (∼ ϵ̇b) approaches the thermal velocity. This is
particularly important for with low N since ϵ̇ increases with decreasing N at any fixed
WiR.
Figure 6.1 shows how the extensional viscosity ηex ≡ σex/ϵ̇ evolves with time as
polymers are elongated from equilibrium random coils into their steady state con-
formations at WiR = 0.06 to 52. Results are presented for two melts with the same
Z ≈ 9, but different lengths and entanglement lengths, Ne ≈ 28 for M1 and 51 for M2.
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In all cases, the viscosity increases over several decades in time before approaching an
asymptotic steady-state value η̄ex. As predicted by tube theory, the two melts have
nearly the same scaled response at the lowest rates, WiR = 0.06 and 0.16. Moreover,
the simulations approach the analytic prediction for linear response from the tube
model with Z = 9 (thick black line) [29].



















Figure 6.1: Reduced extensional viscosity ηex as a function of time for two melts with
Z ≈ 9 at WiR from 0.06 to 52 (colors in legend). The M1 melt has N = 250, Ne ≈ 28
(solid lines) and the M2 melt has N = 450, Ne ≈ 51 (dashed lines). At low WiR
both melts approach the analytic prediction from the tube model for linear response
at Z = 9 (black line). As WiR increases, the two melts show increasing deviations
from each other and from linear response. The steady-state viscosity at large times,
η̄ex, shows little change with WiR for the M2 melt but drops rapidly with increasing
WiR for the M1 melt.
As WiR increases, the viscosity grows more rapidly with time than the linear
response curve and approaches a new steady-state viscosity at progressively earlier
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times. The two melts show identical initial deviations from linear response at each
WiR, but approach different steady state viscosities. They also exhibit one puzzling
aspect of experimental data, the variation of η̄ex with WiR is qualitatively different
for different polymers [32, 191]. Here M1 shows a substantial decrease of η̄ex with
increasing WiR, while this shear thinning is nearly absent for M2 at this Z.
The linear viscoelastic envelope (LVE) shown in Fig. 6.1 is derived with the
field theory of Likthman and McLeish for monodisperse, linear polymers [29]. The
theory has three parameters: the entanglement time τe, the entanglement modulus
Ge = ρkbT/Ne, and the number of entanglements per chain Z = N/Ne. We do not
fit these parameters to match the analytic theory to our simualtions. Instead, we use
the values for τe and Ne measured in previous MD simulation studies [197–199]. The
agreement between simulations and the analytic model supports our use of coarse-
grained MD to study entangled polymer rheology.
The simulations in Fig. 6.1 reproduce the time-dependent evolution of viscosity
that is observed in experiments, while achieving strains that are not currently exper-
imentally accessible. In the remainder of the chapter we focus on the steady-state
behavior at long times. The steady-state extensional stress σex = σzz − 12(σxx + σyy)
and chain statistics are obtained by averaging simulation data over the strain interval
ϵ ∈ [5.5, 6.0].
Figure 6.2(a) shows the rate dependence of the steady state viscosity ηex ≡ σex/ϵ̇
normalized by the value in the Newtonian limit ηNex. Data for M1 and M2 melts
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are shown alongside experimental results for polystyrene (PS) at similar Z. The
significant difference between results for M1 and M2 melts at any common value
of Z is consistent with the deviations from tube theory found in past experiments
[32]. Although Z is not enough to determine the nonlinear response, all melts show
common trends with increasing Z. For both simulations and experiments, the longest
chains begin to shear-thin at the lowest WiR and show the largest drop in viscosity.
The decrease is almost an order of magnitude for M1 and PS at Z = 18 and 21,
respectively. As Z decreases, the onset of shear thinning moves to larger WiR and
the decrease in ηex decreases. Indeed shorter chains show some initial shear thickening
for all systems [28,32,179].
Simulations allow us to directly correlate these changes in macroscopic response
with changes in molecular structure. Snapshots in Fig. 6.3 show chains evolve from
nearly equilibrium random coils at WiR << 1 to nearly straight configurations by




⟨3⟨cos2 θn⟩ − 1⟩, where ⟨⟩ indicates an ensemble average and θn
is the angle between the extension axis and the vector R⃗(n) between beads separated
by n bonds. As shown in Fig. 6.4(a) and (b), P2(n) = 0 when chains are randomly
oriented at low WiR and approaches unity at high WiR, corresponding to complete
alignment. Alignment occurs first at the full chain length (N − 1 bonds) and affects
smaller n as WiR increases. The rate where P2(N − 1) approaches unity coincides
with the onset of a decrease in ηex/ηN . Both changes imply that deformation is faster
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Figure 6.2: (a) Ratio of steady state viscosity ηex to Newtonian viscosity vs. WiR
from simulations of M1 and M2 melts at the indicated Z and experiments on PS at
Z = 7.5 [179], 10 [28], and 21 [32] (top to bottom). (b) Simulation data from panel
(a) renormalized by the formula for the asymptotic drag on straight chains (Eq. 6.4).
Results for all chains collapse at large WiR.
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than the longest relaxation time, the disentanglement time τd for chains to escape
their tubes.
An expression for τd that includes fluctuations in contour length was derived by














Fig. 6.5 plots P2(N−1) versusWid = ϵτ̇d(Z) for all melts and ϵ̇. All data collapse onto
a universal curve which shows a rapid increase in orientation atWid ≈ 1. P2(N−1) ≈
0.3 for ϵ̇τd = 1 and saturates near unity for ϵ̇τd ≳ 5. Note, this expression neglects the
diffusion of the neighboring chains forming the confining tube. A recent MD study
of similar systems found accounting for these effects with the “double reptation”
approximation accurately described melt viscoelasticity [201]. This approximation
would decrease τd in Eq. 6.1 by about a factor of 2 for all melts.
Alignment at the entanglement scale saturates at larger WiR (Fig. 6.4(b)). In
the low rate regime (WiR ≤ 1), P2(Ne) is the same for different melts at the same
Z. By WiR = 1, P2(Ne) exceeds 0.5 for all melts, and the results collapse on to a
common curve for WiR >> 1. For ϵ̇τd > 1 chains are deformed faster than they can
escape their tubes. For WiR > 1 the tube is being deformed and aligned along the
extension direction faster than chains can relax to their equilibrium length along the
tube. As a result, segments are stretched and aligned at shorter and shorter scales as
WiR increases.
A measure of straightening is provided by R(n) the root mean squared (rms)
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Figure 6.4: (a) Orientational order at the end-end scale P2(N − 1) vs. WiR for
M1 and M2 melts at the values of Z indicated in the legend. (b) Orientational order
at the scale of equilibrium entanglements. (c) Measure of tube elongation given by
stretch of tube segments of length Ne. (d) Measure of decrease in tube radius given
by change in rms deviation of monomers from the line between endpoints of segments
of length Ne. A black dashed line indicates ∼ Wi1/4R scaling.
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Figure 6.5: Steady-state end-end vector orientation P2(N − 1) of all melts plotted
versus Wid = ϵ̇τd with τd defined by Eq. 6.1.
length of R⃗(n). This must be less than the contour length between beads nb, where
the bond length b remains essentially unchanged at the highest WiR considered here.
The fraction of the fully extended length R(n)/nb is shown in Fig. 6.6. AtWiR = 0.06
chains have a near equilibrium conformation. The ratio Req(n)/nb decreases slowly
with increasing n at small n because kbend makes the chain fairly straight. The
behavior changes above the Kuhn length ℓK ≡ bC∞, where the chain stiffness constant
C∞ is 2.8 and 2.2 for M1 and M2, respectively [198]. At larger n, chains are random
coils and Req(n)/nb =
√
C∞/n (black solid line in Fig. 6.6). For WiR = 0.06, short
chains follow the equilibrium behavior at all n. For the longer chains shown, there
is a slight straightening and reduced rate of decrease in R(n)/nb at large n because
ϵ̇τd ∼ 1.
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Figure 6.6: Ratio of rms length to contour length R(n)/nb as a function of n for
a Z = 18 M1 melt at the indicated WiR. The solid black line corresponds to the
equilibrium coil structure with R(n)/n ∼ (C∞/n)1/2 for n larger than C∞. Flow
straightens chains at scales larger than Ne for WiR < 1. For WiR > 1, the chain
becomes straight on progressively smaller scales. The small drop at large n indicates
that chains are less aligned within an entanglement or two from their ends.
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The scale at which there is significant straightening decreases from N to Ne as
WiR increases towards unity. For WiR > 1 the behavior is qualitatively different,
with R(n)/nb saturating at large n. Saturation starts near Ne for WiR = 1.61 and
moves to smaller n as WiR increases. These results are exactly as expected from the
snapshots in Fig. 6.3. Flow increases the length of chains and reduces fluctuations
around their end-end vector.
The changes in R(n) imply changes in the conformation of the tube confining
each chain. In equilibrium the tube has a radius of order Req(Ne) and is a random
walk at larger scales with a Kuhn length of order Req(Ne). Under elongation, Fig.
6.4 shows that the tube stretches and narrows. The increase in tube length per Ne
can be measured by calculating the ratio R(Ne)/Req(Ne). As shown in Fig. 6.4c, the
tube length remains nearly constant as WiR increases to unity and then rises rapidly.
Results for each melt collapse on to a common curve and at large WiR approach
the maximum possible stretch λmax = Neb/Req(Ne) = 3.16 and 4.8 for M1 and M2,
respectively.
To characterize the change in tube diameter we consider segments of length Ne and
evaluate the maximum rms fluctuation δR⊥ in the plane perpendicular to the end-end
vector. Only the central 20% of each segment is included because the fluctuation goes
to zero at the ends of each segment. As for the tube length, the tube radius begins to
change rapidly for WiR > 1 (although there is a small change for the longest chains
when ϵ̇τd > 1). The fractional change in tube radius atWiR > 1 is nearly the same for
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all Z and both melts. In all cases δR⊥ is of order b at the largest WiR, corresponding
to a nearly straight chain.
Short segments are able to retain a nearly equilibrium conformation up to higher
WiR. Since the relaxation time scales as n
2, one may expect that the relaxed
length nrel(WiR) scales as Wi
−1/2
R . The length of the corresponding random walk
should set the tube radius, leading to a prediction that δR⊥ ∝ Wi−1/4R until the
radius approaches the bond length. The tube length should grow as the number
of segments of length nrel times the rms length of each, implying R(Ne)/Req(N) ∝
(Ne/nrel)(nrel/Ne)
1/2 ∝ N1/2e Wi1/4R until it saturates at λmax. The scaling range is
not large enough to accurately test these scaling exponents, but the thick dashed line
in Fig. 6.4(d) shows that the decrease in δR⊥ is consistent with a −1/4 power law.1
The alignment of chains by flow implies a reduction in their entropy that con-
tributes to the steady-state stress σex. While there is also an energetic contribution,
it is much smaller until the tension in the chain ∼ kbT per Kuhn length. These large
stresses are difficult to realize in experiments and typically similar to the yield stress
of the solid polymer [30]. One can calculate the stress due to the entropic force F⃗ (n)
of segments of length n stretched to R⃗(n). The density of such segments is ρ/n,
where ρ is the monomer density. The stress tensor σij = (ρ/n) ⟨Fi(n)Rj(n)⟩ where
i and j are cartesian coordinates [30]. Since the force is directed parallel to R, the
1Marrucci and Ianniruberto proposed a theory predicting δR⊥ ∝ Wi−1/4R based on an inter-chain
tube pressure. However, the dynamics of their theory predicts a cross-over to this scaling controlled
by τd [183]. This cannot describe our data which shows δR⊥ only depends on τR for WiR > 1.
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extensional stress is σex = (ρ/n) ⟨R(n)F (n)P2(n)⟩ Inserting the standard result for















where the inverse Langevin function L−1 accounts for the nonlinear reduction in
entropy as segments approach full extension [4, 30].
In the Newtonian limit, the tube model relates the stress to the change in entropy
of segments with length n ∼ Ne. A network of entanglements is assumed to carry the
stress at larger scales [4]. It is not clear whether the same n should be used in Eq.
6.2 for the highly aligned states at large WiR. However, σ
ent
ex (n) is insensitive to n
at large WiR because of the plateau in R(n)/nb (Fig. 6.6). Figure 4 plots the total
measured steady-state stress versus σentex (Ne) for all simulated liquids in steady state.
The two quantities are in excellent agreement for all melts and over three orders of
magnitude in reduced stress. Deviations only become significant at the largest WiR
where the chains are nearing complete alignment and Eq. 6.2 becomes singular. In
this regime, the tension in the chain is large enough to stretch segments shorter than a
Kuhn segment, leading to an increase in the bond-bending energy and deviation from
Eq. 6.2. While there is no analytic extension of Eq. 6.2 to full extension, corrections
can be calculated numerically as discussed in Ref. [202,203].
To obtain the viscosity in the large WiR limit we equate the macroscopic rate
of dissipation per unit volume ηexϵ̇
2 to the microscopic dissipation. Since chains are
nearly fully extended, we consider a single straight chain in an extensional uniaxial
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Figure 6.7: Comparison of steady-state stress from simulations σex to the entropic
stress from Eq. 6.2. Colors correspond to the values ofWiR in the legend and symbols
indicate the melt. M1 at Z = 18 (squares), 9 (circles), 6 (diamonds), and 4 (down
triangles). M2 at Z = 9 (X), 6 (pentagons), 4 (up triangles).
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flow. The entire chain must have the same average velocity, so the mean velocity ∆v
of its monomers relative to their neighbors grows linearly with distance x from the
chain center as ∆v = ϵ̇x. If there is a linear drag force with drag coefficient ζ, each
monomer dissipates energy at a rate ζ∆v2. Averaging the dissipation over x gives a








In general, ζ will depend upon the chemical structure and interactions of the chain
backbone.
Figure 6.2(b) shows ηex normalized by ρb
2N2/12. Results for both models and
all chain lengths collapse onto a universal curve at large WiR whose limiting value
corresponds to ζ. Note that M1 and M2 are expected to have nearly the same ζ be-
cause they have identical monomer masses, bond lengths and interchain interactions.
The main difference is that M2 is more rigid and this becomes irrelevant for aligned
chains. The derived value of ζ ≈ 2 is consistent with the viscosity of short chains.
The above results explain many experimental observations on the nonlinear re-
sponse of polymers under strong elongational flow and relate them to changes in chain
conformation. At all WiR the steady-state stress is quantitatively described by the
entropic forces associated with chain straightening on segments of length Ne. This
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entropic stress is balanced by drag forces that also depend on chain conformation and
scale with different powers of Z at low and high WiR.
For small WiR, chains remain close to Gaussian random walks. As predicted by
the tube model and shown in Fig. 6.8, ηex ∼ ηN and scales as GeτeZx ∝ ζNNeZx
where x ≈ 3.4 for well entangled chains and ζN is the monomer drag in the Newtonian
limit. At high rates, chains are straight and ηex rises as ζN
2. The ratio between the
Newtonian and high-rate viscosity scales as ∼ Z1.4 ζN
Neζ
. The Z dependence explains
why the amount of extension-rate thinning increases with chain length in both ex-
periments [32, 178, 179] and simulations (Fig. 6.2). The thinning of long chains can
be fit to a power law with a Z dependent exponent over about one decade in rate.
Chemistry enters through Ne and the drag coefficients. Rate thickening may
be observed at small Z for melts like M2 with small ζN
Neζ
. The increased stiffness
of M1 chains decreases Ne and increases the amount of thinning. Diluting with
short chains increases Ne, which may be part of the reason solutions show less shear
thinning [28, 32, 187, 188]. There is also evidence that solutions suppress changes in
drag because solvent molecules are less aligned by flow [28, 32, 187, 188]. Changes in
monomer drag with alignment as WiR increases are small in our systems because the
monomers are spherical. Large effects may be expected for polymers with large and
rigid side groups.
Many recent methods identify entanglements with contacts between the primitive
paths of polymers [204–206]. These methods suggest that there are no entanglements
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Figure 6.8: Comparison of ηex data normalized by their high and low WiR scalings.
(a) The viscosity normalized by tube theory parameters. Different models with the
same Z coincide at low WiR. At high WiR the ratio is independent of Z but different
for different models. (b) ηex normalized as in Fig. 6.2 with Eq. 6.4 to give the
asymptotic, high-rate drag on straight chains. Results for all melts collapse at large
WiR. (c) Scaled Newtonian viscosity ηN/Geτe as a function of Z. Simulated melts
exhibit the approximate ηN ∼ Z3.4 scaling expected for well entangled melts (dashed
line).
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between the highly aligned chains at large WiR [36,184–186]. However, our measured
chain statistics show that chains are highly confined at large WiR and the volume of
the tube associated with the length and radius in Fig. 6.4 decreases as WiR rises.
Studies of chain relaxation will play an important role in unraveling the relationship




Stress Relaxations From Steady
Extensional Flows
7.1 Introduction
Entangled polymer liquids exhibit highly correlated many-body dynamics and a
rich hierarchy of viscoelastic relaxation modes that emerge from the topological en-
tanglement of chains at long length scales. As discussed in the previous chapter,
the canonical tube theory for entangled polymer dynamics excels in equilibrium and
linear response, but breaks down when nonlinear elongational flows are applied. We
have seen that some equilibrium ideas, like the entropic stress, can be extended to
steady-state extensional flows. However, a much harder problem is characterizing
the dynamic behavior of flowing polymers when they are far from equilibrium. This
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requires understanding the nonequilibrium evolution of chain statistics while chains
are adapting to flow, which is very difficult to measure experimentally. Instead, ex-
periments usually measure the evolution of rheological properties like the extensional
stress σex(t) or viscosity ηex(t) [27]. Microscopic details of the fluid structure must
then be inferred by fitting experimental data to hydrodynamic models for entangled
polymer flow [4, 27]. Modelers postulate analytic expressions to describe molecu-
lar processes that may occur during relaxation, and these mechanisms are validated
based on how well they improve agreement between models and experiments. This
indirect approach has been quite effective at developing accurate models for nonlin-
ear shear flow [27,193]. However, nonlinear extension remains challenging, with many
competing and contradictory model frameworks that remain unvalidated.
Stress relaxations are a particularly convenient experimental protocol for com-
paring models to experiments. During a stress relaxation experiment, a controlled
flow history ϵ̇(t) is imposed for t < 0 and the decay of σex(t) is monitored for t > 0.
Experimentalists try to generate idealized flow histories that are easily compared
to hydrodynamic models. Common choices are relaxation from a rapid step-strain
(ϵ̇(t) ∝ δ(t)), or relaxation from a steady-state flow where ϵ̇(t) can be assumed con-
stant prior to relaxation. For extensional flows, step-strains are much more common
than steady-state relaxtions. This is because generating steady-state flows requires
large Hencky strains and samples become thin filaments. Stress relaxations can be
interrupted by capillary instabilities and other issues related to the fragile sample
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geometry [27].
In this chapter, we use molecular dynamics to perform stress relaxations from the
steady-state extensional flows generated in the previous chapter [112]. The periodic
boundary conditions of our simulations (described in [33, 34]) suppress the flow in-
stabilities that plague experiments and allow us to observe complete relaxation of
the extensional stress σex(t) from steady state. In addition, MD simulations pro-
vide the molecular details of the evolving chain conformations during flow, which we
characterize and relate to trends in σex(t).
7.2 Model and Methods
7.2.1 Kremer-Grest Bead Spring Model
Polymers are modeled with a Kremer-Grest bead-spring model [196]. All beads
have a mass m and interact with a purely repulsive Lennard-Jones potential ULJ(r) =
4u [(a/r)12 − (a/r)6)] that is cutoff at rc = 21/6a. The short cutoff is computationally
efficient but makes the interactions between beads purely repulsive. An experimen-
tal polymer with no attractive interactions would fly apart. However, simulations
allow us to fix the polymer density, and Grest recently showed that adding monomer
attraction to bead-spring melts does not change their rheological behavior for our
chosen density ρ = 0.85/a3 [207]. Covalent bonds between adjacent monomers on
a chain are modeled with the finitely extensible nonlinear elastic (FENE) potential
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U(r) = −0.5(KR2) ln(1 − (r/R)2), with K=30 u/a2 and R=1.5 a. Chain stiffness is
set by an angle potential between neighboring bonds (Ubend = kbend(1− cosα)) where
α is the angle between two adjacent bonds on a chain and kbend = 1.5 u. All physical
quantities in the text are reported in reduced LJ units. The units of length, energy,
and time are reduced by a, u and τ =
√
ma2/u, respectively.
For linear chains with N monomers, the tube model of entangled polymer dy-
namics characterizes the equilibrium properties of the melt in terms of the degree of
entanglement Z = N/Ne, and a chemically specific entanglement time τe ∼ N2e and
plateau modulus Ge = ρkbT/Ne [4]. τe characterizes how long it takes for a chain to
feel the effect of entanglements from neighboring chains, and Ge is the free energy
density of the entanglement network. The tube theory parameters of the bead-spring
model we use have been thoroughly characterized in prior studies [197, 198]. They
have found that τe ≈ 1.98 × 103τ and Ne ≈ 28 beads. We will use N = 500 beads
so Z = N/Ne ≈ 18 rheological entanglements per chain. The Rouse time τR = τeZ2
is the longest dissipative relaxation time for chains to relax stretch within their con-
fining tubes, and is ≈ 324τe for the bead-spring model. Finally, the disentanglement
time τd characterizes the time required for the chain to escape its confining tube. The
analytic form for τd is more complex, since it is renormalized by fluctuations of the
chain stretch. Grest et al. [201] found τd for the bead-spring model is best modeled











3. This gives τd ≈ 11τR for our chains, which agrees
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well with our data.
7.2.2 Simulating Extension and Relaxation
The LAMMPS software package is used to integrate the equations of motion
with a time step ∆t = 0.007τ [35]. All simulations are run at a temperature of
T = 1 u/kb and constant monomer density ρ = 0.85/a
3. A Nose-Hoover thermostat
with a damping time of 10τ regulates the temperature. We varied the thermostat
damping time and and found 10τ is sufficient to control the temperature while also
slow enough to not introduce numerical artifacts for our fastest flow rates. If the
damping time is too short, then the thermostat can artificially increase the viscosity.
Startup uniaxial extensional flow simulations stretch the fluid along the z-axis at
a constant Hencky strain rate ϵ̇ = ∂ log Λ
∂t
, where Λ is the stretch along the flow axis,
z. As in the last chapter, we will use the Rouse Weissenberg number WiR ≡ ϵ̇τR as a
dimensionless measure of strain rate. Polymer liquids are nearly incompressible, so the
perpendicular directions are both contracted by 1/
√
Λ(t) to preserve volume. During
flow, the SLLOD algorithm is used so that the thermostat only couples to the peculiar
velocities of the particles [208, 209]. Generalized Kraynik-Reinelt (GKR) boundary
conditions systematically remap the simulation box during flow, ensuring that the
box never becomes too narrow in the contracting dimensions. GKR boundaries are a
generalization of the Kraynik-Reinelt boundary conditions for planar flows. We use
the method derived by Dobson [33] and implemented in LAMMPS by Nicholson and
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Rutledge [34]. The total momentum of a simulation can drift during extensional flow
due to numerical integration errors. To correct for this, we reset the center of mass
momentum of the system to 0 every 100 time steps.
We begin stress relaxations once systems reach a maximum Hencky strain between
ϵ = 6 − 6.4. Relaxations for all but the lowest two WiR start at ϵ = 6, while lowest
begin at the slightly larger values indicated in Figure 7.1(a). This larger strain does
not influence the behavior of these low WiR systems, where the steady-state is well
developed and has become insensitive to ϵ. The maximum strains are larger than
what experiments typically associate with steady-state and larger than the limit of
ϵ ≈ 5.5 that has been reliably achieved in a filament stretching rheometer [27,178,179].
Simulations can reach these strains because the periodic boundary conditions enforce
a homogeneous flow and suppress instabilities that disrupt experimental flows.
7.2.3 Chain Statistics
Systems are sheared to a Hencky strain ϵ > 6 where the stress and chain statistics
appear to be nearing steady-state values. Then extension is stopped and complete
snapshots of all monomer positions are recorded at intervals of τe/4. Chain statistics
are calculated for each snapshot and averaged over all chains. End-end statistics
are calculated from the displacement vectors connecting each chain’s ends. When
computing internal statistics for segments with n < N − 1 bonds, each chain is
partitioned into multiple segments of length n and statistics are calculated for each
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segment. Unless stated, averages are carried out over all segments of all chains.
Statistics for the initial steady-states are computed by averaging over all snapshots
in the strain interval ϵ ∈ [5.5, 6.0]. Since the stress relaxation is a dynamic process,
quantities computed are averaged over all chains at a given time, and are not averaged
over time unless otherwise noted. We use a subscript ’eq’ to denote the value of
statistics in the equilibrium state.
7.3 Results and Discussion
7.3.1 The Extensional Stress
Figure 7.1(a) shows the extensional stress σex = σzz − 12(σxx+σyy) during startup
uniaxial elongational flow with constant WiR ranging from 0.16 to 25. The stress
increases before plateauing to a steady-state stress once ϵ is larger than about 2. The
steady stress increases with increasing WiR and the shape of the rise changes as WiR
increases above 1. At low WiR, the σex curves have negative curvature and plateau
to a well defined steady-state. When WiR > 1, σex rises rapidly with a positive
curvature that is reminiscent of strain hardening in solid polymers. The plateaus at
large WiR are not flat and continue to show a slow rise with increasing ϵ out to the
largest strains we have considered (up to ϵ > 6.5).
We can relate this slow growth to the continuing evolution of the conformational
statistics of the chains. Deformation rapidly changes the average stretch and orienta-
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Figure 7.1: (a) The extensional stress σex versus strain during startup uniaxial ex-
tensional flows for all WiR. The terminal point of (a) is the starting state for each
stress relaxation shown in (b). Relaxations plot σex(t) versus t/τe, with t the time
since flow ceased.
tion of polymer conformations, but the full probability distribution functions of these
quantities take time to equilibrate to a steady-state distribution. This can affect quan-
tities like the stress, which are sensitive to the tails of conformation distributions—i.e.,
the most extreme chain conformations present. Experiments are typically limited to
ϵ ∼ 3 to 6 and report values at the largest strain as steady-state [26, 26, 178, 179].
Our results suggest that true steady state is not reached until much larger values.
The problem is particularly acute for high rates, since the total stretch time scales
inversely with WiR. For example, simulations at WiR = 25 reach ϵ = 6 after only
< τR/5 and one may expect that times larger than τR are needed to fully adapt to
the flow.
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Although it is not the focus of this chapter, we note that it will be interesting to
study the kinetic processes that control how chain conformations adapt to flow and
approach steady state. Experiments by Schroeder et al. [210, 211] have explored the
distinct kinetic pathways entangled chains take to stretch during flow and relaxation.
They find that chains extended by flow approach their steady conformations by a
variety of kinetic pathways, some taking much longer than others. This “molecular
individualism” emerges from the competition of convection and diffusion and is a
potential explanation of the slow growth we observe at large WiR. Detailed analysis
of our chain statistics should reveal whether this is the case and provide useful data
to compare to these experiments.
Figure 7.1(b) shows the relaxation of σex(t) with reduced time t/τe, where t is the
time since flow ceased. Figure 7.2 plots the same data on a log-log scale. For all WiR,
σex relaxes over many decades in time and does not completely decay until t > 2τd.
All systems exhibit an initial plateau before σex begins to decrease. The delay time
decreases with increasing WiR and should be associated with the fastest relaxation
mode that is driven out of equilibrium by the flow.
As for start-up, σex exhibits different behavior as WiR increases. For WiR < 1,
the delay time is long and σex begins relaxing only after a time ∼ τd. For WiR > 1,
the delay time decreases and σex relaxes rapidly. Separate curves with WiR > 1
converge toward each other, with all superposing after a few τR (∼ 350τe). These
high WiR curves then converge onto the low WiR curves after about τd ≈ 3500τe.
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Figure 7.2: Extensional stress relaxations σex(t) versus t/τe with t the time since flow
ceased. Relaxations start from steady-state flows at WiR indicated by the symbol at
the first recorded time. τR/τe and τd/τe are indicated by a dashed and a dash-dotted
line, respectively.
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The qualitative behavior of σex is consistent with the spectrum of relaxation modes
predicted by rheological models. Many theories model relaxation in entangled melts
with two spectrums of exponential relaxation modes [4, 27]. One spectrum is due
to reptation relaxing chain orientation and is governed by τd. The other is due to
stretch relaxation and governed by τR. It is common to assume individual modes are
decoupled, however, recent simulation studies have shown this is generally not true
[212]. Nonetheless, the Rouse and reptation mode spectrums are a useful framework
for discussing and interpreting our data.
For WiR < 1, flow is strong enough to orient chain primitive paths but not stretch
them much. Rouse-like modes should remain near equilibrium, and σex for different
WiR converge for times ∼ τd. For WiR > 1, models predict that flow both orients
and stretches chain primitive paths. Larger WiR should stretch chains more, leading
to a more rapid onset of retraction as higher Rouse modes are populated. The highest
WiR curves “catch-up” with each-other as they retract and relax their higher order
Rouse modes. The retraction process ends after a few τR, when the WiR > 1 curves
superpose. After retraction, these systems must still undergo reptation to relax their
orientation. This leads to their convergence with the low WiR curves at long times.
7.3.2 Chain Stretch and Orientation
Simulations allow us to test model predictions by directly observing the evolution
of chain conformations during relaxation. Figure 7.3 shows typical chain conforma-
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tions at four times during relaxation for all WiR. The flow axis is along the vertical
direction, and each chain shown has an end-end vector R(N) equal to the rms value
for chains at the corresponding time. A chain in the equilibrium coil conformation
is shown in the upper right for reference. At t = 0, chains are in their steady-state
conformations. For all WiR, the extensional flow has extended the primitive paths of
the chains along the flow axis. The stretch rises rapidly for WiR > 1 and chains are
nearly fully extended by WiR = 25. Detailed analysis of these steady-state flows is
provided in the previous chapter.
Figure 7.3 shows chain conformations at t = 0, τR, and τd after flow ceases.
Low WiR systems show little visual change in their conformations until times ∼ τd,
consistent with the relaxation of σex in Figure 7.1 and 7.2. In contrast, chains at
large WiR > 1 undergo rapid retractions such that average conformations at different
WiR become nearly indistinguishable after ∼ τR. For times ≥ τd, chains begin losing
orientational order as they escape their confining tubes. In this regime, relaxation
from all WiR is dominated by reptation and the longest relaxation time τd.
We can quantify the degree of chain straightening shown in Figure 7.3 with the
internal distance function R(n), which is the RMS magnitude of the vector R⃗(n)
between beads connected by n bonds, averaged over the ensemble of segments. R(n)
must be less than the contour length nb and it is convenient to work with the extension
ratio R(n)/nb. Here we use the mean bond length b for the given state, but even at
the highest WiR in steady state this is < 1% greater than the equilibrium value. In
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Figure 7.3: Typical chain conformations for t = 0, τR, and τd after relaxation for
all WiR. The conformations correspond to chains with the average end-end vector
at the indicated time. For WiR > 1, chains retract rapidly over τR and converge to
the equilibrium primitive path length and diameter. Once t > τd, all conformations
begin to lose their orientational order as their ends explore regions outside of the
initial aligned tube.
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equilibrium, R(n) = Req(n) and R(n)/nb ∼ n−1/2 when n is larger than the Kuhn
length. For a fully extended chain R(n)/nb = 1, and if a chain is partially extended
above some scale n∗ then R(n)/nb will approach a constant ≤ 1 for n > n∗.
Figure 7.4(a)-(c) plots R(n)/nb at different times. The equilibrium conformation
Req(n)/nb is indicated with a black line and scales as n
−1/2 at large n. It shows
some straightening at short scales due to the backbone stiffness, before transition to
a random walk with R(n)/nb ∼ n−1/2 above the Kuhn length. The steady-state con-
figurations in Figure 7.4(a) all show straightening for n larger than the entanglement
length Ne. This is indicated by the plateau in R(n)/nb at large n and corresponds
to the alignment of the “tubes” formed by entanglements. As WiR increases above
1, the scale of straightening moves to progressively smaller n, corresponding to the
stretch of the chains’ primitive paths.
Figure 7.4(b) plots R(n)/nb at t = τR and shows the effect of chain retraction.
As is also seen visually in Figure 7.3, chains for all WiR > 0.16 have rapidly relaxed
to similar conformations, with their R(n)/nb curves superposing. The common curve
deviates from equilibrium at about Ne and then saturates. This is consistent with the
primitive path relaxing to its equilibrium length, but being completely oriented along
the flow direction. This can be verified by observing that the common plateau value
∼ 0.3 corresponds to R(N − 1) ≈ 145, which is equal to the equilibrium primitive
path length ZReq(Ne) of the chains. Thus, all systems relax back to their equilibrium
primitive path length after retraction, even after being fully aligned by flow.
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(a) t = 0
(b) t = R
(c) t = d
Figure 7.4: R(n)/nb versus n/Ne for all WiR at (a) t = 0, (b) t = τR, and (c)
t = τd. The solid black lines correspond to an equilibrium coil. Rapid retraction
causes systems with initially fully aligned conformations to converge to a common
conformation at t = τR (b). They then relax in the same way. The WiR = 0.16 curve
remains distinct from the others at τR because its chains were not fully aligned by
the flow (see Figure 7.3).
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R(n)/nb for the lowest WiR = 0.16 does not superpose with the other WiR and
shows almost no change between Figure 7.4(a) and (b) because the flow rate was
insufficent to fully orient the confining tube down to Ne. This is evident by its lower
plateau value in Figure 7.4(b). The only way for this system to continue relaxing is
via reptation which does not occur until t ∼ τd. Figure 7.4(c) shows R(n)/nb after
τd and, as anticipated, we see that R(n)/nb curves for all WiR have converged as all
systems undergo terminal relaxation through reptation.
A beautiful quality of Figure 7.4 is that the equilibrium entanglement length-scale
Ne naturally emerges during relaxation. Even though Ne is an emergent confinement
produced through the interaction of many chains [4, 31], we can directly extract it
by monitoring the evolution of single chain statistics. Perhaps equally compelling
is that the value of Ne that emerges after retraction is the same as in equilibrium.
This challenges several recent models of nonlinear polymer rheology [36,186,213,214],
which assume or predict Ne changes as chains become highly oriented.
Rheological theories usually model chain extension with a stretch λ(n) equal to
R(n)/Req(n) evaluated at specific scales like the end-end n = N − 1 or entanglement
n = Ne scale [4, 30]. λ(N − 1) gives a measure of the overall extension of the chain,
while λ(Ne) gives the stretch per Ne of the primitive path. Figure 7.5 (a) and (b)
show the evolution of λ(N − 1) and λ(Ne) for all WiR. The large initial value of
the end-end stretch reflects both the alignment of the confining tube and the stretch
of the chain within the tube. Thus, λ(N − 1) does not completely relax until both
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retraction and reptation have occured. The superposition of these two relaxations can
be seen in Figure 7.5(a) for large WiR. Considering the WiR = 25 system, λ(N − 1)
starts decreasing almost immediately (t > τe) due to retraction, before superposing
with the other curves once t > 2τR and reptation takes over. The terminal region
is governed by reptation and is the only process present for the lowest WiR = 0.16
system.
Meanwhile, the entanglement stretch λ(Ne) is much less sensitive to reptation,
since the confining tube only constrains the chain at scales larger than Ne. Thus,
relaxation of λ(Ne) is dominated by chain retraction and rapidly decays over a few
τR. Interestingly, λ(Ne) does not fully relax over the Rouse time scale. Instead,
relaxation slows and does not finish until reptation has occured. This suggests chains
cannot completely relax their stretch through Rouse-like motion, as is assumed by
many rheological models. Instead, we observe a finite, residual stretch of the primitive
path for stretches less than ∼ 1.2. This value is likely non universal and specific to
this bead spring model. The existence of such a residual stress has been proposed
by Wang et al. [215]. They hypothesize retraction is arrested by a “cohesive barrier”
that resists the entropic tension in the stretched chain. Others have shown that the
confinement imposed by entanglements can couple Rouse modes, producing “non-
Rouse” relaxation behavior [212]. Determining the origin of this residual stretch is an
important topic but beyond the scope of this chapter. We defer further investigation
to our future work.
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Figure 7.5: Relaxation for segment stretch λ(n) at (a) the end-end scale n = N−1 and
(b) the entanglement scale n = Ne. λ(N − 1) relaxes by a combination of retraction
and reptation, while relaxation of λ(Ne) is dominated by retraction. However, residual
stretches less than about 1.2 persist at Ne until they are relaxed by reptation.
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At high WiR, the lateral fluctuations of chains relative to the primitive path are
suppressed as chains are stretched by the tension induced by the flow. After flow
ceases, the retraction of the chain reduces the free energy cost for monomers moving
laterally within their confining tubes. As the primitive path length decreases during
retraction, the lateral fluctuations of the chains increase and provide a measure for the
diameter of the confining tube. Quantifying a tube diameter is challenging because
the confinement of chains by entanglements is a dynamic many-body effect, so a tube
radius cannot be uniquely determined from single chain statistics. Past work on the
Kremer-Grest model has used a variety of techniques to analyze the confining tube
using primitive path analysis or geometric annealing [204–206]. This work provides
values of Ne, C∞ and the equilibrium tube diameter aeq = Req(Ne) = C∞Neb
2, where
Req(Ne) is the rms length of segments of Ne monomers. The value of R(Ne) stops
being a useful measure of confinement once chains are extended by flow. Changes in
R(Ne) are dominated by the increase in the length along extension, while the tube
radius is associated with fluctuations about the primitive path in the perpendicular
directions. There is still debate about how to extend primitive path methods to highly
aligned chains, but the lateral fluctuations of segments of length Ne should scale with
the shrinking diameter of chain confinement.
In Figure 7.6 we plot the evolution of two measures of the lateral fluctuations of
the chains for all WiR. Figure 7.6(a) plots the perpendicular fluctuation of monomers
within a segment of length Ne relative to the segment’s end-end vector. The fluc-
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tuation δr⊥ depends on the chemical distance n from the start of the segment and
must go to zero at both ends. For Gaussian chains, the maximum fluctuation occurs
at n = Ne/2 and this is the value we measure. Figure 7.6(b) plots G⊥, which is the
square-root of the sum of the two smallest eigenvalues of an Ne segment’s radius of
gyration tensor. Both measures are averaged over all segments on all chains. The
ratio of the tube diameters from these measures to the equilibrium tube diameter is
readily computed for equilibrium Gaussian chains. One finds: 2δr⊥/aeq = (2/3)
1/2
and 2G⊥/aeq = (246/1549)
1/2 [216].
Both measures show qualitatively similar behavior. At high WiR, chain stretch
suppresses lateral fluctuations. For low WiR, where little stretch occurs, the diameter
is nearly unchanged from its equilibrium value. During relaxation, large WiR chains
show a rapid increase in diameter over the Rouse time scale. Similar to the stretch,
the large WiR systems converge to a common curve after a few τR, by which time
they have almost completely recovered their equilibirum tube diameter. The rapid
recovery of the equilibrium tube diameter is signficant and suggests, quite suprisingly,
that the emergent confinement of interacting chains is insensitive to their orientation.
That is to say, chains whose primitive paths are uniformly aligned, confine each other
in the same manner as chains whose primitive paths randomly cross each other.
Once retraction is complete, reptation dominates the final stage of relaxation as t
approaches τd. The chain loses its orientational order as it slowly escapes its oriented
tube and replaces it with a random walk. We can describe the orientation with the
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Figure 7.6: Two measures of tube diameter are shown as a function of time for each
WiR. (a) The tube diameter calculated by the fluctuations of monomers perpendic-
ular to the end-end vector of segments of length Ne, averaged over the inner 20% of
monomers of each segment. (b) The tube diameter calculated from the sum of the
two smallest eigenvalues of the radius of gyration tensor for chain segments of length
Ne.
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nematic order parameter P2(n) =
1
2
⟨3⟨cos2 θn⟩ − 1⟩, where θn is the angle between
the extension axis and the vector R⃗(n) between beads separated by n bonds. P2 = 0
when segments are randomly oriented and P2 = 1 when segments are fully aligned by
flow. Simple reptation theory predicts P2(n) ∝ e−t/τd for all n > Ne [4, 30]. That is,
orientation at the scale of the chain ends will decay at the same rate as for shorter
segments within the chain.
We verify this behavior in Figure 7.7 by plotting the evolution of P2 versus t/τR
for n = N − 1 (a) and n = Ne (b). We have normalized curves for all WiR by
their value at t = 3τR to remove any early time behavior due to retraction. P2 at
both scales decays exponentially and in good agreement with a relaxation ∝ e−t/τd ,
which is shown by black dashed lines. The decay of P2(N − 1) is noisier than for
P2(Ne) because their are many more Ne-scale segments to average over in a given
configuration. The similar relaxation rate at both scales is consistent with reptation
theory. However, it is again surprising that τd shows no change with WiR. Like the
recovery of the equilibrium primitive path length and tube diameter after retraction,
the equilibrium reptation time τd appears to be a robust quantity that survives for
highly oriented melt configurations.
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Figure 7.7: Relaxation of the nematic orientational order parameter for all WiR at
(a) the end-end scale P2(N) and (b) the entanglement scale P2(Ne). Curves are nor-
malized by the value of P2 at t = 3τR to remove any effect of retraction. Orientation
at both scales decays exponentially with t/τd as illustrated by the black dashed lines.
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7.4 Discussion and Conclusions
Molecular simulations of stress relaxations from steady-state extensional flows re-
veal unexpected connections between the dynamics of polymer melts near and far
from equilibrium. Extensional flows uniformly align chains along the extension axis,
allowing the primitive path to be unambiguously identified and its evolution to be
tracked. As WiR increases above ∼ 1, the chain primitive paths stretch and the lat-
eral fluctuations of chains decrease in steady state. After flow ceases, chains retract
over times ∼ τR, rapidly approaching the equilibrium primitive path length. The
perpendicular fluctuations of segments of length Ne also rapidly increase over ∼ τR
toward a value corresponding to their equilibrium statistics. We observe residual
stretches ∼ 1.2 after initial retraction that do not completely relax until the terminal
relaxation time. This residual stretch may be evidence of thermal or kinetic confine-
ment barriers hindering simple Rouse retraction, as suggested by Wang et al. [215] or
Jagannathan et al. [212].
The rapid recovery of the equilibrium primitive path length and width suggests
that the equilibrium entanglement scaleNe is also rapidly recovered. This is supported
by the relaxation of the orientational order of chains, which decays exponentially with
a chracateristic time equal to the equilibrium reptation time τd. The reptation time
depends strongly upon Z = N/Ne, implying that the equilibrium Ne is also recovered
after retraction.
It is surprising that chains in fully oriented melts reptate similarly to those in equi-
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librium. The qualitative picture usually used to visualize entanglement is illustrated
in Figure 7.8(a). In this picture, the tube diameter a and the entanglement length
Ne are controlled by the characteristic separation between interchain crossings that
form topological constraints (TC). It is these TCs that are measured by primitive
path analysis (PPA) [204] or geometric annealing codes like Z1 [205] or CReTA [206].
These metrics find that the number of TCs decreases as chains become highly aligned
by nonlinear flows [185]. In this view of entanglement, a reduction in TCs would sug-
gest there is an overall decrease in chain confinement due to entanglement, with Ne
and a increasing and the primitive path length decreasing [4,30]. Several recent rhe-
ological theories also predict that chain confinement should decrease with increasing
orientation of the primitive path [213,214,217].
Our results reveal a very different picture of confinement in highly oriented melts,
illustrated in Figure 7.8(b). We observe that the complete alignment of the primi-
tive paths produces almost no change in the primitive path length or diameter after
retraction. The equilibrium tube diameter is preserved in spite of the fact that the
oriented chains inter-digitate less than they do in equilibrium. This suggests that
the confinement associated with “entanglement” is subtler than the picture in Figure
7.8(a) would suggest, and it likely cannot be captured by methods like PPA when
chains are highly oriented. Our data also disagrees with the predictions of several
rheological models that predict a reduction in chain confinement with increasing ori-
entation of the primitive path [213,214,217]. Rather, it may be the case that simpler
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Figure 7.8: (a) Schematic of the conventional picture of chain entanglement and
confinement. The characteristic distance between chain crossings in equilibrium de-
termines the entanglement length Ne and the diameter a of the confining tube. (b)
Schematic illustrating the chain confinement we observe for highly oriented melts af-
ter times ∼ τR. The uniformly oriented primitive paths intermingle less then in the
equilibrium melt. However, both the primitive path length and the diameter of the
confining tube a remain the same as in equilibrium.
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chain-packing arguments, like those discussed by Qin and Milner [218], are more
appropriate.
It is remarkable that the equilibrium values of Ne, a, and τd remain relevant
quantities even for the most extreme nonlinear extensional flows. Their persistence
holds significant implications for the nature of entanglement in oriented fluids, and
the necessary structure for future models of nonlinear flow. Our data suggests that
the current trend to use quantities like Ne as dynamic variables to capture nonlinear
flow behavior may be inappropriate, and new physical mechanisms must be identified
to explain nonlinear trends. What those strategies should be is not yet clear, but we
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